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ABSTRACT 

This thesis explores areas of social and intellectual continuity within the 

American counterculture circa 1968-1985. It demonstrate that the punk 

counterculture of the 1970s had its mots in the hippie counterculture of the 1960s 

and was not a separate M a l  phenomenon. The punk counterculture developed 

in three periods: 1968-1975, when punks and hippies shared bohemian 

neighbourhoods. like New York's East Village, and an ideology that rejected 

capitalism and rniddleclass lives; 1975-1980, when punk gained public notice 

and began to develop its own institutions like the night dub, the fanzine, and the 

independent record label; and 19804985, as punk rediscovered the political 

aitique made by dissenting groups of the 1960s. such as the New Left, with the 

ernergenœ of hatdmre punk. This thesis uses 298 letters printed in Flipsde and 

MaximumRock'n'Roll magazines during the period of 1983-1 985 to demonstrate 

the grass-mots conœrns of punks as they evolved through these periods. 
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Chapter One 

All Hopped Up and Ready to Go: The Birth of punk1 

This year marks the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Ramones' debut album, 

an album that according to a celebratory Spin Magazine article 'inspired 

countiess disenfranchised teens to start punk bands."' The Ramones' debut 

album has been described as a critical moment not just in the history of music, 

but in what many American hisurians refer to as the "counterculture." However, 

the terni "counterculturen is often used in the plural, with each successive 

generation making its own revolt, be it Beat, Hippie or Punk, only to be overtaken 

by the ne* big thing. When punk first caugM the public eye, it was seen as 

nihilistic and doomed to bum itself out in apocaiyptic rage. Punk has not slipped 

quietly into the dustbin of history, though; 2001 marks ih twenty-fifth anniversary 

as well as the Ramones'. Since the 1970s, however, it has grown and developed 

into an extensive cultural system that extends beyond music to offer critiques of 

American politics and economic policy, while being an advmte for feminist, 

minority, and environmental politics? 

Punk may have burst ont0 the musical sœne in 1976, but its actual 

gestation extends back much further, for its development was continuous with 

1 Line from the Ramones' first single, and the first bonafide punk song, "Blitzkrieg Bop", from 
Ramones, Sire Records, 1976. 

Eric Weisbard, '25 Yean of PunK. Spin Magazine (May ZW? ): 87. 



that of the countercuIture of the 1960s. Punk ernerged out of many of the same 

urban neighbourhoods that nurtured the hippies throughout the 1960s. Thus. 

while many aspects of the punk and hippie countercultures were different and 

unique to themseives, they also shared many cornrnonalities. The focus of this 

thesis will be on the simifarities between theca two cultures in order to link them 

socially and ideologically. Oral histones of the early punk sœnes reveat that 

punks fek a strong cunnection with the hippie cuuntercuiture. Furthermore. as 

punk developed it rediscovered the economic, political, and social critiques of the 

1960s. Through the study of amateur punk magazines in the early 1980s, this 

shKfy will endeavor to add to the understanding of the d e  of non-musicians in 

fomiing punk culture. These magazines, known as fanzines, also demonstrate 

the connections that the caunterculture made throughout the carnmunity, and the 

issues amund which they rallied. 

Arnerican historian Chades Kaiser has stated that 'the" counterculture was 

bom on January 14, 1967 at the Human Be-ln, where Allen Ginsburg, Jerry 

Rubin, and Timothy Leary attempted to unite disparate elernents of the vanous 

youth subc~ltures.~ However, this merely marked the day that the wunterculture 

went abve ground, much in the same way that the release of Ramones brought 

punk into rnainstrearn consciou~ness.~ Kaiser, like many mainstream journalists 

and historians, ignored much adivity that went on before 1967. highlighting the 

difficulty in reconstmcüng the histwy of a counterculture from a position within 

While punk was not uniqdy Arnerican , and is now a faidy international wunterculture. I wili be 
focusing exclusively on Arnerican punk 
4 Charles Kaiser, 1968 in Amenca: Music, FbIitics, Chaos, Counte~cutture, and the Shaphg of a 
Generation (New York Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 19û8), 204. 



the dominant culture, where every new manifestation appearsd to be something 

radical and new. One of the first authors to disaiss the nature of the burgeoning 

counterailture was Theodore Roszak in his 1969 book. The Making of a Counter 

~ul ture .~  Roszak took a fairîy large view of the counteraitture, encompassing the 

Beat Generation. the fiower children of the 1960s. anti-war pditics and 

psycheâelic dnigs. While Roszak's identification of the Beats as part of the 

countemlhire. and not forerunners, implied a longer gestation period than some 

mers would allow, many seem to share hh definition of its composition. 

If punk is to be seen as a continuation of the 1960s counterculture, then it 

is neœssary to define oomehow what the cwnterculture of the 1960s was, in 

order to examine what aspects were maintained or expanded by punk. Like punk, 

the 1960s counterculture was not a cohesive monolithic block, fur beneath its 

label many different subcultures vied, each with its own parücular area of interest 

and emphasis. Hawever, al1 of these disparate and surnetimes conflicting 

subgmups shared a cornmon ideological base. Thus 'wunterwlture* is an 

umbrelia temi used to connect individuals and parties who colledvely stressed 

persanal liberty and fulfillment over economically-based social roles. 

Roszak wrote that by the early 1960s America had developed into a 

technocratic society. By this he meant a 'social form in which an industrial 

society reaches the peak of its organiratonal integmtion.' This is the same type 

And even then B rea1Iy went nowhere; Ramones didn't even crack the Billboard Top 200. ' Theodore Roszak, me Making of a Counter Cuttum (Garden City. New York: Anchor Books. 
1 969). 

Ibid.. 127. 



of society advocated by late nineteenth century industrial refomers like Frederick 

W. ~aylor.* Roszak desaibed the technocratic society as king: 

the ideal men usually have in mind when they speak of 
modemizing, updating, rationalizing, planning . . . the technocracy 
wrks to knit together the anachronistic gaps and fissures of 
industrial society . . . in which entrepreneurial talent broadens its 
province to orchestrate the total human context wbich surrounds 
the industrial cornp~ex.~ 

Theodore Roszak defined the hippie counterwlture in opposition to the 

technomtic Society. It was against the dehumanking of everyday life, and 
. - 

instead created 'a culture so tadically disaffiliated fram the mainstream 

assumptbns of ouf Society that it scarœly lodo to many as a culture at ail. but 

takes on the aiarming appeatanœ of barbanc intrusions.' 'O This definition, for 

Roszak, took precedence over al1 other activities of the counterculture. In fact 

Roszak lumped together the anti-war movement, the civil nghts movement, the 

psychedelic movement, and various components of the aiunterculture, but his 

main focus was on the hippie rejection of economics as the prirnary focus of 

Society. Roszak did nat have a problem with capitalisrn per se, but rather with the 

organization of society favoured by capitalism. Thus. he excluded Black Powet 

as being part of a d-ifferent (though compatible) struggle for racial equality within 

the technocratic SOCjety, since he felt that this movement would leave the overall 

- - - - 

' For a brief look at the thoughts of Taylor see his posthumously published The Pnnupks of 
Scfenfifiç Management (New Yoric W.W. Norton, 191 1 ). 

lbid., 5. 



government structure intact. Roszak's counterculture was against a Society that 

wwld alfow the bomb but not a fblly realized creative and expressive person. 

Simply wanting a place at the table or a change of leaders was not going to win 

effective changes. What the counterwlture was striving for, Roszak argued, was 

a likstyle that would reintegrate the irrational. emotional herÏtage of Western 

civituation, a U William Blake and the Rornantic poets. 

Wtrat the counter culture offers us, then, is a remarkable defection 
from the long-standing tradition of skeptical. seailar intellectuality 
which has sewed as the prime vehicle for three hundreâ years of 
sci-entific and technical work in the West. Aîmost ovemight (and 
astonishingiy. with no great debate on the point) a signifiant 
portion of the younger generation has opted out of # a  tradition. 
rather as if to provide an emergency balance to the gross 
distortions of our technoiogical society. Men by ocwt aberrations 
just as gros. As often happens, one cuîtural exaggeration calls 
forth another. which can be its opposite. but equivalent. " 

Similarly, Charles A. Reich advocated the concept of the counterculture 

as an alternative lifestyle in his 1971 The Greening of Amenca, except that this 

aitered lifestyle was symbolic of an altered state of consciousness. 'a total 

configuration of the individual, whidi makes up his whole perception of realw. his 

worid view."" Reich took a more psycho-social perspective than R o s a ,  who 

saw the coontercultuml stniggle uitimately as an economic and political stniggle. 

For Reich, change was gradua1 and evolutionary, because 'consciousness is 

fonned by the underlying economic and social conditions . - . . Culture and 



govemment interad with consciousness; they are its pmducts but they also help 

to form it.=13 

In The Gmning of America. Reich presented the counterculture as having 

developed out of changes in American Society. His three stages of 

consciousness each refiected particular moments in the economic transformation 

of the United Sates: C ~ n ~ o u s n e s s  I in the late-nineteenth-century, 

Consciousness II during 1930-1950, and finally Consùousness III. which came 

into being dunng the 1960s. Consciousness 1 was formed during a time when the 

United States were primarily a rurakmall tom agriwltural country, in which the 

threat of a tyrannical govemment still loomed. Consciousness I ind ividuals, 

amrding to Reich, were independent. proponents of laissez-faire govemment 

pdicies." C~ns~ousness II was bom during the late-nineteenth-œntury 

industrial boom and the introduction of Frederick W. Taylor's scientific 

management of the workplace, which dehurnanizeâ industrial labour practices by 

putting individual work rhythm to a standard pacd5 Wth positMst thought 

swecping through intellectual cirdes and the economy firmly in the hands of the 

corporations, Reich argued that mis pend saw the nse of the expert as 

pdi~yrnaker.'~ Consciousness II, cynical about human nature. favoured some 

form of institutional management of social problems and submission to the will of 

experts or authoriües." Consciousness il, Theodore Roszak wouM Say, was the 

technocratie society. Consciousness III, which Reich identifiecl with the 

12 Charles A Reich, 7'be Greening of Ametfa (New York: Random House, i970), 14. '' Ibid., 16. 
14 Ibid., 25. 
l5 Ibid., 27. 



countercuiture, came of age during the period of mechanked industriakation 

which relied less and less on human labour power, a period of unsurpassed 

ecanomic and teainologicai growth. Consciousness III questioned the need to 

work and rnake sacrifices in the name of work at ali. 

In The Gmening of Arne-, Reich described the United States as k i n g  

dorninated by Consciousness Il; corporations, whether businesses or schools, 

hained and indochinated individwls to make them fit into the corporate state.I8 

Menial jobs were dehumaniring and worken had no creative outlets. Reich 

larnented that these worken could be 'Joan Baez w Bob Dylan, working in a 

bank or a filling station until their rninds and bodies have forgotten that poetry 

was once in them."lg While Roszak felt that the counterculture reRected the 

development of a youth culture freed from sacrifice by a booming economy, 

Reich argued that the counterculture was not exclusively geared toward youth, 

but that it encompassed a set of ideals that could work equally well with mature 

people, pmvided they found a set of values to base around a nonmaterial 

culture.20 Consciousness, Reich explained. contained the seeds of new types of 

social institutions and political possibilities, as it sought new ways to express its 

values. 

The distinction between the 1960s and punk counterailtures becomes 

dearer through the theoretical framework of the ltalian Marxist, Antonio Gramsci. 

According to Gramsci. once values start to manifest themselves as institutions 

l6 Ibid., 38. 
" Ibid., 67. 
'' Ibid., 130. 
'"bid. 151. 



and cultural forms, they can form historical blocs, the stepping stone to his theory 

of hegemony. According to Gramsci, ideas corne first and these govem how 

people organize our sconomic and social practices. Next. institutions are built to 

reinforce and nomalire these practices. From here, they assume the pattern of 

everyday life, but at bottom lies an idea." Gramsci's emphasis on the cultural 

over the pditical was similar to the tactical differenœs between the punk and 

hippie countercultures and 3960s political groups of the New L e t  Unlike the New 

L e t  which stniggled to adiieve both immediate political and social changes. 

punk, in the 1970s, made no such effort. Instead, like the hippies. who by the late 

1960s were pemived by leftists as apolitical. or at least insufficiently political, 

punks conœntrated on creating an alternative cultural system that wuld one day 

challenge mainstream society. 

Gramsci wote that politics is the realm of the state, which is the goveming 

institutions plus economic organizations." Any 'revolutiona~ party that 

participates in the usual pollical proœss (such as elections. parliementary 

debates. etc.) can merely make minor changes. allowing the systern to function 

more smoothly while appearing to demonstrate the system's abiliîy to 

accommodate and handle dissed3 Gramsci called this the passive revolution. 

The passive revolution can be seen in punk as well, where corporate record 

labels were viewed as watering down and pacifying mlutionary music (such as 

Roszak, The M e k n g  of a CounZer Culture, 30-1 ; Reich. The Gmning of Amrice. 278. 
Narberto Bobbio. 'Gramsci and the Conception of CM1 S&etf. Chantal Maine (ed.) Gramsci 

and Marxisf Theory (London: Rouüedge 8 Kegan Paul, i979), 33. 
* Anne Shawstack S a m .  'Hegcimwiy. War of Position and Political Interventionn. Apprwches 
to Gramsci (London, Engfand: Writers and Readers Publishimg Cooperative Society Lm., 1982), 
96. 

Sasson, Approaches fo Gmmsci; 1 13. 



jazz, rock, punk, hip hop), while attempting to pmve that the carporate recording 

industry was every bit as revolutionary as the independents. The practice of 

'dropping out" can be seen as the process by which the couriterculture avoided 

cooptation and ainœntrated on the deveiopment of its own instit~tions.~~ The 

mal political battle could only occur once there was an effective econornic and 

social alternative practiced by the party's own supporters. such as the 

development of independent labels capable of national distribution. The pditical 

battle. according to Gramsci, would be among the last of the battles to c~cur.~'  

The political battle could only occur, he believed, once the cultural battle 

had been won. Gramsci acknowledged this in his discussions of hegemony and 

the role it played in gaining the consent of the govemed. Hegemony oawned 

when a particular historical bloc, or social group, was able not onfy to articulate 

its awn goals and values but also to convince other social groups that these 

goals and values were shared. The alliances of these social gmups allowed thern 

to form a cohesive bloc. Hegernony accurred when one: 

[Blccomes aware that one's own corporate interests in their present 
and Mure developrnent. transcend the corporate limits of the purely 
economic class, and can and must becorne the interests of other 
subordinate groups too. This is the rnost purely political phase, and 
marks the decisive passage from the structure to the sphere of the 
cornpiex superst~ctures: it is the phase in which previously 
genninated idsologies becorne 'party', come into confrontation and 
conflict. until one of thern, or at least a single combination of them. 

- - -  

Anne Showstadr Sasson, 'Passive RevoJution and the Politics of Refomi", Approacfies io 
Gramsci (London, England: Wiiters and Readers Pubiishing Cooperative Society LTD., 1982), 
142. " Cari Boggs, The TM ReVOIutrons: Antonio Gram- and the Wemmas of Wstem Manism 
(Boston: South End Press, 1 984), 161. 



tends to prevail, to gain the upper hand, to propagate itself 
throughout - bringing about not oniy a unison of economic 
and political aims, but also intellectual and moral unity, posing al! 
the questions around which the struggle rages not on a corporate 
but on a 'universaIn plane, and thus aeaing the hegemony of a 
fundamental social group over a senes of subordinate grwps." 

Gramsci's ideas about the cornpetition between social groups for 

hegemony help explain the role of the counterwlture sine the 1960s. According 

to Reich and Razak, the hegernonic bloc that guided Arnerïcan society after 

WWll was composed of the coiporate procapitalist forces, Roszak's technocratie 

society and Reich's Consciouness II. Hegemony involved the abiiity to diffuse 

ideological. race, gender, and dass daims as universal values throughout all of 

d e t y  by controlling key institutions such as Congress, Church, courts, SCIKK)ls, 

and the media. It used these institutions not only to promote its ideas. but to 

fumer For example. under a hegemonic capWist system, the process of 

education mirrors the processes of industry and the âesireâ result is not well- 

educated indMduals, but skilled, comptent workersa Gramsci suggested that 

the liberal Western democracy was created by the expanding middle-dasses 

who were looking for a way to saf'eguard their mastery of the e ~ o n o r n y . ~ ~  

Hegemony msts on consent As disparate groups within the United States 

struggled to enact their visions of American society. the pst-Worid War II 

aI Antonio Gramsci, B n s  t b m  the Prison Noiebooks of AntonEo Gramsd, trans. Quentin 
Harare and Donald Nowell Smith (New York: Intemaüonal PuMishers, 1971 ), 181. 

Christine BuaOludQman, 'Hegemony and Consent A Political S-. Anne Sbwstack 
Sasson (ed) Ap-s to Gram& (London: Writers and Readers Publishing Cooperative 
Society LTD., 1982). 120. " Walter L. Adamson, Hegemony and Revdutiion: A Sbrdy of Antonio Gramsù's Politicaf and 
CuNuraI M r y  (Berkely: University of California Press, l98O), 39. 



consensus wllapsed in the 1960s. Gramsci commented that hegemony could 

only occur with a broad coalition united behind a common ideological goal. The 

counterculture of the 1960s, with its links to the Civil Rights movement, the 

feminist movement, the anti-war movement, and leftist student politics, 

represented the fint manifestation of the counterculture as a potential histotical 

bloc. m i l e  this bloc agitated fot social change, by 1 968 the demands it made 

qukkly outstripped how far other social blocs, such as those represented by the 

moderate Democratic and readionary Repubiican parties, were willing to go. 

Much refom was achieved during the 1960s, but by the late 1960s. the reforms 

that the counterculhire and the New Left urged made these soccesses seern 

limited. The riots at the 1968 Democratic convention in Chicago demonstrated 

just how far apart these three sides were; the counterwiture had moved past the 

possibility of a coalition with the themoderates, thus creating the sense of political 

failure that punk would inherit. In the power vacuum that followed the collapse of 

consent in 1968, the counterculture was simpiy one competing historical bloc. 

This histoncal bloc continued to develop thmughout the 1970s and 1980s in the 

fonn of the punk counterculture. 

Confusion is Next: What k the ~ounterculture~ 

- - 

Joseph V. Femia. Gramsci's Païticai fhought: Hegemny, ~ ~ u s n e s s ,  and the 
Revdutionaty Process (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 198i), 46-7. 

F m  Sonic Youths debut album. 'Confusion is Next". Confirsion b Sex, Geffen Records, 
1983. 



In order for the countetcuiture to be seen as a histarical bloc, it rnust first 

be viewed as part of a historica! continuum, and this begs the question, 'What is 

the countercutture?" The 'counterculture* was a nebulous constnict that emerged 

during the post-Word War II era. During this pend of the "great consensusn, few 

dissenting voiœs found a willing audience. but among those who did were the 

coterie of authors now known as the Beat Generation. Through their writing, 

literary figures such as Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg. and William S. Burroughs 

questioned social noms that prohibited behaviour like homosexuality and 

recreational dmgs, and that favoured a routine, settled, suburban home-to-work- 

and-back-again lifestyie over an impulsive, expressive, nornadic one. These 

Men inspired a generation of youth to adopt such 'hip* lifestyles. In many 

ways, the hippies, as they became known, represented a resurgence of the 

bohemian tradition within the United States, except that they followed in part, and 

absorbed, the social values of the civil rights movement as well as the critique of 

Arnerican politics offered by the New left. According to many portrayals of the 

history of the counterculture, as the 1960s dedined, so, in part, did the hippies, 

and there existed during the 1970s a counterailtural luIl until, from out of 

nowhere, punk e~ploded.~' This is simply not tme. 

The use of the term 'counterculture' highlights pmblems of periodization 

Whin the study of American papular culture. The word 'aninterculture'' often 

generates one of two images, the long-haired, beads and fiower wearing. peace 

sign fiashing hippie or the leather and dogcollared, middkfinger waving, spiky 

This is of course, the uwal story. as exemptified by Greil Mams in L i ' k  Treces: A Saet 
History of the Tw-fh Cenfury (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989)- 



haired punk. One cwnterculture or two? Then again. were the hippies the sde- 

representaüves of the 1960's counterculture? Or, was everyone who bougM a 

Bkndie album a mernber of the punk counterculture? While to a certain extent 

cultural affiliations are fiuid and overlapping, allowing individuals to identify with 

more than one group at any given tirne, the bonds within these groups are 

ideological. That is. cultural groups hold 

strength of the ideas and values that they 

shared a cornmon ideology. 

thernselves together through the 

share. At rmt, punks and hippies 

lsolating a stafting date for punk is problematic. since the Ramones were 

only one band out of many who explored similar musical themes at the tin~e.~' 

George Girnarc opened his Punk Diary with the release of the Stooges' 

Funhouse in 1970. The British Mojo Magazine, while not undemining the 

importance of the Sex Pistols, nevertheless gave the New York Dolls a nod for 

their 1973 debut album, New York ~ o l l s . ~ '  The more the starting points of 

cwntercultural periods are exarnined, however, the less incongruous supposed 

departures becorne, and the more consistency appears. 

A myth has developed around punk that 1976 was year zero on the 

counterculture's calendacW This was the year that the generation of Amencan 

- - - 

" For the record, this album is thirty-eight days older han I am. as t was born on the same day 
that the Runaways (featuring a yang Joan Jett) released their own debut album, allowing 
A-can youths to choose between îwo flavours of 'street rock" as it was called back then: the 
East Coast al1 boy-band bounce of the Ramones, or the West Coast giri grind of the Runaways. 

Danny Fields. 'NigM of the Living Trash.' Mc@: The M u e  Magazine (Febnwy, 200)): 57. 
Also, New York Dolls, Afew York Ddls, Me.rcury Records, 1973. Their followiip album 
prophetically described their reiationship to pop farne, Tm Much Too Soan, Mercury Records, 
1974- 
Y Or 1977 if one reflects the British bias that the Sex Pistolsr 'Anarchy in the U.K" was the birth 
of punk. Or, fumer, 1975, when the Pistols first fonned. Likewise, does one go back to 1974 for 
the Ramones? Regardless, the point here is that punk somehow marked a radical departure from 
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youth who embraced what would becorne punk threw out their radios and tumed 

their backs on mainstream Amencan pop culture. A corollary to this myth is that 

punk not only marked oie moment of this rejection, but that it also marked a 

break with the legacy of the 1960s cuunterculture, as represented most visibly by 

the hippies. This myth has k e n  propagated by virtually every joumalist, 

academic, and even most musicians invohred in punk. It fundarnentaliy 

misrepresents both Amencan punk and the Amencan counterailture, allowing 

both to be marginalized as youth trends? As with al1 myths, the year zero 

concept holds some tnith. Punk did start as a rejectiun of mainstream music, but 

1 was a rejection of popular 1970s rock acts that punks viewed as bloated and 

irrelevant. like Fleetwood Mac; Emerson, Lake, and Palmer; Toto; and  ost ton? 

Punks did not reject the questioning music of early Bob Dylan. the rebelliousness 

of the eariy Rolling Stones, or the late 1960s counterculture bands like the Doors, 

the Velvet Underground or the MCS. Yes, there were visible differences between 

punk and the hippies, most notaMy punk's slender denim and leather look versus 

the flouvers and bellbottoms of the hippies, and the roar of the Ramones versus 

Dylan's ea ly  strident folk strumming. However, if we unwrap the brown-wrapped 

package that was the counterculture, aesthetics becomes rnerdy one side, for 

there were also intellectual and social dimensions to the 1960s underground, 

such as the urge to rebel and the desire to expenment, that not only resurfaced, 

but also informed, the cuunterculture of the 1970s. 

Though the contiming gowth and develo~ment of punk fa ovef twenty-five ysars b making 1 
immâsiragly diniarlt to dismiss as merely a fad. 

Julie Burchill and Tony Parsons, The Boy LooW At Johnny (London: Pluto Press, 1978),23- 
25. 



Lia= Beware: Rethinking punk3' 

In an interview with Clinton Heylin, David Byme of the Talking Heads 

explained that early punk was the most self-consc50us form of popular music.38 It 

was criticaily aware of how every pose, every iyric, infomed the audience. Bands 

like the Talking Heads, the New York Dolls, and especially the British Sex 

Pistols, were skilled in proJecting an image of how they wanted to be perceived. 

While this rnakes for titillating reading, it does not make for acairate history. The 

first two books wtitten on punk set the stage for everything that would corne ne* 

and while occupying opposite ends of the readership spectmm, contained pretty 

much the same message: that punk was deadly, punk was new. and punk was 

here to destroy. They both, howver, recited the images. myths. and fantasies 

that the early punks had constructecl about punks' origins. 10 

The first publhkd academic work on punk was Dick Hebdige's 

Subcuitum: The Meaning of Style in 1977, a study in semiotics that served to 

legiomke British punk dress and music as an authentic form of protest. Dick 

Hebdige's work focuseci on this sense of rej-on and nihilism. Hebdige was 

grwndbreaking in that he attempted to unmvel the symbolic meanings 

associated with punk dothing and music. However, punk was, and is, filkd with 

selfconsdous. and often imnic, poses that Stephen Durtcombe in his study of 

" F m  Rithard Ml, 'Dom at the Rock And Roll Clubn. Hank Generaiiion. Sire Records, 1 9ï7. 
58 Clinton Heylin. F m  the Vehets fo tbe V ' s :  A -Punk Hisfory ibr a Post-Punk WorM 
&ondon: Penguin. 1993), 21 5. 

Oick Hebdige. SubcuItuer The m n i n g  of Style (London and New York: Routledge. 1979). 18. 



fanzines, Notes F m  Undergrwnd, desctibed as one of the best defenses punk 

had against its expropriation by the mainstream. " These poses must be defused 

and questioned. Hebdige uncritically acœpted the images, most notably the 

(mostly fatse) daims eariy punk made to k i n g  a wwking-class movernent. 

According to Hebdige, subcultures are fornecl around values that cannot find 

their ordinary expression in the dominant culture." Punks portrayed themselves 

as degenerates to symbolize Brîtain's econornic and geo-political dedine." 

Lacking their own language, punks spoke through the everyday abjects amund 

them, investing them with new meanings through a process Hebdige called 

bricolage, or the inversion of meaning. 43 Punk represented the embodiment of 

'swear wwds" and social taboos that were meant to be bmken or ~nderrnined.~ 

Despite his predilection for taking punkk words at face value, Hebdige was 

nevertheless one of the first academics to find in punk something worthwhife, 

even if he cauld not fÏnd anything deeper than nihilism. 

The second major intefpretation of punk was M e n  in 1978. The Boy 

Looked at Johnny: The Obituary of Rock and RoJi, took its name from Patti 

Smith's 1974 song 'Horses". It was an attempt by Julie Burchili and Tony 

Parsons to œlebrate punk's renegade status, as welf to urge punks to resist CO- 

optation by academics and record Company r nogu l~ .~~  White HeWige discussed 

previous youth subcultures in Britain, such as the Teddy Boys and glam-rock, to 

Stephen Dmcombe. Noles Fmm Undergwnd: mes and the Politics of Alternative Culture 

lbid., 87. 
43 On the supposed muteness of punk, see Hebdige, SubcuIfure, 95, while for more on bricolage, 
see Hebdige, SubcuIYum, fû4. 

lbid., 120. 



help justify how groups imbue everyday objects with new and potenüally 

subversive values, punk was nevertheiess portrayed as a cornpiete departure 

fmm these groups. For Hebdige, the aesthetics of punk, which cantained 

deconstruded rock 'n' roll and useâ everyday objects such as garbage bags and 

safety pins as fashion pieces. symbolkeâ a readion to the decline of British 

Society. For Burchill and Parsons, punk was a shot in the a m  (or kick in the ass) 

to the Moated corpse of mi61 970s rock and dl.  Like Hebdige, they recognized 

that rock and roll played an important role in youth culture as a amer of values, 

and wamed that punk's submission ta the more radio-friendly, fess contraversial, 

'new waven style of music represented the subrnission of a oncedefiant youth 

culture. Other than to demonstrate that punk vaguely raiW against the status 

quo, neither work attempted to examine seriously the intellectual culture 

wrrounding and infonning punk. 

Tricia Henry followed Dick HeWige's academic footsteps and completed a 

P h  D. dissertation on punk in 1986." In 'Punk as Performance: The Evolution of 

a Stylen, Henry concentrated on the performance aspect of punk, both British and 

American. exploring musical antecedents in the 1960s such as the Veivet 

Underground, a band based in New York City's East Village, that merged jazz 

and pop melodies with dark and taboo lyrics. Henry also helped to Resh out the 

formation of tk New York punk scene around the CBGB nightclub, locating the 

rnembem of such bands as Television, the Talking Heads. and Blondie, as 

newcomers to the East Village who amved in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 

Bunhill and Parsons, The &y Looked at M n n y .  



However, Henry missed out on the opportunity to explore the implications of this 

East Village migration. According to oral accounts of early punk scenes, such as 

those in Cleveland, San Diego. Los Angeles, and San Francisco, the majority of 

original punks rnigrated to former hippie neighbourhoods during I 968-1 972.'? 

In 1987. rock jwrnalist tumed guru Greil Marcus wrote what has been the 

most influential and popular work on punk to date. In Lipstick Traces: A Sec& 

History of the Twentieth Centüry, Marcos accomplished what every commentator 

on punk fmm academics like Hebdige and Henry, to joumalists and participants 

such as Sex Pistols manager Malcolm McLaren, had attempted: narnely finding a 

way to link punk with al1 of the grand arastic môeiiiom of the 2om century." The 

book was a litersry triumph, and illustrated themes that punk shared with art 

movements like dada and Murism. Key to Marcus' argument was the link 

between punk and the Situationkt International, a French avant-garde gmup 

headed by art philosopher Guy ~ebod." The Situationists wanted to make art, 

not emomics, the focus of modem life. and played an important rote in the 

statements released by Sorbonne students during the Paris uprisings of 1968. 

' fricia Hemy, Puik Rodc The Evoluüon of a StyW (PhD. diss., New York University, April 
1987), 329. " The origins of the Cleveland sœne are dealt with in more detail in Heyiin, F m  the Vdvets fo 
the Vor'ilCloids; San Diego and San Francisco in Peter Belsita and Bob Davis, Hafdam Calilbmia: 
A History of Punk and New Wave (San Francisco: The Last Gasp of San FramranQsco, 1983), San 
Francisco gets solo treatment in James Stark, Punk 77: An InMe Look at ttre San FrallClSCO 
Rock n' Rdl Scéne, 1977 (San Francisco: RUSearch Publications, 1999), and Los Angeles in 
Kim M e n n a  (ed,), Fom,ing: The EMy Oays &CA. Punk (Santa Monica, California: Smart Art 
Press, 1999) and Don Snowden (ed), Make the Mu& go Bang! The Early L A .  -ne (New York: 
St. Martin's Griffin, i997), mile Washington is wvered in Cynthia Connelly, Banned in D.C.: 
Photos and A- fmm the 0-C. Punk UnOergtound (79-851 (Washington D.C.: Sun Dog 
pwwaf-, 1995). 

MetCuS. L i , &  T-. 
me Siutationists were connected to figures like surreaiist artist As* Jorn, cnnmunist 

historian Hemi Lefebvre, and philospher Raoul Vaniegeim, author of The RevoIution of Everyday 



Accwding to Marcus, Malcolm McLaren and graphic arts designer Jamie 

Reid conceived of the Sax Pistols as the living embodiment of Situationisrn, 

incorporating Situationist artistic styles. like the cut-up and detournement, and 

spiking the band's lyrics with Situationist philosophy. The practice of 

detournement involved subtly altering established images to give them new 

meanings. The safety pin through the mouth of Queen Elizabeth on the Six 

Pistols' 'God Save the Queen" single is one exarnp~e.~' The practîce of 

subvertisments, the swapping of brand names on corporate logos for messages 

like 'Slave Labour" or 'Enjoy (the AIDS treatment dnig), instead of slogans 

for Nike and Coke, as found in the anticonsumption magazine Adbusters, owe 

their existence entirely to detournement. The cut-up is a fom of collage that 

juxtaposes images from different sources to m a t e  new rneanings. The album art 

for the West Coast hardcore punk band the Oead Kenneclys, done by Winston 

Smith, offered numerous examples of this style. In punk fan magazines of the 

eariy 1980s. Ronald Reagan was often Me victim of cut-ups poitraying him as a 

Nazi, butcher, ghoul. or clown. One magazine. Jet Lag, even ran an ad that 

featured a still image originally from a western movie. but detoumed in the 

Situationist student pamphlet of May 1968, The Retum of the D i J ~ f t i  Column, 

with hand-written revolutionary text in comic strip dialog bubbles. replaced in the 

ad with commercial information on stock and ~ocation.~' 

Lik (London: Practical Paradise Publications, 1975). The Sitwtionists were alço partly the 
inspiration for Abbie Hoffmann's Steal th& Book! (no publishers, 4 971 ). " Sex Pistols, 'God Save tk Queenn, EMI. 19n. 
51 Oddly, this m i m  the oft-seen process of co-opting the underground. A popular low-brow 
image (the movie stills of cowboys) is given revolutionary or cult associations (in the Refum of the 
Duruîü Column) More its revolutionary cachet is commodified. For more on mis see Thomas 
Frank's The Conquest of W: Business Culture, Countetuiiture, and the Rise of Hip 



Marcus continued the trend emphasizing the Sex Pistols and British punk 

over American punk and the New York scene. Sinœ punk's predecessor in 

Britah was the backwards-looking, nostalgia-loving Teddy Boys. who were by no 

means a British version of the hippies. British punk has been able to portray itseff 

as a unique moment in time, sua3nctly captured in Jon Savage's 1991 oral 

hisiwy England's ~ r e a r n i n g . ~  This meant that mile Marais suamdeci in 

demonstrating that punk did have historical preœdents in the general stream of 

Western art history, he failed to cannect American punk with the Arnerican 

cwnterculture of the 1960s. As revealed in both Clinton Heylin's 1993 From the 

Velvets to the Voidoids: A PmPunk Histcuy For A Post-Punk WorM. and Legs 

McNeÏl and Gillian McCain's 1996 Pleese Ki/! Me: The Uncensored Oral Histoty 

of Punk, Arnerican punk was caming from different roots than its British 

cousins.53 Arnerican punk relied less on its knowledge of artistic traditions, than 1 

did on developments within American rock 'n' dl. Heylin used interviews with 

members of 'pre-punk" bands such as the Velvet Underground, the MC5. the 

Stooges, and the Modem Lovers. graips that perfomed during the interirn period 

of 196872. to demonstrate the interactions among these bands. personally and 

rnusically. with the early punk bands of New York, such as the New York Dolls, 

Television, and the Ramones. McNeil, who came up with the temi 'punk" for the 

short-lived New York magazine Punk, and in so doing gave the genre its name, 

using interviews done for Punk and conversations McNeil recorcied later, carried 

ConsumeriSm (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997). For the ad, see Jet Lag No.66 (June 
l986), (Factsheet Five Archive, New York State Liôrary - henceforth abkeviated as FSS-NVSL). 

Jon Savage. EngIandJs Dreaming: Anamhy, Sex PisWs, Punk Rockl and Seyond (New York 
St. Martin's Press, 1 991 ). For more on the Teddy Boys, see Hebâige, Subcuiture, 75. 



Heylin's work further. McNeil foaised on the bands of the New York scene, 1972- 

1979. and thereby mvealed the affinity these musicians fe% for the 'pre-punK 

bands. This continuity makes it diffiwlt to daim that Amencan punk was a radical 

break with the Amencan wunterailture of the 1960s. Following the success of 

fmrn the Velvets to the Voriloids, and Please Ki11 Me, the mid-telate 1990s saw 

reg ional presses issuing their mernoir-histories, with the focus primaril y on West 

Coast punk: Punk77 (San Diego), Make the Music Go Bang! (Los Angeles), 

Fonning: 73e Eady Days of LA. Punk (Los Angeles), Hardcore California (San 

Diego and San Francisco). Banned in D.C. (Washington, DE.) was the soie 

exœption to the West Coast emphasis." 

Ba& in Bntain, music joumalist Stewart Home was intent on disproving 

Greil Marcus's LipstM Tmces. In his 1995 booù Ctanked Up Realî'y High: Genre 

Theory and Punk Rock. Horne attempted to undermine Marais' grandiose daims 

for punk rock by widening the seope of study." Rather than concentrate primarily 

on the Sex Pistols as Marcus had done. Home looked at the majority of bands 

that recorded in what he calleci the 'punkn genre. In fact, Home divided punk into 

three distinct categodes: 'punk rodr" which was basically a continuation of the 

1980s garage rock, like the Beach Boys; 'PUNK" which was punk wiai left- 

Ieaning ideological overtones, as expressed by the Clash or Dead Kennedys; 

and finally 'punk' whidr Home described as nonsense music on a par with 

51 Heylin. F m  aie Veivefs to the Voidoids. Legs M e i l  and Gillian McCain, Please Ki11 Me: The 
Uncensmd Oml Hisnory of Punk (New York: Grove Press, 1996). 

San Diego and San FmnQsm in Wsito and Davis, Hardoore Carifornia; San Francisco gets 
solo treatment in Stark, Punk '77; and Los Angeles in McKenna (ed.), Fonning; and Snowden 
gd), Mane Me Music go Bang!; Mile Washington is covered in Connelly, B a n d  in D.C.. 

Stewart Home, Cranked Up ReaIIy Heh: Genre Thecrry and Punk Rock (Hove: Codex, 1995)- 



novetty songo.% Furthemiore, not only were most punk songs just plain silly, but 

Home also dernonstrated that the supposed connection between the Sex Pistols 

and the Situationists on which Marcus hinged his argument actually never 

occurredn Marcus argued that while managing the New York Dolls. McLaren 

had been in correspondence with two Situationist groups active in New York and 

London: the Black Mask and King ~ o b ?  Home, however, demonstrated that 

there was no supporting evidence for Mclarenk story, going so far as to point 

out that both Biack Mask and King Mob were officially denound by the 

Situationist International, thus ending Marcus' dreams of continuity between the 

two isoiated groups." 

Borrowing from the field of anthropology, Craig Calhoun's categories of 

sacial relationships reveals the emrs of Marcus and Home. According to 

Calhoun their are four types of social relationships. the first being primary face- 

to-face, person to person relationships. Secondary relationships involved 

interactions among individuals in their official capacities only; Le. accountant 

versus bank manager- In a mediated culture - one th& rests not on physical 

contact between individuals, but rather on the contact between an individual and 

an object, such as a pamphlet, poster, novel, film, recording, etc. - knowiedge of 

the mere existence of an individual, or idea, is enough to be benspired by L 

through what Calhoun caih a terüary relationship. The final quatemary 

relationship involved one-way mvert relationships, via technology like spy 

Ibid., 1 5. 
lbid-. 26. 
hkwcus, îipsück TIBCOS, m. 
Hme, Cranked Up Realiy High, 26. 



cameras. Marais and Home were looking for the existence or non-sxistence of 

relatianships between McLaren and the Situationists. However, they failed to 

reake that tertiary relationships are not reciprocal and do not need face-to-face 

contact between both parties. By focusing on intelleduai elites (McLaren and the 

Situationists) they ignored the social dimension of cultural exchange. Once an 

idea is released into the public sphere it takes on a public dimension, capable of 

Urculating from group to group, person to person, almost at random, leaving the 

question of influence yet to be deteminsd.80 

A recent anthoiogy of academic work in BrÏtain, Punk Rock: Sa Whaf?, 

collecteci by Roger Sabin attempted to broaden the base of the punk expenence, 

moving away from the study of the Sex Pistols and other bands frorn the earfy 

ers.'' Instead, Sabin et al-, have looked at punk's influence on fiterature. film, and 

cornk, as well as punk constructions of gender. etiquette, and fashion, as 

e>cperienœd from an audience member 'perspective'." WiVi Roger Ogersby's 

essay on the genealogy of the Ramones the sole exception, Punk Rock-= So 

M a t  avoids analysis of similar ideas within American punksg 

Wrthin the fields of sociology and anthropology there has been littb work 

done on Arnerican punk. Jon Lewis and Bradford Scott Simon both provide 

snapshots of punk cornmunities in aieif Journal of Popular Cultue articles, but 

" Ulf Hannen, Transnational ConmcfiOns (London: Raitledge, 1 996). 95-97. 
61 Roger Sabin (ed.) Punk Rock: Sa What? The Cultural Legacy of Punk (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1999). 
a The t m  'combf as opposed to 'comics' was first started in the 1960s to designate m i c  
books that were not airned at children. This is an underground convention that punk comix have 
continued. Gby Lawley, '1 Like Hate and I Hate Everything Ebe: The Influence of Punk on 
ComicsD, in Sabin (ed.), Punk Rock: So What?, 100.1 19. 



fail to pmvide any historical a~ntext for their WQ*" The most notable American 

studv bas been Cmig O'Hara's 1994 MA thesis. The Phi loso~h~ of Punk 

Urculakd almost since its completion by laading underground publishers AK 

P ~ S S . ~  Unbrtunately for this study however, O'Hara focuses solely on punk 

fmn 1982-1 992. with the bulk of his work coming frorn British punk for the 1982- 

1986 pefiod, and then post-hardcore American punk for 1986-1 992. Thus, while 

O'Hara provided a succinct picture of Amencan punk as it entered the 19908, he 

rnissed out on the battle for control of the punk identity that the hardcore era, 

1980-1985, helped brge. In part. % is this gap that this thesis will help to fil!. 

First of ail, the rnyths sumnding the origins of punk need to be cieared 

up. Using the oral histones of the early punk scenes, like Please K i ,  Me and 

Fomingr The EaHy Days of L.A. Punk, the development of the punk 

countemlture out of the remnants of former urban hippie neighbourhoods be 

demonstrated .= These interviews reveal that the attitudes of these earl y punks 

toward things like politics and everyday life, were not a radical depature from the 

countercuiture of the 1960s. VVhether they chose to acknawfedge it or not, many 

punks offered the same social aitique that the hippies and the New Left 

" Ogenby mainly pmvidos an ovewiew of the history of garage rock in the 19608. as well as 
qwting extensiveiy frwn Heylin. F m  the Vdvets Lo Me Voirlbid. Bill Ogersby, 'ChRving out a 
Rhythm on My Bubblegumm, in Sabin (ed.) Punk R e  So Mat?. 154-969. " Jon Lewis, 'Punks in LA: Ifs Kirs of Kill', Journal of&pu/ar CuMute (Fa111988 No. 2. Vol. 22): 
87-97; Bradford Scott Simon. 'Entering the Pit Slam-dancing and Modemity'. Journal of Pqpuiar 
Cuifure (,Summer 1997, No. 1. Vol- 31 ): 149.1 76. 
s Craig O'Hara, The Phioophy of Punk: Mwe than Noise (Edinburgh: AK Press, 1995). 
'6 MCNQil and McCain, Please KJI Me; Md<enna. Foming- 



articulated. Theodore .Roszak felt these thoughts were best expressed in the 

wntings of Herbert Marcuse and Norman O. ~ r o w n ? ~  

While Herbert Marcuse did not divide -ety into rival hegemonic blocs, 

he felt that states were govemed by a 'reality principle' which in the case of 

American society was pureiy econ~rnic.~ Marcuse felt that social control rested 

on a process of repiessive desublimation, the limited instinctual gratification 

received through consumption, matched with the cost of increasing aggression 

through the fistration of the failure to achieve adual gratification. 69 In Life AAer 

Death, Norman O. Brown told readers that it was this repression that kept them 

unhappy and subservient to the state in daily life." The first step toward 

rebellion and tnie happiness lay in Cnding advities that one enjoyed. Brown 

gave art a pnvileged place as it 'stmggle[d] against repressive reason and the 

reality principle in an effort to regain lost ~ibetiies."~' Under RoszaKs technacratic 

-ety, the rationalization of work stripped labour to its barest efforts, and 

rendered people into a 'homo econ~rnicus.'~ ldeally for Brown, any future 

change would hetp to make work enjoyabte to both the mind and the body.73 

Together, Marcuse and Brown defined the axis around which the hippie 

wunterculture would turn. 

" Roszak relies heaMly on Herbert Marcuse, One-üimensional Man (Boston: Beacon Press, 
1964); and Norman O. Brown, Uk Agarnst Death (Middieton, Connecticut Wesleyan University 
Press, 1959); see also Herbert Marcuse €ms and Ciwlizatbn (London: Penguin Press, 1969); 
and Norman O. Brown, ime's Body (Middieton, Cprinecticut- Wesleyan University Press, 1961 ). 
a Marcuse, One-Dv'mnWnai Man, 9. 

Shierry M. Weber, 'lndividuaüon as Praxism, Paul Brieneo (ed.), C m 1  Intemptions: New Leff 
P e r s ~ s  on H e m  Marwse (New York: Herder and Herder, 1970), 37- 

Brown. Life Against bath .  
lbid-, 63. 
Ibid., 238. " Brown, Lilè Against hath,  1 58. 



In discussions of the philosophical underpinnings of punk, neithw Marcuse 

nor Brown are rnentioned, nor are Reich or Roszak invoked. Instead, wfiters like 

Greil Marcus refer to French theorist Guy Debord, founder of the Situationist 

International, and author of The Society of the Spectacle, first published in 

1961." Debord felt that mass society, the wodd of pulp magazines, radio 

programmes, bulk tours, and kitsch fashion, was an ongoing spectacle that 

distracted ordinary citizens from the underlying politics and, for Debord, the 

struggle for personal fulfillment inherent in daily Iife under capitalism. Paul 

Breines. in his collection of essays on Herbert Marcuse, notes that the 

Situationist International played an integral role in making the student upnsing of 

May 1968 express the ideas for personal liberation of  arcu use." May '68 also 

serveci as inspiration for Abbie Hoffmann's Festival of Life in Chicago that same 

summer, both for the potential of youth to disrupt the political machinary of the 

Democratic National Convention as well as for ideological inspiration. The quote 

'Let the Machines Do It" inciuded in the Yippie Programme was a piece of 

May'68 grafitti.76 

Wih Society of the Spectacle, Debord outlined what he considered to be 

'the spectacle" and its role in society, in ternis remarkably similar to Gramsci's 

description of hegemony: 

" Oreil Marcus. Lipstick Traces. 19-22 Robert Garnett, 'Tm Low to be Low: Art Pop and the Sex 
Pistols", Roger Sabin (ed.), Punk Rock: So What?. Guy Debord, Sociéfy of the Spectacle, trans. 
Donald Nicholson-Smith (New York: Zone Books, 1994). 
75 Paul Breines, 'From Guru to Spectre," Paul Breines (ed.), C&ical lnfemptions: New LeR 
Pempecb'ves on Herbert Marcuse (New York: Herder and Herder, 1 W O ) ,  12. " Abbie Hoffmann, Rew/ution Ibr the He// of !t (New York: Dia1 Press, 1968). insert. 



By means of the spectade the ruling order discourses endlessly 
upon itseff in an unintemipted monologue of self-praise. The 
spectade is the self-portrait of power in the age of power's 
totalitaflan wle over the conditions of existence . . . the spectacle is 
by no means the inevitable outcorne of a technical development 
perceived as natu& on the contrary, the society of the spectacle is 
a fom that chooses its own technical content . . . it should be 
remembered that [the mass media] has nothing neutral about it, 
and that it answers precisely to the needs of the spectacle's intemal 
dynamid7 

Wtth the formation of the mass media, newspapers. broadcasters. joumalists 

and advertisers developed into intermediaries between prcducers and 

consumers Companies initiated communication with potential consumers not 

through face to face contact, but thmugh advertising campaigns. Politicians 

increasingly spoke to citizens through the press, a process which involved 

selecting, ediong and assessing the importance of what was said by the media. 

The content of a partiailar media outlet represented what had b e n  judged 

important by that particuiar establishment, not necessarily on the basis of its 

importance ta teaders, but importance to its own editors, Wters, owners, and 

advertisers, whose ads help offset the media outlet's operating cost. More often 

than not, the media represent the interests of its owners and advertiser~.'~ 

Corporate control of the media was taken for granted by hardcore punks, 

allowing punks with their independent and underground media outlets to 

" Debord, SoOety of the Spectacle, 79. 
7a A A l e  range of books have been written on Vis topic fran the dassic Noam Chomsky and 
Edward Sc Heman, Manufacturing Consent (New York: Random House, 1988), to James 
Winter's Demaxacy's Oxygen (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1 S6), and the on-going editorials of 
Norman Solornon and Jeff Cohen, part of the media watch group FAIR (Fairness and Accuracy in 
Reporting) and authors of Wzards of MedM Oz (Monroe, Maine: Common Courage Press, 1997), 
and Thmugh the Media Looking-Glass (Monroe, Maine: Cmmon Courage Press, 1999). There is 



envision their world as one of polar opposites. However, the emphasis on the 

theories of Debord and not Roszak, Reich, Marcuse, or Brown, reRects the 

disjunction that ocairs in many academic writings on American punk; that punk 

is somehow seen as separate from any previous American counterculture. or 

that British history can reveal more about American punk than American history. 

Second, if the counterculture were to operate as an historical bloc that 

cwld challenge other groups for a position of dominanœ in pst-1 960s Americen 

Society, it would require institutions and an ideology. The institutions that punk 

developed to heip maintain its feelings of community, the dub, the record label, 

and the fanzine, emerged slowly throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s. The 

evolution of these institutions and the ideas that they allowed punks to express 

are best studied using the early punk oral histones as well as the fanzines 

published between 1980 and 1985, collected in the Factsheet Five Archive of the 

New York State Library. The larger fanzines wÏth national distribution contained 

Iengthy letters pages that allowed the expression and analysis of the ideas and 

conœrns of punks who were unable to record their beliefs in vinyl. 

Stepping Stone: An outlinen 

The next few chapters will outline the development of punk and the 

construction of a national punk identity. This punk identity helped to reunite the 

countenxiiture as a form of cultural protest with the political critique of dissenting 

even a w W y  email listsew dedicated to unearthing corporate influence on ttre news with Russell 
Mohikbar's Foais on the Corporation (corp-focus@veniœ.esseritia1.0rg). 



gmups Iike the New LeR This was not a smooth and natural process. but one 

that was challenged and debated until the mid-1980s. Not only were there 

multiple punk identities competing for dominance, but there were also multiple 

punk moments, involving difkrent social groups and generations of American 

youth. Chapter Two will explore the emergence of what came to be known as 

'punk" in New York City and Cleveland during the mid-1970s, and in places like 

Los Angeles and San Francisco between 1977 and 1979. It MI1 also demonstrate 

how this early form of punk was a social continuation of the hippie wunterculture, 

even while it was an aesthetic break with the past. Finally, it will also discuss the 

significance of the birth of hardcore punk. 

Chapter Thme will foais on the developrnent of the institutions that 

âllowed the formation of a national punk identity within the United States by 

1986. The growth of independent punk record labels, punk fan magazines with 

national distribution, and musical tours of bands, al1 helped to mate a national 

comrnunity of punk that held pafticular aesthetic and idedogical beliefs. The 

letters from these pages can also help to reveal how, and to what extent, the 

ideology of the bands were shared by their listeners. 

Finally, Chapter Four will touch on future issues of relevance within the 

study of both punk and the counterculture in generai. More importantly however, 

Chapter Four will demonstrate how the struggles over punk's identity and the 

continued evolution of punk institutions allowed the cwnterwlture to emerge in 

1986 with a amprehensive belief system that consistently challenged the 

Reagan-Bush politics of the 1980s and early 1990s. while championing the old 

--- - - - - - - - - -- 

" Minor Threat, 'Stepping Stone.' 1981: 7'he Year in Sewn Inches. Dbchord. 1982. 



causes of the 1960s countercukure: anti-consumerism, disamament, equaiity for 

women and minotities, and environmental protectibn. 



Chapter Two 

Your Pretty Theories Are Going To Hell: Rethinking the Origins of punkm 

Hippies and punks are often seen as contrasting subcultures: one the love 

child of the 1960s, the other a bastard of the 1970s. m i l e  the counterculture of 

the 1960s is often seen to have started its decline in 1968. the years until the 

'birth" of punk in 1976 were not devoid of adnrity. Within the dedining hippie 

countemlture, 1968-1 972 saw many older hippies move out of their inner-city 

neighbourhoods, while those who amved after 1967 gradually began to develop 

their own cultural identity. By 1973-1 976 areas like New York City's East Village 

had developed al1 of the characteristics that would be present within the eariy 

punk sœnes. The initial wild. experimental stage of punk, 1976-1979, would 

quickly give way to the radically politicized hardcore punk of 1 980-1 985. The arc 

of the countercufture from 1968 to 1985, then, witnessed its devolution from a 

cohesive national counterculture to a local fragmented one, and badc again. 

Early Amencan punk, during l976-I979. represented a continuation of the 

musical and social legacy of the 1960s counterculture. Many of the bands that 

were part of the New York punk explosion of this time idolized or were intirnate 

with underground bands of the 1960s like the Velvet Underground, the MC5. and 

ao Wm a md to lggy and the Stcogss' 'Yow Pmtty Face b Going to HelP, Raw Bmr, Columbia 
Records, 1972. 



the Stooges. F u N i e m ,  in other Uties that saw the formation of a punk 

community, these 'scenes" &en grew out of old hippie neighboumoods. British 

punk celebrates 1976 as 'year zero," the start of a new counterculture. But for 

American punk, 1976 was a 'revival." the beginning of the resurfacing of a 

national counterculture. Says John Doe of the LOS Angeles based punk band X, 

"So even though punk was Mhilistic and railed against everything that had corne 

before - like 'kill the hippies,' etc. - it was actually a continuation of the freeâom of 

expression of the hippie and k a t  movements. a rejection of rniddieclass values, 

the hypoaisy, and the commercialism . . . n81 

According to many commentators, 1968 marked a tuming point for the 

counterculture of the 1960s. The failure to achieve suffiCient politicai reform: the 

assassinations of Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, and Robert Kennedy; 

Attarnont and the Democratic Convention; the inability to maintain a cohesive 

direction for the disparate elements within the New Left counterculture al! 

undermined the optimism within the counterculture for reform. and the optimism 

for the potential of the counterculture from extemal sources like the mainstream 

media. Some members of the counterculture chose to join the rural exodus to 

communes or to continue political organiring in neighboumoods and factories, 

Mile othen increasingly tumed to radical and violent taaics. The effects of the 

much publicized 'Summer of Loven in 1967 brought many youths streaming to 

American aües like New York and San Francisco, wanting to enjoy the hippie 

81 Quoted in Foming: fhe Eady mys of LA.  ~ u n k , ' ~ i m  McKenna (a) (Santa Monica, 
California: Smart Art Press, 1939). 85. 



bohemia.'12 However? the sheer nurnbers of newcomers taxed the meagre 

resources of these areas. While the East Coast did not hold a rnonopoly on Hell's 

Angels bikers or militant Black Panther activists, Noman Mailer's description of 

the inner-city counterculture scene nevertheless captured the prevailing 

atmosphere: 

So the Hippies collided with the slums, and were beaten and 
robbed, fleeced and lashed and buried and imptisoned, and hem 
and there murdered, and hem and there successful, for there was 
scattered liaison with bikers and Panthers and Puerto Ricans on 
the East Coast and Mexicans on the West. There came a point 
when, like most tn'bes, they divided. Some of the weakest and 
some of the least attached went back to the suburbs or moved up 
into commerce or communications; others sought gentler homes 
where the Sun was kind and the flowers plentiful; others hardened, 
and Iike al1 pilgrims with their own vision of a promised land, began 
to leam how to work for it and finally, how to fight for it. So the 
Yippies came out of the Hippies, ex-Hippies, diggers, bikers. drop 
outs from college, hipsters up from the South. They made a 
community of sorts, their principles were simple - everybody, 
obviously, must be allowed to do (no way around the next three 
words) his own thing, pmvided he hurt no one doing it." 

Those already in hippie neighbouhoods like Haight-Ashbury or the East 

Village twk a dim view of these new amivals. In his study of the counterculture. 

The Hippies and Ametican Values, Timothy Miller noted that the neweomen did 

not seem to "fitw in with the older members of the countercultute, and as a result, 

a lwin Unger and Debi Unger, Tuming M n t :  1968 (New York: Charies Scrïbner's Sons, 1 988), 
41 5. 
en N o m n  Mailer, The Yippiesn, Miami and the Sie@? of Chicego, 1968, no pages. 



many of the old guard moved out of the old bohemian neighb~urhoods.~ 

However. it is important to note ?hat many commentators, like Andy Warhol, pop- 

art guru and manager of the 1960s rock group the Velvet Underground, were 

waming that the scene of the beautiful people was tuming ugly as eariy as 

1968." The radical cornmunity group the Dîggen, to which Abbie Hoffmann 

belonged at one time, held a salemn rnock-funeral in the streets of San Francisco 

in 1 967 ta lament the death of uhip.n86 AS the mass media focwed more attention 

on hippie communities, many found thernselves overwhelmed with newcomers 

who did not hold the feslings of univeml love as deady. 87 Historians Debi and 

Irwin Unger felt that the media portrayed hippies as losers, lowlifes, and dnig 

addicts cawing such people to f f d  to the bohemian cornmunitie~.~~ 

Furthemore. many of those who did corne as part of the peaœ and love program 

found themselves in a nightrnare worid where resources such as food, shelter. 

dothes, and dwgs disappeared among the hordes of newmers. The situation 

bscarne bleak as the cbunterculture seemed to fissure along dass lines. Ed 

Sanders, of the 1960s rock band The Fugs, described the problem: 

mhere developed a hostility within the wunterculture itself. 
between those who had, like, the equivalent of a trust fund versus 
those who had to Iive by their m. It's true, for instance. that blacks 
were somewhat resentful of the hippies by the Summer of Love, 
7967, because their perception was that these kids were drawing 

a4 Timothy Miller, The 60s Commune: Hippks and Beyond (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University 
Press, 1 999). 4. 
'L5 Unger and Unge~, Tumirg Pbint, 41 7. 

Kenneth Cmiel. The Politics of Civility," in The Sixfies: Fmm Memry to H i ' r y ,  David Farber pj.) (Chape1 Hill: University of North Carolina, 1994). 272. 
Unger and Unger, Tuming Point, 414. 

88 Ibid.. 422. 



paisley swirls on their San Francisco miting pads, buming incense, 
and taking acid, but those kids could get out of there any time they 
wanted to. 

They could go back home. They aiuM cal1 their mom and 
say, 'Get me outta here." Whereas someone who was raised in a 
project on Columbia Street and was hanging out on the edge of 
Tompkins Square Park can't escape. Those kids dont have 
anyplaœ to go. They cen't go back to Great Ne&, they can't go 
back to Connecticut. They can't g o  back to boarding school in 
Baltimore. They're trapped. 

So the= developed another kind of lumpen hippie, who 
really came from an abused childhood - from parents that hated 
them, from parents that thrsw them out Maybe they came from a 
religious family that would cal1 them sluts or say, 'You had an 
abortion, get out of hem" or '1 found birth control pilis in your purse, 
get out of here. go away." And those kids fennented into a kind of 
hostile street person. Punk types." 

This would not be the last time that the wunter-culture would be stressed 

along supposed dass Iine. The ernergenœ of hardcore punk in 1978, with Rs 

supposed suburban mots, would challenge the notion of punk as a workingclass 

cultural expression.90 Class has proven to be a troublesome issue to address 

within the counter-cufture: both the hippies and punks felt that it was important for 

them to identify somehow with the working das~es.~'  Rather than dass, the 

differenœs between the hippies wiio had been living in areas like HaigM-Ashbury 

prior to 1968 and those who amved later were ones of attitude and outlook. Much 

has k e n  made of the negative attitude of punk. and its nihilistic tendencies are 

contrasted with the positive outlook of the hippies. This view has often been 

fnteiviewed in Legs McNeil and Gillian McCain. Rease Ki11 Me: me UncenSOred Oral Histwy of 
Punk (New York: Grove Press, 1996), 21. 
00 Peter Bel- and Bo& Davis argue that hardcora fans in L.A came from the suburbs in their 
book Harda,te Calilbmia: A History of Punk and New Wave (San Francisco: The Last Gasp of 
San Francisco, 1983), 74. 



prornoted by the punks themselves. Looking back on the eariy days of punk, Jeff 

Raphael of the Californian punk band The Nuns said: 

A lot of people involved in punk were rejects anyway and were 
dissatisfied with things. The whoie '60s thing was peaœ and love, 
and that didn't work. So this was more like frustration time and 
the= was a lot of mat. Whereas a W of people created alienation 
out of that format. just kind of jumped on the band wagon or saw it 
as anooier fashion statement. These people didn't have to change 
that much, they were already alienated. They knew beforehand 
there was no way they were going to be straight people who were 
going to fit into society. For a lot of people the punk scene gave 
thern a f ~ r m a t . ~  

During the 1967 Surnmer of Love. the countercultural programme for 

change offered visions for an end to racial discrimination, an end to the Vietnam 

war and the anns race, increased environmental protection, and the liberatizâtion 

of laws goveming sex, dmgs, art. and expression. However, as the 1960s carne 

to a dose, the events at the 1968 Dernoastic Convention in Chicago and the 

eledion of President Richard Nixon appeared to signal the futility of political 

action. By the eariy 1970s, very few cwntercuîtural objectives had b e n  

achieved, and those that had, like the Civil Rights Act. faim to mtisfy the more 

radical elements of the countercuiture, Iike the Black and White Panther 

partiesg3 The Vietnam War continued until 1975. Rock 'n' roll critic Lester Bangs. 

Both Dick Hebdige. Subcuitue: The Meaning of Sfyle (London and New York- Routfodge. 
1979) and Julie BurehiIl and Tony Parsans, The Boy Looked At Johnny (London: Pluto Press, 
1978) felt that punk had working-dass mots. 
a2 lntenriewed in James Stark, PunK77: An inside Look at fhe San Francis00 Rock n' Roll Scene, 
1977 (San Francisco: REISearch Publications, 1 999), 31. 
sr Some. like Theodae Roszak did not consider the 61- Panthers a part of ihe caintercumire 
since as a Mack raclical group they were already on the outside of white Amencan culture. 



an early fan of twa pre-punk 1960s bands, the Velvet Underground and the 

Stoages, captureâ the new mood of the 1970s men he wrote: 

By the end of the decade it had becorne obvious that perhaps the 
one common constant of our variegated and strung-out peer groups 
was a pervasive sense of self-consciousness that sent us in 
gmuchy packs to ugly festivals just to be together and dig oursehtes 
and each other, as if al1 of this meant sornething greater than that 
vue were kids who Iiked rock 'n' roll and came out to have a good 
time, as if our very styles and trappings and jargon could be in 
themselves political statements for any longer than about fifteen 
stoned seconds, even a threat to the Mother Country! So we loved 
and ioved and doted on ourseives and our teflections in each other 
even as the whole thing got out of hand and tumed into mud and 
disaster areas and dawns and death. If we didn't go to the festivals, 
too timidty academic or whatever to mot with the hogs for three 
days, we bought books with Wes like Free People. or (with more 
patina of importance) The Meking of a Counfer Culture, or for the 
final Pop soda counter polemic. The Gmening of Amerka. These 
books tdd us that we were sornething more than what we might 
have thought, that our very existence and lifestyle was of vast 
crucial importance to America and maybe the suMval of the planet. 
Ço we bougM that bilge and started ninning off in al1 the directions 
that people are currently hurtling to Do Something. even if only to 
hide out in a commune in the northem woods to pretend you're a 
visionary M o  has transœnded the problem." 

The punks who hung on Bang's every word, and shared his taste in music. 

fled not to the northern woods, but to the inner cities where they discreetly went 

about their ways, doing their own thing. Like Bangs, they wwe perhaps slightly 

embarrassed about the grandiose daims made about rock and roll and their way 

of life. The sense of politics however. was still there. irnbued in the everyday 

However, the sympathetic White Panther Party, started by John Sindait and the MCS, can be 
considered part of the couriterculture. For more on the White Panther Party madion, see John 
Sindair, Guitar A m y  (Detroit: Tfans-Lov8 Enterprises, 1986). 



moments of their lives and informing the actions of the early punks. This sense of 

pditics did not. however, extend to participation in the political process which 

appeared bankrupt after the stmggles of the 1960s. During the 1970s, punks 

would express their political ideals Rot through voting patterns but in actions 

understood mainly within their own community, such as the use of safety pins 

and garbage bags as items of dothing and jewelry to highlight their rejection of 

consumerism. Jeff Raphael of the San Francisco band the Nuns explained how 

the political sense of the early punks found its political expression: 

At that time if you were weanng a black leather jacket it was 
different, not Iike now. Then it was like your &in might as well be 
blue or samething. With people who were already into that Iittie 
niche, a lot of things were taken for granted, like your politics, which 
may or may not have k e n  very good. At that time you could kind of 
judge people by the way they looked. There was that kind of niche 
thing. There was us and them. It was that kind of alienation from 
the straight world that brought people t~gether.'~ 

The collapse of 'fiower powef left the counterculture in search of a new style 

through which to identify itself. Acoording to Hebidge: 

Style in subculture is, then, pregnant with significance. Its 
transfarmations go 'against naturen, intermpting the pracess of 
'normalization". As such, they are gestures, movements towards a 
speech which offends the 'silent rnajonty". which challenges the 
pn'ncipie of unity and cahesion, which contradicts the myth of 
con~ensus.~ 

94 Lester Bangs, "James Taylor Marked For Death", Who Puf fhe Bomp! (VVïnter-Spring, 1971 ): no 

gzk 96 P""kW, 3 4  
Hebidge, Subcuiture, 1 8. 



The rnass marketing of the love beads and bellbottoms of the hippies watered 

down their revolutionary significance. The failure of the 1 960s countemlture to 

achieve significant reforms further alienated this style. 

It was at this juncture, between the decline of 1960s optimism and the 

emergenœ of new local counterwltures. that many of the early memben of 

future punk bands atrived on the sœne. Richard Hell and Patti Smith both 

migrated to New York from Delaware and ended up in the East Village as 

aspiring folk artists in 1967." Hell soon wrote to his chiMhood friend from refom 

school Tom Verlaine to join him? Lydia Lunch, former lead singer of Teenage 

Jesus and the Jerks. records that when she  amved in the East Village in 1972 
. - 

she stayed with 'an old hippie lady who sdd pot to pay the rent."99 Historians of 

the period also record that many of the individuats who moved in were, like Lydia 

Lunch. fleeing abusive or broken homes, mile othen, like Hell and Smith, were 

attracted by the arüstic atmosphere cultivated by the hippies. ' * 
Most of the neighbourhoods occupied by hippies and punks tended to be 

older, welldeveloped districts that had in many cases been immigrant quarters. 

They featured high housing densities, close amenities such as grocery stores 

and coffee shops, and more public spaces like parks, unlike the spacious pst- 

World War II suburbs where many hippies and punks had grown up. Unlike the 

rn Clinton Heylin, From the Veîvets to the VWoids: A -Punk Hisfory Ior a Post-Punk Wodd 
kondaï: peiguin, 1993). 94. 

Ibid. 
gD Lydia Lunch, Paradoxia: A Predafor's Diay (Creatbn B W s ,  1997), 1 1. 
lm David Mande, 'On the Fault Line of Mass Culture and Countenulture: A Social Histotory d the 
Hippie Countemlture in 1960s Los Angeles" (PhB. .diss., University of Califomia at Los kgeles, 
1998). 8. For Richard Hel1 and Patti Smith see Heyiin, Fmm the Velvets to the Voidoids, 96. For 
Lydia Lunch see Lunch, Paradoxja, 7. 



su burbs, which encouraged travel by automobile. these neighboumoods allowed 

one to walk around on foot and meet neighbon more offen. Punks and hippies 

established a M i n g  of togethemess and community more easily than they had 

in the suburbs, most likely because in areas like the East Village, they spent 

more time on the street together. 

Whatever it was that was making us so unhappy pulled us toward 
the street. It was the only way out and it was completely open. The 
street was the plaœ to meet kindred souk of every physical 
description, the plaœ to score dope, the place to hang out and find 
out what was happening. It was dotted *th shops and 
coffeehouses where you could fmd anything h m  a chess game to 
every conœivable assortment of sexual parbier or partners. It was 
where we Iived, learned, worked, played, taught, and survived; it 
was where you oriented yourself among it all. Naturally, 1 was the 
best place that anyone who wanted to could find and play and 
make and go to hear rnu~ic.'~' 

Punk and hippie communities overfapped and occupied the same 

neighbourhoods, especially in the 1970s. Lydia Lunch's landlord was a hippie. 

and Dr. Know reported that his band's t-shirt printing operation worked under the 

guidance of a hippie? While the media tumed their focus away from the 

hippies, and significant numbers of hippies started leaving the bohemian areas in 

the 1970s. the influence of the hippies did not disappear, as many of these 

districts retained some of the vibrant charader and spirit of toleranœ of the 

1960d03 The eariier punks gravitated to these neighbourhoods in part because 

'O1 Elleo Sanders. Trips: Rack U& in the Sixties (New Yorlc Saibners 1973). 9-1 0. 
102 Dr. Know (pseud.) Letter to the Editor, Flipside, Na46 Los Angeles (Sumrner 1985), no page 
Faasheet Five Archive, New York State Library - henceforth abbreviated as FSS-NYSL). Irn McBtido. "On the F ~ l t  Lin= of M ~ S S  Cultw&" 383. 



of the inexpensive rent, but mainly owing to this bohemisn charader? The 

yippies. as noted. played an integral rofe in many of the early scenes, setting up 

the first fanzines, and organizing the Rock Against Racism concerts that provided 

a venue for many punk bands to play.'M Despite this, the antagonism between 

punks and hippies was very real, and deeply mted. There could be wuntlesç 

reasons for this hatred, though it must be stated that it is not entirely certain that 

this relationship was two-way. Other than expressing concern and distrust of the 

1968 amvals. very few wmrnents from hippies regarding punks cm be found, 

Mile punks were often very vocal about their feelings toward hippies. Thus, 

perhaps the simpiest reason for the resentment of the hippies by punks is that 

they represented an older more established social group within the same area, a 

group that pmbably monopalized public spaces and venues, which could explain 

why so many eady punk dubs were lacated on the rnargins of these 

neig hboufioods. '06 

Furtherrnore, hi le  the disparate elements of the 1960s counterculture 

agreed on what they rejected. namely the rational, capitalist orientation of 

American society. they wers by no means unanimous about what should replace 

it, or the best way to achieve their utopias. Pollical difkrences manifested 

themselves in aesthetic differences. For example, the more militant factions of 

the New Left, such as the Weathermen, donneô paramilitary outM, while the 

104 Trida Henry, 'Punk Rock The Evolution of a Style" (PhD., diss. New Yorù University, 1987), 
180. 
'" Fw yippie involvement in eariy famines, see Henry W~ld Dog (pseud.) 'Pmto-Pum". Punx, No. 
2, Houston (1 986), 12 (FSMYSL). For more on the yippies organizing the Rock Against Racism 
concerts, see Fiipside, No.46 (Summer 1985), (FSS-NYSL). 



peace-loving hippies adomed thernselves with flowers and peace syrnbols. 

These aesthetic differences often became points of contention themselves, much 

in the same manner that radical American artists of the 1930s debated whether 

one could paint as a realist and still be revol~tionar~.'~~ It is no stretch of the 

imagination, then. to suppose that the image of the hippie became as much a 

bane to the punk mindset as did the actual hippies. As the 1970s progressed. 

and the inability of the 1960s to create fundamental political change became 

evident. the social and politicai meanings with which the punks imbueâ the hippie 

aesthetic were associatecl with failure. Punks regarded the rhetoric of the hippies 

as empty and their dreams of change idle. Punk rock joumalist Legs McNeil 

worked at a hippie film c+op before leaving to mite for Punk Magazine. His 

feelings explained the general punk attitude towards hippies: 'This was 1975, 

and the idea of taking acid and dropping out was just so lame - like ten years too 

late. And the hippie film commune was just as lame. I hated hippies."'** 

D o w  At The Rock And Roll Club: Punk ~nstitutions'~ 

On the whole, for the countercultunr, the 1970s were a pend of 

retraction. After years of trying to convince others to 'Tune In, Tum On, and Drop 

Outn and 'Do Your Own Thing," the counterculture finally followed its own adviœ 

'" For a more in-depth description of Me locd dubs see Heylin, Fmm the Vehnts to Me 
V W i d s ;  McKenna, Foming; Stark, PunWirf; Belsito, and Davis, liardcon? Cal-mia; ;Don 
Snowden, Make tfre Mu* Go Bang! fhe Early L A ,  Scene (New York- St. Martin's Griffin, 1997). 
lm 
laa 
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and slowiy withdrew from interaction with mainstream society. During the mid- 

1970s. areas like the East Village or L.A.3 Sunset Stnp became countercultural 

endaves. If punks were a community, howver, they had very few institutions 

they could cal1 their own. The punk worid was lirnited to the local rock 'n' roll dub 

and the emerging punk underground press, the world of fanzines. 

Throughout the 1960s. underground nempapen played an important role 

within the counterculture. They inforneci, agitated, organized, and wnnected 

members across the country. Mimeograpb machines and wire services allowed 

urban countercultural comrnunities to develop local papers, sustaining 

themselves with advertising revenue from local businesses frequented by the 

hippies themselves. However. in the eady 19708, as the majority of hippies 

began to rnove on, taking their client base with them, the advertising revenue 

dried up, and the newspapen closed d~wn. ' '~  The legacy of local shops and 

newspapers would be resuttected by the punks as they created their own 

underground newspapen. in the f o n  of fanzines. and organized their own co- 

operative business endeavours. Some businesses, like Bomp! Magazine, made 

the switch from one group to another. Bomp! had initially started covering the 

Southern California garage rock scene, occassionally putting out compilations of 

local talent. By 1982 1 evolved into Bomp! Records. issuing hardwre punk 

compilations."' The Bomp! prinUvinyl mamage also proved to be the inspiration 

for the Los Angeles-based underground punk weekly ~lash!.' l2 

"O M e r i d e ,  On the Fault of Mass Cultute, 383. 
111 On the origins of 8omp!'s magazine see Bill Osgetby, 'Chewing out a Rhythm on my Bubble- 
Gum: The Teenage Aesthetic and Genealogies of Amencan PunU, Roger Sabin (ed.) Punk 



The 5rst '''fanzinea was more a magazine proper than what iater came to 

be known as a "rine." which was merely a horne-made photocopied pamphlet of 

a few pages. Nevertheless, fenzines occupied a pivotal place in punk history, and 

the association between the fanzines and the music gave the counterculture its 

name. In 1976 John Holmstrom and Legs McNeil founded ~ u n k . " ~  It was meant 

to be a small circulation magazine, aimed at shacking and titillating nemstand 

audiences. designed in the tradition of Mad Magazine, whose founder taught 

Holmstrom at art school."' Unlike later fanzines. Punk was intended to occupy a 

niche in the market left vacant by the glossy national entertainment magazines, 

by facusing exclusively on local New York City underground rock acts, thus 

earning it the title of 'fan magazinen or fanzine. Also, unlike man y of the later 

fanzines, such as Lowlife, Church of the Latter Day Punks, or Smam, Punk 

appeared to be a more professional, if juvenile, endea~0r.l'~ Furthemore, unlike 

the majority of fanzines, Punk sold roughly 20,000 copies, with many sold in 

Britain under the distribution of Rough Trade, a record shop that specialized in 

importîng American singles and records. It is most likeiy due to the actual 

'magazinew style and nature of Punk that the punk underground press became 

k m  as 'zines and not newspapers. 

Rock: So Whaf? The Cuîkml fegacy of Punk (London and New York: RouUedge, 1999). 1 ô5 For 
the Bomp! wmpitation see Various Artists, Amenan Youth Report, Bomp! Records, 1 982- 
"* Belsito and Davis, Hardsx,~ Calilbmia, 1 S. "' Punk, 1 -1 8, New York (1 976-1 979). 
114 Henry, 'Punk Rock," 217. 
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Lowlilk, Atlanta, GA (November/Oecember, 1985), (FSS-NYSL), Smam, Mt. Pleasant, MI 
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Punk magazine was not about 'punk rock-" It was about k ing  punk as a 

state of mind, like 'beat" or "hip". A featured a wide range of articles. interviews, 

and satire aimed at representing the lifestyle that came to be k m  as punk. 

The themes of boredom. comics, fantasy, and music in Punk, highlighted the 

intereôts of the new counterculture. Before Punk, the music industry was 

stniggling to corne up with t m s  like 'Streetrock" to iabel the primitive guitar 

sound corning out of places like the East ~illage."~ Punk was about a small 

group of people living in New York and centred around the CBGB nightclub. 

m i l e  Punk was keen to blur the boundaries between those who created the 

magazine and those who appeared in it, 1 nevertheless distanced itself f i m  its 

audience. It talked to its audience. as many underground newspapers did, 

treating the readers as if they were a part of the cammunity, and in on the joke. 

But fundarnentaliy, Punk was very confident about its status as literature and its 

readers' potentially old-fsshioned position of audience. Tricia Henry noted that 

the key differenœ between Punk and early British punk 'zines it inspired, like 

Snfin' Glue, was that Punk was interesteci in engaging with the world around it, 

but Sniffin' Glue was ainœmed with building an insular oneSM8 However, the key 

point that Henry ignored was that Punk. Mile a part of a wider world, celebmted 

only ih small New York corner of it. S M n '  Glue. on the other hand, deliberately 

cut itself off from the outside so that 1 oould develop a programme to combat that 

other world. by constantly refemng British punk bands, like the Clash, back to 

British politics. 

l l7 McNeil, Please Kit1 Me, 27. 
Il8 Henry, 'Punk Rock," 329. Sn#lTn' Glue, 1-12, London (July 1976dugust 1977). 



In other cities, the creaton of the Crst punk fanzines came out of the 

1960s counterculture. Tim Yohanen of MaximumRocknRoll was a cornmunity 

organizer in Berkeley during the 1960s. as was Mike Gunderloy of Factsheet 

F i ~ e . " ~  According to a retrospective mitten in Punx, a Houston-based 'zine. the 

first Houston fanzine was started by yippies, and the editor himself clairned to 

have 'hippie roofsn but also saw punk rock as a continuation of the 1960s: 

My fanzine. Wild Dog, was the fint to appear locally . . . . In Wild 
Dog #l I celebrated the reemergence of garage rock on the local 
scene. Revealing my hippie mots, I descflbed the new music as 
'Blue Cheer - MC5 style" rock and roll. My naive cornparisons 
hinted that their was a Iink between ciassic rock and the new 
sounds, but in succeeding years the link between 60's garage 
roddpsychedelia and the 'new waven [meaning punk] has becorne 
more obvious. Although Lenny Kaye, rock cntic and guitarist for the 
Patti Smith group, coined the word 'punK in 1974 in an attempt to 
describe 60's garage rock, only recently has it becorne fashionable 
to use the word in that sense. This usage has been popularized by 
60'2 [sic] reissues series such as Pebbles [by Bomp! Records]. 
which uses the byline 'original punk rock from the 60's." '~~ 

We tend to think of punk in ternis of 'punk rock" not as a musical 

expression, but that is only because that is where punk's most immediate and 

most lasting contributions to mass culture have been felt. Commentators such as 

Griel Marcus, and othen, in Los Angeles. San Francisco and New York, have al1 

repeated that music was only one aspect of punk, that more importantly, the 

early punk sœnes of 1974-79 were diaradenzed by an openness to 

139 For Tim Yohannen, see The Sound and the Fury", San Francyisco Weeky, April 1 1, 1990, i 1. 
On Mike Gunddoy, see Stephen Duncombe, Notes Fmm Underground: Znes and the Politics 
of Memative Culture (London: Verso, 1 W), 158. 



experimentation.'" Vale, the editor of the Califomian fanzine Search & Destroy 

asserted that: 

In the early days at the Mahubay [in San Francisco], people never 
thought of themselves as 'punks", nor did they cail each other by 
that term. To reduœ a wmprehensive cultural revoit to "punk rock" 
is a typical tech nique (red uction ism. oversim plification) histoncall y 
used by the power structure media to belittle any kind of 
threstening change. Here's [sic] saciety's machinery of cooptation 
again showed its infinite capacity to assimilate all rebellious spirit 
and impulses. Just to reduœ 1 to music, music was just a part of it. 
I mean. when punk rock started in San Francisco, it was like your 
whole life changed. ' * 

Furthemore, even punk bands that were supposedly apolitical, like the 

Ramones, wrote songs in which the characters participated in fives where the 

politics of the 1960s had been norrnalized. For example, in the Ramones' song, 

'Judy is a Punk," the Ramones sing 'Judy is a nintlJackie is a punW Both went 

down to 'Frisco and joined the S L ~ L ' ' ~  While the band dismissed any politics in 

the song in an interview Donny the Punk, Donny gleefully suggested that: 

Judy is a 'runt? and Jackie is the 'punk" but both went down to 
'Frisco and 'joined the SLA" presumably the Symbionese Liberation 
A m y ,  a radical guerilia organiration involved in the Patti Hearst 
affair. If Judy and Jackie are the first 'punksn in the Rarnones- 
inspired movement, then it can be said to have been involved in 
radical pditics from the very beginning.12' 

- - --  -- 
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One of the key aspects of punk was that it r e f l e d  the everyday life of 

the people who Iistened to it, and who participated in it's creation. The chief 

c M s m  of rock 'n' roll in the 19705, said Peter Laughner of Rocket from the 

Tombs, was that it was out of touch: 

Rock & roll used to be able to get you to do things. It used to get 
you to think about what you were doing, but now al1 1 does is sort of 
lull you into a state of cornplaœncy, the major conœm being strictly 
to have a good time. Entertainment is fine, but there has to be 
something beyond that. It may sound pretentious ta talk about 
making art statements, but it is possible to make an art statement 
with music. '= 

Dunng the 1970s, as a result of the tremendous revenues made by rock ads in 

the 1960s, mdc and dl became big business. and corporations like Wamer 

Brothers foaised on tuming artists into profit-making machines, while 

skyrocketing incornes isolated once-street-savvy arüsts, like Bob Dylan and the 

Rolling Stones, from the concerna of the street.lS Part of the attraction of punk, 

according to Richard Hell, was that it re-humanized rock and roll. 

Music had just becorne so bloated. It was al1 these leftover sixties 
guys playing stadiums. you knaw, being treated like they were very 
important people, and acting like they were very important people. 
It wasn't rock 8 roll, it was like some kind of stage act. lt was al1 

-- 
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about the lights and the poses. WNi the [New York] Dolls, it was 
just Iike the street put onstage, you know? That was another cool 
thina about them, they were exactly the same ofhtage as they were 
on. ''' 

It was not until the corporate record labels signed punk bands at the end 

of the 1970s that the fiwn of major punk dubs were divided between the 

audience and entertainers. At the lesser clubs, the division remained breached; 

performen and spectators mingled fkeely. Photographs in books written on the 

eafly punk scenes of San Francisco and Washington, D.C., picture performance 

artists next to musicians, next ta photographers, and individuals who left no other 

indelible imprint on punk culture. British studies of punk have highlighted the role 

played by audience members and fans in wnstructing the punk 'sœne."'** Chief 

among these were the members of the so-called Bromley contingent, named 

aRer the neighbourhood where they lived. such as the 'Catwoman", who styled 

her hair and facial rnake-up to resernble Catwoman of Batman cornic fame, and 

in a different rock and roll setting would no doubt be witten off as a mere 

groupie. But in punk, where groupies started their own bands. and the ernphasis 

was on 'the scenen and not an specific individuals, anonymous characten like 

the Catwoman played an important role in the day-to-day life of punks. 

Furthemiore, 1 was not until punk crystallized as a style and a genre that it 

became synonymous with music- 

Each punk sœne had its own club. Usually this was a less-established or 

new venue that was looking to increase or diversify its dientele. New York had 

'= McNeil, Please Ki11 Me, 1 1 9. 



Hilly Crystel's reconstituted biker bar tumed Country, Bluesgrass, and Blues Club 

(CBGB's) located in the Bawery, where the band Television played a series of 

weekly shows to a half-empty house.la It also had Max's Cafe, Andy Warhol's 

favounte hang-out, which booked up-and-cuming bands in order to round out its 

weekly lineup.'% In Los Angeles, the Whiskey A-GoGo provided spaœ for 

punks after the crash of disco, while in San Francisco the Mahubay, a Filipino 

dinner theatre looking for rnid-week action, made fast friends with young punk 

bands looking for a place to play. '" These local clubs b&ed local talent, 

helping to foster a sense of immediate cornrnunity- 

Punk rock shows, with their emphasis on performance over talent, 

attempted to break down barriers between audience and perfomer. The 

sauedness of the stage was repeatedly violated by stage-divers. or by band 

interactions with the audience, such as jumping out into the crowd, or physically 

assaulting members of the audience, as Henry Rollins recounted doing on 

several occasions upon the amval of skinheads.lu Punk 'artists* did not hang 

out backstage, hidden between performances, but cirurlateâ among the 

audience, and a person in the mosh pit or serving drinks at the bar coufd be the 

same person taking the stage as the next ad. David Byme described New York's 

CBGB's as 'the kind of place where you'd sit at the bar and when your time came 

you'd just casually walk over and get onstage. When you were done you'd walk 

off and maybe wipe the sweat off you head, then walk back to the bar and have a 

128 Paul Cobley, 'Leave the Capitd," Sabin (ed). Punk Rock: So What?. 
Heylin, F m  the Veivets to tk V N M s ,  1 19. 
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b e ~ . " ' ~ ~  Nor were the performers visibly different from members of the audience 

in tenns of costume. The most famous punk costumes were the blue jeans and 

leather jackets wom by the Ramones. hardly an original choica but miles 

removed from the elaborate outf~ts of Alice Cooper or KISS. Standard dress for a 

punk rock show was usually whatever was normally wom, until British punk 

fashion and advertising exploded with the Sex Pistols in November of 1975. Even 

then, the development of a uniform look among punks was a hotly contested 

issue throughout the 1980s.'" Punk continued the hippie tradition of tailoring 

dothes to make political statements, and punks adjusted their everyday clothes 

by npping, pinning, cutting, or othewise marking them up with badges or 

markers, but these were not 'special" clothes reserved only for wear to punk 

concerts. Also favoureâ were dothing that advertised other punk bands or record 

labels. The wearing of band t-shirts senml to reaffim the notion of punks as a 

distinct community, and t-shirts fsatonng defunct bands functioned as nostalgia, 

historicizing the punk community and maintaining continuw with its (albeit brief) 

past. However, sales of punk t-shirts also had the function of raising money for 

fledging record companies, while simuManeously acting to commodify punk to 

more passive or less expenenced participants. 

Punk concerts were an important venue for the selling and exchange of t- 

shirts. recorâs, and fanzines. Sinœ the costs of putting on a punk show were low 

(espeûally if held in a basement. warehouse, or loft), the cost of renting space to 

ln Fw the Whiskey Au-Go-Go see McKenna. Forming. 2. for the Mahubay. see Stark, Punk77 
16. '" Henry Rollins. Get In the Van, 2.13.61Kouch 8 Go Records, 1993. 
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'vendors" was also low. Concerts were vital in providing independent punk bands 

without record labels the support to pmmote themselves, and vendors often 

tumed out to be members of the perfoning bands selling their own albums.'" 

Besides the few punk bands signed to major labels. such as the Ramones 

or Blondie. or British bands Iike the Clash and the Buzzcocks, there was Iittle 

national or international cohesion in punk. The "do your own thingn mentality that 

punk had in hented from the 1 960s did Iittle to create an agreed-upon definition of 

punk. The New Lefi counterwlture of the 1960s was Iinked through national 

political and social organizations like SDS and SNCC, knitted together via a 

nationwide underground newswire s e ~ c e ,  and given prominent media exposure, 

all of which combined to help forrn a national identity. These elements were 

notably absent from the punk scenes before 1979. The majority of scenes 

remained steadfastly local. as the hippie counterculture before them had ken. 

Communication between cities was hampered by the lack of contact points and 

la* of persons or institutions to act as go-betweens. The lack of inter-scene 

communication limited the opportunities for touring and delayed the formation of 

a national punk identity. The largest punk scenes. therefore, were concentrated 

in the largest urban areas, in New York and Los Angeles, where conœntrations 

of population and media allowed bands to devekp enough of a reputation to put 

together srna Il-sale reg ion al tours. 

- 

'Y The idea of the image of punk makes up a significant portion of d e r  responses in the letter 
gges of FlipsEde magazine, and Wl be discusseâ more in the nexi chapter. 

One of the early d e s  of ietten to fanzines was to alert other punks of upcoming tours. This 
wili be disaissed more fully in Chaptef Three- 



Full Speed Ahead: Changes in punk1% 

The real split in the counterculture came not with the so-calied "birth of 

punk" but with the emergenœ of hardcore punk. The eariy punk bands were al! 

familiar with groups from the 1960s such as the Velvet Underground. the MC5, 

and the Stoages. In fact, the members of these bands often socialized with the 

members of the early punk scene. Lou Reed of the Velvet Underground and lggy 

Pop of the Stooges were among the first people interviewed by Punk Magazine. 

Wayne Kramer of the MC5 tearned up with Richard Hell of Television and the 

Voidoids in a band called Gang War, mile fellow MC5 mernber Fred Smith 

married punk-poet Patti Lee. Debbie Hany of Blondie got her start in a doo-wop 

group cafled the Stilettoes, and the Ramones idolized the wcrk of Phil Spector 

with the all-women groups of the 196Os, like the Ronettes and the Supremes. 

During the hardcore era of 1979 - 1985, a much younger generation of punks 

would idolize these eariy punk bands in much the same way the early punks had 

idolized bands of the 1960s. The younger generation saw themselves as part of 

a punk tradition rather than identifying with the tradition of the avant-garde rock 

bands of the 1960s. 

The punks rejected the rock music of the 1970s, clairning that it no longer 

had any meaning or reievanœ to American youth. It would have been 

unthinkable however, for punk to have placed this demand on rock and roll had it 

not been for the dose wnnection that rock acts like Bob Dylan. BuRaIo 

Springfield, the Doors, Jimi Hendrix, and others had forged between rock, youth, 

- -  - - 
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and the counterculture throughout the 1960s. According to historian of the 1960s 

David McBride. remarkably few bands of the 1960s were overtly political. 

Instead. most focused on performance as a transgressive act, and political 

stances evolved out of these deviant  action^.'^' While McBride does not 

distinguish between commercial acts, countercukural acts, or even 

counterulltural acts with record wntracts. transgression was nevertheles an 

important element of countercultural performances in general. John Sinclair. 

manager of the MCS, considered any action political "that brought about political 

retribuüon."" Sinclair was refemng to the police harassrnent the MC5 received 

for their song 'Kick Out the Jams," which was about sex and rock and roll, not 

Vetnam or civil nghts. Lyrically, the song was just as euphemistic about sex as 

any other, but 1 was the coupling of loud guitars, feedback. long hair, and the 

opening line of 'Kick out the jams, motherfuckers!" that succeeded in eaming the 

band the dogged attention of police and that got it blacklisted by promoten. The 

countercultural songs of the 1960s were not protesüpolitical. McBnde argued, but 

astanishingly mundane and trivial. But matched with music that incorporated 

fkedback, distortion, and bomwed as much from avant-garde jazz concepts as 

from the blues, it signaled a radical departure from the well-constnicted world of 

Top 40 pop stap~es.'~~ According to British punk aitic Stewart Home. this was 

also the case for the majority of punk songs. which he felt should be properly 

'= Mcûride, 'On the Fault Lins of Mas Culture", 143. 
Miehael O. Cary, 7he Rise and Fall of the MC5: Rock Music and Cainterwlture Politics in the 
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dassified as 'novelty recordingsa. that is songs that are short on substance. but 

long on style.l4 

In Theodore Roszak's vision of a wodd dominated by experts and 

professionals, however, the trivial nature of rock in the 1960s or of punk music 

later was beside the point if it did not emerge from the technocracy."' Charles 

Reich also felt that 1 was important for people to add poetry to their lives. Richard 

Hell echoed Roszak. saying that by miting mundane songs about everyday life, 

people could mestle control of music away from corporate music stars and song- 

writef consortiums. 

The idea of inventing yourself is creating the most ideal image you 
could imagine . . . . That is the uitimate message of the New Wave: 
if you just amas the courage that is necessary. you can completely 
invent yourself- You can be your own hem, and once everybody is 
their own hem. then everybody is gonna be able to communicate 
with each other on a real basis rather than a hand-medown set of 
societai standards.'" 

The musicianship, seriousness, or artistic merit of the music was also beside the 

point. The lure of punk. particularly as punk rock, was that it promised the 

freedom ta ad as one wanted. As one member of Beat Rodeo explainecl, 'There 

was a neeâ to get up on a stage and just make as big a noise as was humanly 

Stewart Home. Cmnked Up Realiy High: Genre Theory and Punk Rock (Hove: Codex, 1995). 
24. 
'" Reich, me Greening of Amerka, 151. 
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possib~e.""~ Keith Morris. an early mernber of Black Flag, concumd. 'We were 

going to make as large a racket. piss as many people off. go apeshit as we 

could, and we had no choice but to play to please ourselves and a hendful of 

friendsmqu The Ramones encouraged other bands to get onstage. ready or not. 

"You don't have to get better, just get out there. you're as good as you are. Don't 

wait till you're better, how are you ever gonna know? Just go out there and do 

it."'45 Even Malcolm McLaren, the manager of the Sex Pistols, declared that 

insofar as punk had a programme for change it was 'to create a situation where 

kids woutd be less interested in buying records than in speaking for 

Just as punk was not solely about rock and dl, the making and selling of 

albums in 'punk roa<" was rot as important as the thrill of performance. In fact, 

few of the early punk albums were able to live up to the excitement of seeing the 

bands live. The MC5 recarded a live album out of kar that they would rot be 

able to capture the energy of their performance in the studio, a fear that was 

proven corred with their later albums. Likewise. earîy New York Dolls recordings 

were considered horrible and Robert Christgau felt that the band had to be seen 

live to be appreciated."' The Modem Lovers, according to Charles Heylin. have 

been given short shrift in the annals of rock and roll, becsuse none of the 

material they ever recorded couM match the brillianœ of their initial line-ups and 

Tina and Bmce. 'What's Up With Baat Rodao", Non-stop Banter, No.4 (Wnter 1985): 13 (FSS- 
NVSL). '" Keith Moms, 'Bring on the Guinea Pigs', Don Snowden (ed), Make the Music Go Bang! The 
&dy L A .  Scene (New York: St. Martin's Griffin, 1997), 50. 
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performances.'" Both Televison and the Weirdos recorded material only aRer 

the bands had reached their creative peaks. Richard Hell. despite k i ng  a 

founding member of Television. the Heartbreakers, the Voidoids. and, according 

to Tncia Henry, the inspiration for Malcolm McLaren's image of the Sex Pistols, 

was one of the last of the early New York scene to record an alb~rn.''~ For 

many of these individuals the emphasis was on king in a band and 

experiencing an escape from the rational economic determinism of everyday 

I ife. 

Punk as a culture allowed individuals to re-create themselves and follow 

their own dreams. As Legs McNeil said: 

[IJt was about advocating kids to not wait to be told what to do. but 
make life up for themselves. 1 was about trying to get people to use 
their imaginations again, it was about not k i ng  perfect. it was 
abut saying it was okay to be arnateurish and funny, that real 
creativity came out of making a mess. it was about working with 
what you got in front of you and tuming everything embanassing. 
awful. and stupid in your life to your advantage? 

Early punk was thus a continuation of the hippie mantra to 'do your own 

thing", but a retum to the politics of the 2960s would not accur until the birth of 

hardcore. which appealed to an entirely different demographic group. A 

December 22. 1979 marathon concert featuring many Los Angeles punk bands 

- - --- - 
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proved to be the defining moment in the immediate Mure of punk. The audienœ 

was comprisd of the older, iate twenties and eariy thirties, mernbers of the punk 

scene, and the newer younger suburban fans. The young fans of the fast-paœd 

no-nonsense Gems rushed the stage. pushing their way past the older more 

expenmentall y-inclined mem bers of the audienœ. The argument over whet her 

punk would continue as a dadaesque subculture was ended as the angry mob 

refused to let the other bands play.''' The new punks had neither the time nor 

the place for the more tolerant older punks. The hardcore punk would be a 

zealous punk. 

Get In The Van: The Emergence of Hardcore punk1'* 

In 1983 Henry Garfield left Washington. D.C. and joined a band. He was 

twenty-two. Punk history is full of other such men and women, boys and girls, 

who did the same. What made Garfield difïerent frorn the others, however, was 

that he was not some unknown youth at the time. He had already established a 

local reputation for hirnself with his band State of Aiert. who recorded their first 

album for Dischord Records in 1981.'53 Dischord Records was run in part by 

Garfield's friend fan MacKaye. whose band Minor Threat coined the phrase 

'straight-edge." a social movement within punk that renounœd drugs. alcohol. 

'SI McNeil, Ptease Ki/\ Me. 334. 
'" Brenden Mullen. 'Nightmare in Punk Aîief. Kim McKenna (ed.), Fming:  The Early Da- of 
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and sex.'" As Garfield got in the van and headed west, he cioseâ the door on 

the era of east-coast dorninated punk. 

The band for which Ganeld was leaving State of Alert was no fledgling 

entity either. Garfield. rechnstened Henry Rollins, was joining Black Flag. Black 

Flag was part of the hardcore explosion that occurred along the Califomia Coast, 

a form of punk music that stripped songs of al1 artistic embellishment while 

increasing the tempo and adding politicized ~yrics. '~~ They had already recorded 

six ep's. short albums of four to six songs, between 1978 and 1982 on their own 

record label Solid State Technology (ssT).'~~ Black Flag was also one of the 

few exceptions among punk bands: they mounted cross-country tours, and 

succeedeâ primafily through the sacrifices made by the band memberp. Rollins' 

tour diary, Get In the Van, recalls the hardships endured by the band: lad< of 

money, food, shelter; days spent sleeping in the van in shifts h i l e  driving; and 

playing alrnost every night. Bill Stevenson, who later went on to fonn the 

Descendents, said in an interview with Jet Lag that the typical Black Flag tour 

consisted of forty-two shows in almost as many n i g h t ~ . ' ~ ~  

The bir&h of hardcore is difficuit to pin dom. Bad Brains' 1980 single T a y  

to Cum" is sornetimes viewed as the first hardcore song, though the Gems were 

lS Straightdge punks did n d  mention whether they meant premanta! sex or all fonr of sex, 
most likely because mamage $self was a topic generally mt discussed. For more details on 
straight4ge punk see the next chapter. 
Is5 The politics of hardcofe punk will be discussed in Chapter Thfee. 
'= EP stands for extended play and ~enerally has hree to four songs. The 1983 Black Flag 
compilation The Fim Four Years contains 23 songs frwn this period. Black Ffag, The Fi& Four 
YeaIs, SST Records, 1983. '" Rene Spencer, Jet Leg (September 1984). 6 (FSS-NYSL). 



noted as having switched to hardcore punk by 1978.'~ Black Flag was also seen 

as one of the fint hardcore bands with their 1978 single 'Nervous Breakdown', 

the breakdm heard around the worid. The Dead Kennedys reieased their debut 

album Frssh F M  for Rotting Vegetables in 1980. an opening salvo in punk's 

political attack on mainstream Arnerica, Mi le that same year Orange Country- 

based band Bad Religion offered songs like 'Murder the Govemment" and 'How 

Could Hetl Get Any   or se".'^ Bomp! Magazine, fonneriy devoted to garage rock 

and surf music (think Beach Boys), issued a compilation of American hardcore 

punk in 1981 saying: 

Things are bad. America is falling apart; the economy is collapsing; 
Reagan is a puppet of the rich and the Pentagon is going to blow 
life as we knaw t into fragments. We must react. American culture 
desperately needs to confront Arnerïcan pmblems . . . . I like 
Hardcore. I Iike the rush and I like the attitude. Fuck Authonty. I 
hate war and I hate big business and I'm glad that other people feel 
the same way. lsnY 1 great that not al1 teenagers are sucking bongs 
on the way to lay Pac-Man at some sick too of a shopping mall? 
RlsE ABOVE.& 

The fans of the early punk bands tended to be much younger than the 

original bands themselves. A Melody Maker reporter noted that the average age 

of the New York bands was twentysomething while a Flipside reader survey poil 

in 1984 revealed that the average American punk was fi~een.'~' While a 

significant nurnber of mernbers of early punk bands in LA. and New York had 

.. - 

ls Bad Brains, 'Pay to Cum", Bad Brains Records, 1980. On the Gerrns see Brenden Mullen. 
'Nightmare in Punk Alley," Make the MU* Go Bang!, 80. 
'" Now available on the Bad Religion compilation 80-85. Epitaph Records. 1986. 
'* Bruce Pavitt, liner notes, Anmfcan Youth Repoc?, Bomp! Records. 1982,1991. 



community college or art school backgrounds. hardwre punks did not. Bands like 

Television. the Talking Heads, and even to an extent. the Germs, were able to 

infuse a certain level of arosüc philosophy in their work, that hardcore bands, 

d n g  to their extreme youth and inexperienœ simply could not match. Instead, 

hardcore punk bands played simpler and faster than their predecessors. Not only 

were they younger, but they were also perceived by the older punks as being 

from the ~uburbs . '~  Thus. almost al! of the chronicles of the early punk scenes 

end wïth the arriva! of hardcore, because this symbolized the end of punk as an 

urban inner-city bohemian subculture. The suburban focus of hardcore rnight 

also explain its romantic belief that punk could change the world. According to 

Legs McNeil. the prevailing belief in the early punk scenes was in punk as a 

catalyst for individual change. not as a global force: 

Punk was like, this is new, this is now, the apotheosis, powerfui. 
But it wasn't political. 1 mean, maybe that is political. I mean the 
great thing about punk was that it had no political agenda. It was 
about real freedom, personal freedom. Just k ing  as offensive as 
possible. Which seemed delightfuf, just euphorie. Be the mal 
people we are. You know? I just loved it.lm 

Hardcore bands, because of the age of their members, were often unable 

to play in ban or clubs because of liquor license controls. These bands had to 

find alternative venues like warehouses, where they could host marathon 

concerts featuring five or more bands for a very small cover charge. However, 

161 On eady punk scenes see Heylin, F m  the V é h t s  io the VWorids, 245. For the ages of 
hadam punks see 'Poils', Flic No.42 (Winter 1984), (F SS-NVSL). 

Belsito. Harrlcote Caiibnia. 74. 



problems at these conceRs. such as over-~~owding, rumored underage dnnking, 

noise violations. and lack of proper documentation, meant that mice were a 

prominent feature of hardcore shows. The frequent appearance of police, the 

foroed cancellation of hardcore punk shows. and cases of alleged and very ml 

police bnitality, quickly radicalized and politicized the West Coast punk scene.'" 

Hardcore punk took many of its cues from British punk, fmm fashion and 

musical styles, to subjects and Song topics. Almost from its very start, British 

punk pursued an anti-Thatcherite political agenda. With the electior; of Ronald 

Reagan in 1980, Amerimn punks had found their own Margaret Thatcher. The 

Dead Kennedys had penned 'California Uber Ailes" as a satire of the election 

dreams of Californian Govemor Jeny Brown in 1980, and then re-wrote it as 

'We've Got a Bigger Problem Now" in honour of Reagan in 1982.'~ Others, like 

Bbck Flag, had written songs critical of the police.'" Still, few bands until 1980 

had attacked national politics. Almost overnight the defaced image of Reagan 

appeared in punk fanzines Iike Church of the Latter Dey Punks and Sick ~een? 

A further look at anti-Reagan sentiment in punk, as well as the political issues 

raised, follows in Chapter Three. 

The willingness of hardcore punk to engage in political commentary, 

usually of a leftist or anarchist sympathy, cornbined with its externe musical 

aesthetic, put it beyond the pale of commercial radio. During the 1960s, Frank 

lm MeNeil, Rease Ki11 Me. 299. 
la Rollins, Get in fhe Van. 
165 Dead Kennedys, 'Califofnia Uber Allesm, Fresh Fruit For Rafting Vegetables, Alternative 
Tentades, 1980 and Dead Kennedys, "We've Got a Bigger Problem Now", In God We Trust, 
INC., Aitemative Tentades Rea~ds,  1982- 

Black FlagZs m g  about LA police is capbired live in Pendope Sphseris' movie 7Be Declne 
of Western Cmlization (Los Angeles: Huron Communication, 1980). 



Zappa and groups like the Velvet Underground recorâed their own music before 

signing with a corporate record Company in order to maintain artistic control over 

their work. However. not only were many punk bands prevented from getting 

record contracts because of the style and content of their music, but many more 

made political decisions to avoid corporate record companies. Eariy bands like 

the Ramones. Blondie, and the Talking Heads al1 signed to major labels. The 

next wave of punk bands like Minor Threat, Bad Religion, and Black Flag, al\ 

started their own. Hardcore punk envisioned itself as a guerilla assault on 

mainstream society. and the record companies were perceived as part of the 

vast capitaiist apparatus that kept the economic machine of domination in power. 

Independent record aimpanies were seen as an integral part of that stniggle. 

Fanzines enabled mail-order distribution and allowed punk labels to reach a 

larger customer base than they could thmugh local record shops. Furthemore. 

advertising in regional fanzines like Flipside and MaximumRocknRol! made it 

possible for these srnall companies to aiordinate and promote tours across 

larger and larger areas. 

While there were enough similarities between punk and hardcore punk 

that the two remained identified in the same genre, there were also some very 

real differences. First of all, not only was hardcore punk simpler, and its 

participants younger, but it was also more intolerant, not only of outside groups, 

but of diffierent types of punk as well. The early punk sœnes thrived on difference 

and innovation, but hardcore punk pmjected an image of what it meant to be 

punk. Those who deviated were cut from the herd. Furthemore, with the 

'" Church of the La(w Day Punk, Nos- 1-2 (1982); Sick Teen (no dates provided), (FSSNYSL). 



beginnings of a cohesive identity, punks started to feel secure enough to take on 

the outside wotld. Thus at a time when punk bands were moving out of their local 

neighbourhoods and crossing the country, Uiey also began confmnting groups 

and organizations with which they disagreed. Chapter Three explore this 

new punk identity and the ways in which it refiected the politicai wncerns of the 

counterculture of the 7 960s- 



Chapder Thme 

Teenage Riot: The Politics of Hardcore punkqQ 

If an yone was predisposed toward enthusing about punk's revolutionary 

potentia!. it was rock critic Lester Bangs. During the eady 1970s. Bangs had 

Wriffen a piece on punk godfather lggy Pop, entitied 'Of Pop and Pies and Fun: A 

Program for Mass Liberation in the Fonn of a Stooges Review, or Who's the 

F W ~ ? " . ' ~ ~  Bangs argued that lggy Pop's unrehearsed and uninhibited 

performance ought to guide everyday life. However, Bangs' enthusiasm for punk 

quickly waned as he began feeling that the nihilisrn and innerorientation of the 

eady punk scenes, like the hippies before them. led nowhere but bum-out and 

death.170 He was rejuvenated in 1977 when he went on tour in Britain with the 

Clash, the Bnüsh forerunners of Arnerican hardcore punk. Bangs felt that the 

Clash's mixture of personal politics and punk music represented the next step for 

the counterculture: 

The politics of rock 'n' roll in England or America or anywhere else, 
is that a Mole lot of kids want ta be fned out of their skins by the 

la Sonic Youth. "Teenage Riot', Daydream Nam,  Geffen Records. 1988. Sonic Youth were part 
of 'no-wave* punk, a branch that continued the musical experimentation of eariy punk However, 
the video for their song ''Teenage Riot" from Wir landmark album Daydfeam Nafion, was a 
montage, primarily of hardcore concert fwtage featuring &y 1980s bands like Minor Threôt and 
Black Flag. Teenage Ricf seemed to express the optimism the late 1980s countefcutture had 
that punk could create social change, and the video appeared as an homage to those who helped 
fom the counterculture. 
la Lester Bangs. 'Of Pop and Pies and Fm: A Rogram for Mass Liùeration in the F m  of a 
Stooges Review, or Who's the FoolT Cmem (November and Deœmber 1970) no pages. '" The full extent of Bangs' despair can be felt in his eulogy for Peter Laughner of Cleveland 
punk band Pere Ubu, who died of a dnig overdose. Lestet Bangs, 'Peter Laughner," New York 
Rucker (September October 1977). no pages. 



most scalding propulsion they can find, for a nigM they can pretend 
is the rest of their lives, and whether the next day they go back to 
work in shops or boredom on the dole or Amencan TV doldrums in 
Mom 'n' Daddy's living room nothing can cancel the reality of that 
night in the revivifying Rames when for once if only then in your life 
you were blasted outside of yourself and the monotony which 
defines most life anywhere at any time. when you supped on 
lightning and nothing else in the realms of the living or dead 
mattered at ail. ''' 

Like the hippies, punks began to ask why they could not have experiential 

highs every day. They outiined their thoughts in persona1 editorials in fanzines. 

These fanzines were sold or given away at record and m e  shops. traded at 

punk shows, or mailed to penpals throughout in the United States. They helped 

to construct a national punk identity and connected punks to one another. Many 

of the smaller 'zines, Iike Chu& of the Latter Day Punks, or Riding the Blinds. 

were only a f b v  8.5" x 11" pages long, containing interviews with local bands, 

reviem of albums by more prominent groups. and editorials on topics like schod, 

wofk, peer groups, family dynamics or religion.'" Larger fanzines, like Flipsiide or 

MaximumRock'n'Rol, oould run up to thirty pages or more of magazïne-style 

newsprint. These 'anes printed articles on topics similar to the smaller joumals: 

school, work, or religion, but often in a more abstract manner, putting these 

issues into an ideological framework. The San Diego-based Daily Impulse, for 

"' Lester Bangs, The Clash", New Muskai Express, London (1 0 ûeœrnber 1977). no pages. 
tR~hutch of fhe Latter Dey Punk, 1 4, New Jersey (Mardi 1982-1 983). (Fadsheet Five Archive, 
New York State Library - henceforth abbreviated as FSS-NYSL); Riding the BIinds. 34, 
Cambridge. MA (1 Q83), (FSS-NYSL). 



example, presented religion and family as institutions of domination that hindered 

its anarchic visions. ln 

The only extensive scholanhip on punk explores its major aitists. Very 

little has been umïtten about punk as a way of Me. The vast majonty of punks 

never signed a record contract or even left a sizable vinyl legacy. In order to 

reconstnid the social and cultural history of punk as a papufar movernent it is 

important to uncover the pnnt documents punks left behind. Unlike many of the 

later punk bands, and especially hardcore bands. many of the early New York 

and BritÏsh punk bands, like the Ramones, Blondie, the Talking Heads, the Sex 

Pistols. and the Clash, signed major label record contractS. This meant that 

through the cornmodification of punk many smaller towns throughout-the United 

States had a punk 'sœne", or fan base, however miniscule. Punks in these 

communities communicated with each other and to outside 'scenes" through 

fanzines. Mitu Waltz, the editor of Incohemnt, explained that 'zines offered a 

means of estabiishing and introducing non-musidans to the punk cornrnunity: 

'How else could I get up the courage to talk to people a [punk] shows? 'Wanta 

buy a une?' isn't much as opening lines go, but it's the test this amgenitally shy 

gal can do. n174 

As mentioned in Chapter Two. the tmnsfwmation of West Coast California 

hardcore punk from a regional offshoot to a national counterculture could not 

have been possible wiaiout the help of nationally distributed fanzines like FIipside 

and MaximumRodt'n'Roll. Mile both FlNside and MRR kept the focus of their 

l R  Daily WnpuI~8, San Diego Anarctiist Collecüve. Vol. No. 1 (Apni May 1984), (FSSNYSL). 



scene reports on West Coast bands, they also kept one eye on their roles as the 

only national fomm for punks. Sinœ there were no nationally syndicated radio or 

television talk shows for punks to tune into, nor were there any glossy punk 

magazines, only Fiipside and MRR had access to a national audience. They 

therefore dedicated significant spaœ in their respective 'zines to lette= from 

readen. These reader response sections allowed punks from across the country 

to communicate with one another and opened up "membership" into the national 

punk communîty for those who were not in bands. The majority of scholanhip on 

punk so far has tended to focus on the music and the musicians of punk.'75 

Lettets to the editots of Flipside and MaxjmumRock'nRoll, however, allow us to 

see how the consumers of this music perceived their own culture. 

60th Flipside and MRR came from Southern Califomia. Flipsde was 

pu blished in Los Angeles by Al and ~odley. '" Maximum Rock'n'Roll, meanwhile 

was published in Berkely by ex-New Left poiitical organizer Tim ~ohannan.'" Of 

his switch fmm the warld of politics to the world of 'zines, Yohannan said: 

-- - -  

1 74 Quoted in Stephen Duncombe, Notes Fmm Undrerground: Zines and the Politics of Alternative 
Culture (London: Verso, 1997), 1 7. 
17s Most specifically the eariy scene reports, sinœ they are offen interviews done between the 
social etites of the punk sœnes. Fotming: The Early Days of LA .  Punk Kim McKenna (ed.) 
(Santa Monica, Califomia: Smart Art Press, 1999); Legs McNeil and Gillian McCain, Pkase KY1 
Me= 7be Unœnsored OmI History of Punk (New York: Grove Press, 1996); Clinton Heylin, Fmm 
the Veivets to the Vor'dbids: A Re-Punk Hi-ry fOr a Pest-Punk World (London: Penguin, 1993); 
Peter Belsito and Bob Davis, H a d m  California: A Hisiory of Punk and New Wave (San 
Francisco: The Last Gasp of San Francisco, 1983); James Stark, Punk 77: An Insi& Look at the 
San FmnÜsco Rock n' Rd/ Scene, f977 (San Francisco: REISearch Publications, 1999); Don 
Snowden (ed.), Make fhe Music go Bang! The Early L A .  Sœne (New York: St. Martin's GriffÏn, 
t997); Cynthia Connelly, Banned in D-C.: Phofos and Anecdotes from the D.C. Punk 
Undergmund (7945) (Washington D.C.: Sun Dog Propaganda, 1995). 

Flipsr'de, Los Angeles. CA (1 983). (FSWYSL). 
ln MaximurnRocKnWoîI1 Berkeley, CA (1983). (FSS-NYSL). 



StraigM political organizing is pretty important stufF , but it's pretty 
boring. It takes a certain attitude and patience that I really didn't 
have. When the "new counterculture" of punk started, 1 found 
myseif much more cornfortable with the mix of political radicalism 
and cultural radicalism. "' 

To date, Stephen Duncombe has m e n  the only serious study of the 

world of fanzines. His study, which coven the origins of the genre dating back to 

science-fiction fanzines in the 1950s, extends past the punk era and ends with 

the explosion of 'zines in mid-1990s. However, he acknowledged that the punk 

era saw the creation of fanzines as we know them today. For his study on 

fanzines, Duncornbe used the Factsheet Five archive at the New York State 

Library. This archive was donated to the library by Mike Gunderloy. former ditor 

of the Factsheet Five fanzine, the sole purpose of which was to review other 

fanzines. Like Yohannan, Gunderloy was a former oommunity organizer and 

saw Faclsheet Five as a way of connecting the isolatad punk comrnuniües with 

non-punk communities: 

There were the political people, the ernerging gay press, the 
feminist press, some of the alternative spintual press. [Butj 
gradually I began to conceptualize this much wider, finding [that] a 
wmmunity of people doing comics, and the literary people, and 
even wrestling fans have something you can't disünguish in their 
minds as poliacal consciousness, but certainly the very act of taking 
over the entertainment portion of their life and didaüng here's how 
it is and here's how it should be is inherently opposed to being fed 
your stuff by the mass media. 

'" Interviewcd in The Sound and the FW. San Francisco WwMy (April 1 1 , 1990). 1 1 (FS5- 
NYSL, MaxirnumRock'n'Roll fotder). '" Quoted in D w m b e .  Notes F m  Undergmund, 159. 



For his sedon on punk, Duncombe relied heavily on 

MaximumRock'n'Roll, which only starts to appear in the Factsheet Five archive in 

the mid-1980s. but continues through the fun of the archive into the mid-1990s. 

In his study of punk, The Philosophy of Punk, Craig O'Hara also made good use 

of fanzines, notably MRR. Flipside. Profane Existence, and Fomd Exposu~ .  

These last two did not appear in the Factsheet Five archive until the late 1980s 

and so fall outside the scope of this study. but the archive did contain significant 

nurnbers of Flipsde dating from the early 1980s. The archive also contained 

numerous fanzines with only a few issues. While these iimited 'zines, Iike Sick 

Teen, Chu& of the Latfer Day Punks. and ORense, inform rny survey. the letters 

section from Flipside and MaximumRockn Roll proved particu lady usefu 1. 

Spanning eight issues from late 1983 to early 1986, with thirty-seven fmm MRR 

and 261 from Flipside, these 298 letters were analyzed for content and theme, 

and by gender. 

The key difkrence between fanzines and regular music magazines was 

their layout. Many of the early American fanzines owe more to the chaotic spread 

of Sniffin' Glue than they do to the neat and orderly layout of ~ u n k . ' ~  Punk 

magazine (1976-197s). pushed boundaries with its merging of cornic book forrns 

and text wssing borders, but it was formatted, or laidout. in a traditional style. 

The overall effect, however, was one of order and playfulness. S W n '  Glue 

(1976-1977) featured long cdumns of typewritten text interspersed with black 

and white photos. sornetimes clipped and pasted into a collage, sornetimes 

'" Punk, 1-1 8,. New York (1 976-1 979); Snimna Glue, 1-1 2, London (July 1976-August 1977). 



featured as the locus of a graffiti attack. The impression was of amateurishness. 

The lines of text wobbled. and the pictures were off-center. Punk was sufficientiy 

organized to give the impression that its creators knew what they were doing 

even if the reader didn't. Sniffin' Glue looked like it was assembled somewhere in 

a one-room shack and hung to dry on the walls next to personal political 

manifestos and conspiracy theories. 

Although Punk and Sniffin' Glue were stylistically difFerent, they were both 

worlds apart from professional magazines. The formal order and precision of 

magazines like Twne or even Rolling Stone were light yean removed from the 

irreverent cartoon style of Punk or the sheer shoddiness-cum-urgency of Snfin' 

Glue, where neatness and composition took second place to the desire to get the 

magazine out into the public. Like the music of the Ramones or the Sex Pistols, 

the impact of these magazines came not just from what they said, but from how 

they said it. When the fanzine Sick Teen was criticized for not k i ng  neat 

enough, the editors replied: 

A punkzine laid out neat and tidy is like a punk show with reserved 
seating. Complaining about not k ing  able to read them is like 
asking the band to stop playing so you can hear what lyrics the 
vocalist is singing . . . . That is not M a t  punk is about. Not tidy 
layouts, not slow and carefully enunciated lyrics . . . . A phrase like 
'a good and tidy punkrine" is selfcontradictory. It can be good, 1 
can be tidy, but not both. As you must have noted, Sick Teen is 
considered the ideal among most punkzine editors. 181 

181 Quoted in Dunwmbe, Notes From Underground, 33. 



In her dissertation, 'The Evolution of a Style". Tricia Henry read the 

amateur style of fanzines and their authon' muen t  apologies for shoddiness 

differentl y. 

The punk mind set presents us with a paradox. It combines a hatred 
of apathy and a sense of urgency conœming everything related to 
punk culture, with an acute awareness of socio-political impotence. 
a belief that actions were inconsequential. that improvement either 
of self or society was at best elusive and at worst utterl y Mile. Self- 
effacement is a constant theme in the fanzines. lt is expressed 
through a self-rnockery that arises from the feelings of inner 
frustration so many punks speak of. Not only are they angry ai 
society and the political structure around thern, the punks seern to 
be angry at themselves. Finally. and most significantly, the fanzines 
bear witness to the sense of community shared by punks.'" 

This selfeffacement is perhaps best seen. not as inner frustration, but 

rather as a buffer against accusations of professionalism. By constantly putting 

dom the ment of their work, punks were reaffiming their amateur status. The 

dangers of professionalism and the idea of the professional holding 'expertise" 

were highlighted as the objects of 1960s rebellion by Theodore Rostak in The 

Makirtg of a Counter Culture: 

Expertise . . . has becorne the prestigious mystogogy [sic] of the 
technoaatic society. It's principle purpose in the hands of ~ l i n g  
elites is to rnystify the popular mind by creating illusions of 
omnipotence and omniscience - in much the same way that the 
pharoahs and priesthood of ancient Egypt used their monopoly of 
the calendar to command the awed docility of ignorant subjects . . . 
largely under the influence of logicians and technicians, and with the 
supposed purpose of de-hexing our thinking, we have produced the 

182 Tnaa Henry, 'Punk Rodc The Evoluüon of a Style" (Ph.0 diss. New York University, April 
1987), 331. 



scîentized jargon which currentiy dominates officia! pariance and the 
social sciences . . . we have a vocabulary filied with nebulous 
quantities of things that have every appearance of precise 
calibration, and decorated with vaguely mechanistic-mathematical 
terrns like 'parameters." 'shictures," 'variaMes," 'inputs and 
outputs," 'comlations," "inventories," "maxirnizations," and 
'optimirati~ns.~ The teminology derives frorn involuted statistical 
procedures and methodofogical rnysteries to which on1 y graduate 
education gives access . . . . The vocabulary and the rnethodology 
mask the root ethical assumptions of policy or neatly transcrïbe them 
into a depersonalized metoric which provides a gloss of miiitary or 
politicai necessity. To think and talk in such ternis becornes the sure 
sign of k i n g  a ceRifed realist, a 'hard researchw rnan.la3 

These sentiments, that the creaton of fanzines were 'expertsw, somehow 

removed from or superior to the people for whom they wrote, did not sit well with 

a culture that assumed Johnny Rotten's comment: 'There should be no 

differenœ between who's on stage and Mo's in the audience."'" Thus, fanzine 

authors, Iike punk musicians, either hid formal training, or put down the rnerits of 

their own work so as not to appear 'professional." 

Punk failed in July of 1 979 because it could not make a profit. However, it 

was quickly replaœd on local shelves by a legion of other fanzines, more 

inspired by the sensibilities and outlook of Sniffin' Glue than by the community- 

wide focus of Punk. The fanzines of this period, 1980-1982, tended to be very 

small nin publications, dedicated to punk music, reviewing major punk albums, 

local concerts, and interviewing local bands, while reprinting occasional articles 

from other fanzines. Few of these 'tines sunfived long en01~gh to make it into the 

Factsheet Five archive, but the feeling one gets from reading those that did, 

- - - -  

'" Theodore Roszak, The Making of a Counter Cu#ure (Garden City, New York Anchor Books. 
1 969), 1 42-3. 



'Unes Iike Sick Teen, Church of the Latter Day Punk, Smatm, and Offense, is of 

small cornrnunities only ioosely connected. These fanzines were generally wuritken 

by a single person. had letter pages that ran only a few entries, arely from far 

away, and were unavoidably local in their emphasis.'*' 

The early fanzines nevertheless set the standard that the larger 'zines like 

Flipside would forrnalize. Every issue contained several basic elements: the 

editorial, followed by a brief letters section. intewiews with bands and reviews of 

concerts or albums. The inclusion of ads was often dependant an the size of the 

fanzine. Most ads were paid for in trade, eïther reciprocal ads for other 'zines, 

free services or sheif spaœ in mord and book store^.'^^ Advertisements from 

record companies in fanzines played an important role in allowing fledgirîg punk 

bands to reach a wider audience. According to Cliff from the LA. band the 

VVierdos: 

There were lots of independent labels . - . . There wasn't any 
distribution. It was mail order. If you happened ta get a magazine 
with an ad you could send for it. It was al1 like that. People would 
press up to a thousand records and we wouldn't even get paid for 
them or anything. The whole point was just to get Our record out.'87 

'" Johnny Rotten. Punk SpeaaI Ediion (New York: TransHigh Corporation. 1981). 51. 
las Sck Tèen. Nos. 1-3 (FSS-NYSL), Chuch of the Latter Day Punk. 1 4 ,  New Jersey (Marcb 
1982 - 1983), (FSS-NYSL), Smam.1, Mt Pleasant, MI (February 1980). (FSS-NYSL), and 
O&nse, Columbus, OH (October 28, 1983). (FS5-NYSL). 

In a Ietter founâ in the Factsheet Five archive. Mike Gunderloy attempted to negotiate such a 
reciprocal arrangement. Mlke Gunderloy, personal correspondence, no date (FSS-NYSL). 
'* Cliff, Ink Disease, No. 1 1. Los Angeles, CA (1 986). (FS5-NYSL). no pages. 



Punks were also aware of the dangers of mail order, and routinely wamed each 

other of cornpanies that failed to make good on orders. 1 88 

As individual fanzines expanded, the editorials shrank, making room for an 

expanded ietters section where, in the case of Fliwde and MaximumRock'n'Roll, 

the editors devoted more spaœ to printing responses to readers. As more and 

more lette= appeared in these larger fanzines. an increasing number of fetîen 

were dedicated to infonning other readers of the existence of a punk sœne in the 

writer's hometown. Amy of Norfolk, Virginia. closed her short letter 'We really do 

about their own band: 

To al1 the people who wrote to Agent Orange and did not gel a 
reply let me explain. The band was playing in Las Vegas and I 
thought this would be a good time to answer their lette= as we 
aiways do. Unfortunately during the confusion of playing on the 
road we left a shopping bag of fan mail in ouf hotel room . . . 190 

Eventually, as particular mers started to send in regular updates about 

local bands, these writers became de facto 'correspondents," and both Flipside 

and MaximumRock'n'Roll established 'Scene Reports" sections. lnitially these 

scene reports only provided coverage of the focal areas of southern California, 

heiping to give privileged positions to bands h m  such areas as Rivenide and 

Orange County. 

Among all mplaints abwt aaivities mentior& in Facfsheet F M  letters. mail ordering goods 
was mentioned three times, while the most cornmon cornplaint, fighting, was mentioned ten. 
jas Amy. lloice of the Reader," Fiipside, No. 41 (January. IW), (FSSNYSL). 

Steve Levesque, ibid. 



The following is just one of the endless reasons why my town is 
one of the most fun places to be in the worfd . . . Social and 
technological advancas are nrnning rampant thmugh Riverside like 
The Plague . . . . A Rhino Records shop has opened on Hole St- 
They ars ready for business . - . But! The most swinging thing to 
happen to Riverside is the De Anza Theater! Once a very popular 
movie Theater. now a very happening club. The first few shows 
were local battles of the bands. Then there were Mod gigs 
including: The Muts (one of the best I've seen in a long time), The 
Three O'clock, The Targets and The Jetz Finally once again new 
wave in my tom. Big names like: Circle Jerks, CH3, Agent 
Orange, JFA, White Flag, Zany Guys, Love [sic] Canal . . . - 
Black Flag is rumoured to play here . . . . The third record of White 
Fbg record entitled 7Nhen the Going Gets Tough, Quitn is going to 
be out soon . . . .One  again White Flag is out of a bass player. 
Donnie Bubonic auditioned but changed his mind about playing 
with them. He says they are glunkins. A member of Sin 34 filfed the 
spaœ for awhile but for some reason he is no longer with the flag 
that is not white . . . . Toxic Toys went into the studio and recorded 
a demo tape . . . . Toy Razoi did not break up. R.M.S. magazine 
issue #1 is out and it is great.'" 

Sinœ their activities were presented to a national punk audience, these southem 

Califomia bands found it easier to mount national tours, and to a certain extent, it 

was the southem Califomia punk sound. with its unique vocal swings pattemed 

after the band NoFX combined with the harmonies of Bad Religion, that became 

nomative by the 1990s.'" By 1986, the sœne reports in Flipside and MRR had 

grown to cover rnany areas auoss the United States, and even featured 

occasional dispatches from Europe. 

19' Allan Wmch, 'Rivenide", Ftipside, No. 43 (Fait, 1984), 34. 
'" By the late 1980s. NoFX and Bad Religion were the two most popular Southem Califmnia 
punk bands, and helped create the style of SoCal punk through signing similar sounding bands 
to th& respective labels, Fat Music and Epitaph. 



Like most magazinesl the chi& role of the fanzines was to keep readers 

infomed of what was going in the world of punk. through interviews with punk 

artists and reviews of new music or books- Even though punk had supposedly 

dissolved the line between perforrnen and audience members, inteMews 

allowed readers to get up dose with the more famous members of the punk 

community. Record reviews allowed critics to celebrate local successes, such as 

L.A.-based Slash!'~ review of the L . k  band X: 'Everything has been said. 

Everything is true. They are the greatest, the best. the baddest, the whole L.A. 

enchilada by themselves. Every note, every riff, every wail is a microcosm of 

everything we've ever believed in. danced to and prayed for."'" Reviews also 

allowed critics to delineate what was considered punk, and what was not: 

Miles Davis, 'Decoy." Yeah, I know. Miles needs a review in 
Flipside like Howard Hughes needed double coupons, but hem's a 
cat who literally defines 'hardcoren for me. Always moving 
regardless of trends. in fadl setting most of them in the proces. 
One never knows what to expect frorn him with each successive 
release. '" 

Aside fkom interviews, reviews, and letters, few fanzines were considered 

complete without the inclusion of some fom of artwork. This mostly oonsisted of 

a few cnidely-drawn pidures, valued for their lack of sophistication, photos cut 

and pasted from elsewhere, short comics, or small pieces of poetry and fiction. A 

few fanzines also ran news articles, usually dipped and photocopid from some 

'" Sfash! (August, 19,1981 ), (FS5-NYSL). no pages. 



other source, such as a local newspaper or another fanzine. These articles were 

often direcfly copied frorn their original sources, and the mismatched typefaœs 

wntributed to the ovennihelmingly amateur look of the fanzines. Popular topics 

induded reports on Amencan involvernent in Central America, feminism, and 

animal rÏghts. While they were active, the Meese Commission and Tipper Gore's 

Parents' Music Resourœ Center's attempt to ban or censor punk figured 

prorninently in the fanzines. 

Punk as Fuck: Punk as Transgression. 

In his essay, 'The Politics of Civility", Kenneth Crniel explored the social 

construction of the notion of civility in the 1960s. Civility, he argued, rested on 

commonly accepted shared prescriptions for proper public khaviour. During the 

1960s, these assurnptions were challenged by various counterculture groups for 

a variety of reasons. Civil rights groups claimed that 'civility'' in the South 

supported white supremacy. Anti-war dernonstrators argued it gave tacit 

submission to the militaryi'ndustrial compfex and the Vietnam War. Hippies felt 

civility was yet another symptom of the oppressive characteristic of middleclass 

morality. lg5 Throughout the early 1970s. the eariy punk scenes aontinued to tum 

the rejection of middleclass values into an explosion of dinlerence. One of the 

" This review of Miles Davis was also one of the Crst instances of 'hardcore" king thought of as 
an attitude that aossed genres, rather than a genre itseîf. Flijsiii, No. 43 (Fali l984), (FS5- 
NYSL), no pages. 
lss Kenneth Crniel, Politics of Civility", David Farber (ed.), The Sixties: Fmm Memory fo 
Hisfory (Chapel Hill: University of North Cardina, 1994), 263. 



key performance aspects of punk was transgression, and this made eady punk 

especially receptive to actions that camed shock value. 

In his essay, "I Won't Let That Dago By': Rethinking Punk and Racism.", 

Roger Sabin attempted to uncover traces of racism in punk, notably through its 

use of racist t e n s  and images. such as the swastika, which emerged in British 

and American punk cira 1977-78? While punk had an uneasy relationship with 

a resurgent skinhead movement in Britain, and with rising nationalism in the 

United States during the early 1980s. rnany punk bands like Minor Threat, Dead 

Kennedys. and Black Flag were avaweàly anti-racist. as demonstrated by the 

Rock Against Racisrn concerts. These concerts started in Britain and featured 

punk and reggae bands, and were quickly importeâ to the United States by the 

yippies.'g7 Of the nearly 300 letters printed in Fijpside during 198346. only one 

contained racist language. and only one wmplained about the RAR concerts.'* 

However, if punk cannot be seen as racist, then how does one account for the 

use of racist imagefy in punk? 

Part of the problem lay in punk's use of irony and sarcasm. For example. 

Sabin pointed out that Black Flag's Song 'White Pride" could be seen as an 

example of latent racism in punk.1gg But Sabin ignored that Black Flag's singer at 

the time, Der Incandenza, was ~ ispanic .~~ '  Likewise, Sabin also cited Adam 

Ant's muent  stage phrase 'Light a beacon with a Puerto Ricann (in reference to 

'= Roger Sabin. " I Won? Let That Dago By': Rethinking Punk and Raasrn.". Sabin (ed.) Punk 
Rock: So Mat?. '" The RAR concerts started sometime in the eariy 1980s. but very little covefage was given 
them, making it hard to assess their impact. 
'se This cornplaint had more to do with the yippies using the pmceeds to fight for marijuana 
I aiiiion, rather combat racism. See Table 1. 
'%abin. Punk Rock: So Whaf?, 208. 



greasy hairstyles), but t is unlikely that Adam Ant's Puerto Rican drummer would 

have allowed this phrase to have been used with racist intente"' Instead, punks 

attempted to rnake everyday racist attitudes apparent by putting them on stage 

and lampooning them. 'Ot 

During the late 1970s. the early punk sœne rernained open to multiple 

meanings and multiple definitions of punk. Punk's attraction to taboo images like 

the swastika lay in the perceived ability to manipulate the meanings of everyday 

objeds. Tommy Gear of the L.A. band The Weirdos. explained this: 

At that time the use of the swastika had a different significance than 
it has today, as far as its application by youth is conœmed. It is an 
interesting transformation. I think that then the whole motivation 
was the rejection of icons and their meanings. We wanted to 
subvert or transform the meanings or appropriate them for other 
purposes. You wuld cal1 it a master discourse, which says that 
certain things have certain meanings. certain behavioun go this 
way. We were, I think. in appropriating the swastika, not trying to be 
neo-nazis. but trying to be provocative, challenging this discourse 
which gave that icon a particular place and meaning in cultural 
sensibility. When you take these things out of context in a different 
historical period, say now, someone would look at this picture and 
say this person is a neo-Nazi, one of those skinhead types. That 
Mole skinhead connotation happened much latet than this. 
Challenging the status quo and personal expression were the big 
 motivation^?^ 

By the eariy 1980s, hardcore punks like Jello Biafra of the Dead Kennedys 

argued that the swastika and other images had fixed meanings. 2w Biafra's 

- 

am Duncombe, Notes frwn UndergmundI 146. 
Sabin, Punk Rock So What?, 207. 

2m Dumombe, Notes flOm Undetgmund, 146. 
a3 Stark, Punk77,36-7. 
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attitude was in keeping with hardcore's tendency to insist on its own definition of 

punk, and this period saw the gradua1 decreasing of such 'playful" uses of 

racism. However, hardcore also continued the tradition of fighting alienation by 

alienating others, and took shock-value transgressions to new leve~s."~ Consider 

the following editarial from the fanzine Coldcocked: 

It has recently corne to my attention that some folks - brittle 
hamster hearted ART STUDENTS (girls mostiy) think that we at 
Coldcocked have it out for the opposite sex. What rubbishf Now, 
isn't that just like a BROAD to sit and nit-pi& about some irnagined 
slight? I mean we'd cut dom Men too, but with the exception of our 
rnighty staff (s), none have been spotted in the area in yean. What 
I can't figure out. is whether these pansies are FASCISTS (people 
who worship the erect penis) or COMMlES (people who worship 
the fladd penis) or ANARCHISTS (people with nothing to wokhip 
if you catch my drift). 

We've also b e n  accused of sophomorically trying to shock 
THE BOURGEOISIE. Well the bourgeoisie can blow us. Besides, 
the bourgeoisie like to be shocked. Shocking the bourgeoisie is like 
hone-whipping a shriveled up oM FAG. Sure. they whine and rnoan 
about it, but you know they Iike it. We have no time for such 
repugnant nonsensem 

Dick Hebdige suggested that early British punk fashion illustrated punks' 

belief that they represented the visual image of swear words.*" The adoption of 

taboo behavicur as normal in the early stages of punk had. under hardcore punk. 

becorne normative. ln hardcore punks' attempt to define itself and maintain its 

integnty Ri the face of an ever-encroaching mainstrearn, it reached further and 

furaler for images that would repulse squeamish rniddle-class intedopers. In his 

aos Dunaxnbe, Notes fmm Uncbergmund, 82. 
206 Editorial. Cddcocked, No. 4 (no date) (FSBNYSL), m pages. 

HeWige. Subculture, 1 14. 



study of punk, Craig O'Hara said that by 1986 it seemed as if almost every 

hardcore punk album cover featured a stanred or mutilated Third World body or 

tortured animal. This rdected the formation within punk of a specific hardaxe 

iconography wncemed wi-th politics. O'Hara felt that these images were chosen 

in an attempt to "shock listeners into actionn, a tactic that rnirnics the SDS 

strategy to radicalize the public through controvenial activities designed to raise 

awarenessm 

A Whole Nation Full of Weirdos: Letters to ~ M p s i d ~  

While 1 is unlikely that larger fanzines like Flipside, or 

MaximumRock'n'Roll, printed al1 the letten they received, the published lettefs 

conbined a large cross-section of interests. Initially, readers wrote in to fanzines 

giving their addresses and asking to trade 'zines with other punks hile others 

asked for penpa~s."~ It was in part to connect these disparate elements that Mike 

Gunderioy started Factsheet Five, a fanzine dedicated to reviewing fanzines and 

publishing their mailing addresses2" Many punks wrote to their favourite fanzine 

to cornplain about events in their local punk community, while others raved about 

their favourite bands. 

Besides printing these letters. the editors of Flipside conduded annual 

reader survey polls. While most of the questions tan to 'Best RecordMlorst 

ma Craig O'Hara, The Philosophy of Punk: More than Noise (Edinùurgh: AK Press, 1 995), 79. 
mis was the title of the first Weirdos album, the cover of whid was reprinteâ for Vie inaugural 

issue of Vox Magazine. Weirdos, A Mole Nation Full of Weirdos, Slash! Records, 1 983. Vox 
Magazine, No. 1, Calgary, AB (September, 1983), 1. 



Record", 'Best BandMlorst Band", %est ClubWorst Club,' the survey did 

occasionally ask revealing questions. For example. in 1984. h i l e  many punks 

were compbining about gang fights at punk rock shows, 58 percent of Flipside 

readers fdt that gangs were a problem. though only 8 percent were actually in a 

gang.212 The 1984 survey also revealed that 60 percent of respondents daimed 

to be 'straight-sdge", though the number of straigMedge punks dwindled to 41 

percent in 198~. "~  However, the 1985 survey also revealed that 26 percent of 

respondents had becorne ~egetarians.~'~ While Flipside did not reveal the 

number of entries it received for its surveys, a look at the composition of the 

lettets published in Flipside during 1984-1 986 indicates that of the 298 ietters, at 

least forty-seven, or 19.3 percent, were written by females, and 197, or 80.7 

percent, by males, indicating the culture of hardcore was ovewhelmingly male 

(see Table 2). 

The 1983 survey asked for favourite pditical slogans and published a 

lengthy list that induded many pro-peace statements such as 'Fight War Not 

Warsw, "US Out of Central Amerka NOW, 'We Will Overcome", "Do to Others as 

You Wish Done You", and 'One Nuclear Bomb Can Ruin Your Whole Day." Anti- 

Reagan slogans were also very popular: "Reagan Der Fuher, We Need 

Someone Newef , '1 Shot Reagann. 'Reagan Sucks", 'Reagan Dies", and 'Fu& 

Ronnie Let's Listen to ~ohnny"."' Other slogans included 'Eat Shit and Bark at 

Duncombe, Notes From Underground, 45. 
nt tbid., 158. 

aP~llsm. F I i m  No. 45, Winter 1 985 (FS5-NYSL). no page. 
213 Ibid. 
"4 .Reader Response Survey," FIipside No. 48. Winter 1 (FSSNYSL), no page. 

Possibly meaning Johnny Rotten of the Sex Pistols. 'Reader Suvey Poll 19ûSa. FIipsde, No. 
48 (January l986), (FSS-NYSL). 



the Moon," 'Hippies in Black Leather Jackets," and the 1960s holdover 'Do What 

You Will Shall Be the Whole of the Law - Aister Crowfey." The 1985 suwey al- 

showed punks reaching back to previous moments in the counterculture when it 

revealed that respondents' favourite books read by punks were 1984, A 

Clockwork Orange, and Catcher in the Rye. This literary sampling from the k a t  

and hippie cwntercultures suggests that by the mid-1980s punks were beginning 

to acknowiedge a countercultural heritage. The 1985 survey also established that 

the vast rnajonty of punks were between the ages of sixteen and nineteen with a 

significant number between twenty-two and twe~ty- four .~~~ 

For the period of 1982-1985 the Factsheet Five Archive contains the most 

copies of FlipsKle. which Gundedoy started receiving in 1983. The Flipside 

collection extends well past 1985. but there are eight issues that fall within the 

quisite tirne frame. The letter pages from these issues, together with the one 

issue of MaximumRock'n'Roll for this period. combine to yield 298 letters. 

creating a reading audience that spanned both US. coasts, Britain, 

Czechoslovakia, and ~oland."' Most letters with printed addresses came from 

California (45.6 percent) where both Flipside and MRR, were published, but the 

rest of the letten were evenly spread out among the rernaining states with a 

significant number coming frorn Idaho (6.3 percent), Maine (3.9 percent), Texas 

(3.0 percent), and Canada (3.9 percent) (see Table 3). 

Letters from the pages of FIipside were rife with arguments over what was 

'theu punk identity, with fully a third talking either directly about the nature of 

*'' Ibid. 



punk, or else of the dynamics of their local scenes. There were many different 

definitions of what punk was, ranging from anarchist punks (7.6 percent), 

Christian punks (2.1 percent), peaœ punks (0.7 percent), b oirash punks (.7 

per~ent).''~ Several punks (10.3 percent) defined themselves in opposition to 

other things. like k i n g  anti-Christian (1 -4 percent), anti-New Wave (0.7 percant). 

or anti-Skinhead (4.2 percent). The majority of punks. however, defined 

themselves as hardcore punks (1 5.3 percent), individuals (1 4.7 percent), or 

simply as 'punk" (34.0 percent). The proliferaticn of labels within the punk 

counterwlture. suggests that while many punks wanted ta be seen as part of the 

punk community, they afso had very specific ideas about their individual identities 

(see Table 4). While female punks were just as likely to be specific in their 

labeling of themselves. none chose hardaxe or straight-edge as a self- 

description. prefemng instead to see themselves as individuals (1 0.6 percent). or 

simply 'punks" (27.7 percent) (see TaMe 5). 

The immediacy of what punk was and was not. and how punk was best 

expressed at a particular tirne and place accurred at a time in punk history when 

it was expanding into the mainstrearn at a trernendous rate. Punk was starting to 

get mainstream media average and to be portrayed in newspapen and TV 

shows like Ouincy as violent and rnindless. At the far end of the musical 

spsctnim, punk rock and heavy metal were starting to blend together and bands 

Iike Black Flag were attracüng cmss-over audiences. Many punk letters therefore 

expressed concem that the something was wrong with the popular image of 

*" MaximumRocKnRon was induded as it played an important roll in Duncombe's anal ysis of 
fanzines, atbeit for a later period. 



punk. The image of punk as a working-clas movement was questioned at the 

vefy beginning. Pete Price, editor of Heat wrote in 1 977: 

One subject I've b e n  thinking about for sorne time and 
arguin' about too is this 'punk" elitism thing . . . . All the crap about 
being unernployed, unable to play, ignorant, diche. stuff like that. 

How did it al1 begin? Why are people hiding their social 
backgrounds pretending they're from poor families almost ashamed 
of their education, qualifications 'only tme D U ~ ~ S  are unemployed" 
is a typical one I hear - -how can you have a job as well as be a 
punk rocker, well if I didn't have a job, - and didn't have any money 
- I wouldn't be able to buy any punk records. now would I. and 
what would the supposed 'dole-queue rockersn like the Pistols and 
the Clash do then, if their audience was so pmr: their audience 
couldn't afford to buy their records, eh? It's a well known fact - by 
now. that there are tnie-biue punk bands. The idea stereotype 
punk exists only in people's minds. the people I know who are 
into punkiock are ordinary. It's their very ordinariness (hope I spelt 
that right) of them. and their iives, that makes them want punk. It 
gives them - and me - something reactionary - sornething to 
brighten up our bleak little lives. I want this in big letten: IT'S HARD 
TO BE MIDDLE-CLASS AND BE A PUNK it's a contradiction - 
nght? Wrong. Being in my position, Iike most of my friends, it's 
really tough trying to explain ta people - morons - that being 
middle-class; just ordinary salt-of-the-earth sort, and being, into 
punk-rock as well, is not a contradiction, it's a reaction against this 
middle-class ordinaw life I lead. It's being difierent from the general 
morass of people: it's sooo hard to get this simple message acmss 
though: I mean, if I were poor, homeless and unemployed, slee ing 
in hovels & begging to survive, would I be a better 'punkn then? 89 

Price's point was that ideas of punk identity were contrary images of what 

it meant to be middle-class. The idea of the rniddle-cfass was tied up with notions 

of professionalism. careerism, and passive consumerism. The punk experience 

was supposed to be a visceml one, and so rejected the middfectass lifestyle as 

218 Thrash punk was, unbelievably, even faster than hardcore and popular among skateboarders. "' Pete Price, Heat, No. 2 (Odobar November 1977). 



inherently boring. A supposedly leisured rniddleclass life raised the spectre that 

somehow one's participation in the punk comrnunity was not as honest as that of 

sorneone who worked al1 day at physical labour. or had to forage all day for 

money and food. Further. the idea that the middle dass was the dass that couid 

forge a cafeer out of cultural endeavon (as songrniters, perfwmers. etc.) meant 

that a rniddle-class punk migM be a wolf in sheep's clothing, using the punk 

expeflence to build a commercial repertoire. Since the emphasis of punk was on 

the immediate experience and not the reproducible comrnodity. the idea that it 

could be used as a commercial stepping stone was heresy. In part this 

represents the central tension in the countercuiture. both during the 1960s and in 

punk, that it quite literally was "hard to be middleclass and be a punk". Roszak 

and Reich both asserted that the counterculture was the product of an affluent 

middle class. Hawever, reconciling this privileged position with the 

counterailture's disdain for the middleclass lifestyle ~Rhout seeming hypocritical 

remained a sensitive issue. 

However, a broad definition of punk as anti-middle dass does not address 

the specific identity constructed by those who considered themselves to be 

"straight-edgen punks. Eariy punk deliberately endorsed al1 social activities 

frowned upon by straight society, especially hard dwgs like heroin and excessive 

consumption of alcohoi. However, by 1979 dmg overdoses had taken a 

signifiant tol! on the punk population, most notiœably through the deaths of Sid 

and Nancy of Sex Pistols fame. Peter Laughner of Pere Ubu. and the public 

addiction problerns of Richard Hel!, Dee Dee Ramone, iggy Pop, and Lou Reed. 



Straight Edge. inspired by a Minor Threat Song, was the first ml, coherent punk 

ideology, and was in part a reaction to the prevalenœ of drugs within the punk 

community? Like Black Flag on the West Coast. Minor Threat was instrumental 

in the formation of hardwre punk aiong the East Coast. In 'Straight Edgen Minor 

Threat sang: 

I'rn a person just Iike you 
But I've got better things to do 
Than sit around and fuck my head 
Hang out with the living dead 
Snort white shit up my nase 
Pass out at the shows 
I don7 even think about speed 
That's something 1 just don't need 
I've got the straight-eûge. 

I'm a person just like you 
But I've got better things to do 
Than sit around and smoke dope 
'Cause I know I can wpe 
Laugh at the thought of eating ludes 
Laugh at the thought of sniffing glue 
Always gonna keep in touch 
Never want to use a cnitch." 

Not only did 'Straight Edge" give young punks the ability to 'say non to 

drugs, but the lines 'But I've got better things to do* and 'Ahvays gonna keep in 

touchlnever want to use a cnitch," meant to listeners that punk was more than 

just music and needed a programme. The memben of Minor Threat were not 

only musicians; they were poliücally aware and used their record label 

PD A D.C. band voted one of the Best Bands in each Fl- suwey from 1983 - 1985. 



~ i s c h o r d ~  to promote their beliefs. Straight Edge was not only a reaction 

against the prevalence of drugs in the punk cornrnunity. but also against the 

images of adolescence that punks Mt were portrayed in the media. Punk's 

impression of the expectaüons for youth held by parents, schools, and media. 

was presented in the Dead Kennedy's hardcore song 'Terminal Preppie": 

I go to college 
That rnakes me so cool 
I live in a dom 
And show off by the pool 

I join the right clubs 
Just to build an impression 
I block out thinking 
It won? get me ahead 

My ambition in life 
1s to look good on paper 
All I want is a slot 
In some big corporation 
. . . 
No I'm not here to leam 
I just want to get dnink 
And major in business 
And be taugM how to fud< 

Win! Win! 
I always play to win 
Wanna fit in like a clog 
In the faoeless machinePJ 

Minor Threat, 'SbaÏght-Edge", Minor Thmt. Dischord, 1981. 
Voted best label by a landsiide in FlipJide's 1985 sunrey. 

* Dead Kennedys. uTminal Preppie,' Piasüc Surgery Disastem. Alternative Tentades 
Records, 1981. 



Straight-edge punks rejeded alaihol, dnigs, and Mer pre-marital sex and 

eating meat, since these were things that distracted punks from what increasingly 

came to resemble the political crusades of the 1960s countemlture. Straight 

Edge explored the links among alcohol, drugs, and big corporations, claiming 

that these companies 'kill people, pollute the earîh, do animal testing, make 

sexist ads, min families, cause dnink driving, alcuholism, and are responsible for 

child abuse, rape, and murder because people were under the influence, etc. n224 

This critique ultimately merged with criticism of corporations, canïed by non- 

straighteûge West Coast bands like Bad Religion and the Dead Kennedys, that 

many of the leading industrial companies were involved in amis manufactunng. 

Furthemore, straight edge's insistence on purïty and its stance on cruelty to 

animals k d  it to investigate the preparation of meat and encouraged the adoption 

of vegetariani~m.~ 

Straight-edge punk was the most zealous of al1 punk subcultures. and did 

the most to direct the movement of hardcore punk, and thus punk itself, 

throughout the 1980s. However, as the decade progressed, straight-edge punks 

began to distance themselves from non-straig ht-edge punks, even open l y 

criticking non-straig ht-edge types in the pages of fanzines like 

MaximumRocknRolî, which was increasingly being viewed as a straight-edge 

organ. According to Craig O'Hara, straight edge had becorne so restrictive by the 

mid-1980s that many of the eafly straightedge bands like Minor Threat and 7 

letter, MexirnumRocknRolll. No. 1 03 (Dec. 1 991 ), (FSNYSL). 
O'Hara. 7& Philosophy of Punk, 1 13. 



Seconds no longer publidy assuciated themselves with it? By the end of the 

1980s. a significant number of sttaight-edge punks follawed in the steps of their 

hippie predecessors and joined the International Society for Krishna 

Consciousness, adopting the teachings of Swami A. C. B haktivedanta 

~rabhupada.~' 

Hippies in Black Leather Jackets: Dissent, Cornmodification and Punk Style 

Punk succeeded in replicating itsetf for twenty-five years because it was 

able ta do M a t  the hippies could not; Le. outlive the youth of the generation that 

spawned it. On the surface, the hippies were optimistic that saciety couid change 

for the better, henœ their emphasis on the future harmony, peace and love that 

this utopia would offer. Inwardly, however, many hippies expressed regret that 

the system wouid not, or could not change, at least not soon enough. As tirnes 

progressed and it -me evident that the pmrnised revolution of the 1960s was 

not going to happen, few converts found it easy to believe in the optimism 

espoused by the hippies. Punk, on the other hand, was outwardly pessimistic 

about the possibility of change and advocated leaving society altogether. Yes, 

punk had a philosophy that was ultimately optimistic, but this optimism was not 

on the surface and was not a major cause for attraction. Nobody ever became a 

punk because they were happy. Instead, punk's pessimism became a warm 

embrace for troubled teenagers. Since punk was not just a phenornenon and a 

lbid.,1234. 
ibid.. 125. 



way of life, but also a commodity bought and sold on the market. teens wuld 

latch ont0 punk as a sign of their displeasure, as many in the sucties latched ont0 

the hippies as a sign of their optimism. 60th punk and hippe countercultural 

mrnodities syrnbolized a rejection of mainstream culture. Like readen who 

used their romance novels as a release for their pent up sexual tensions and 

personal problems. the products of punk could be used as forms of sunogate 

rebellion, leaving punks. like romance readers, to live vicariously through their 

productsPs Once the alienation, ennui, or despair of adolescence passed, those 

for whom punk was merely a commodity could let it go and rejoin society. 

However, punk was also a philosophy. Many became entranced by its ideological 

views and moved from punk as commodity to punk as idedogy. 

The mood of punk was inherentiy one of pessimism, a pessimism created 

by the promises and failures of the 1960s. The hippies were a revolt that failed to 

tum into a revolution and the stylistic elements associated with them had been 

dismissed. just as sorne later turned a derisive eye towards those who still 

maintain the more extreme form of punk fashions dating from the 1977-82 period, 

such as mohawks, studded cdlan, and safety pins. The failure of these eras to 

make the changes they promised has not hurt the overall ideological sentiment 

behind those movements, but has caused the aesthetic associated with them to 

fall permanently out of favour, mostly likely as styles became perpetual 

reminders of that failure. William Partridge in his anthropological study of a hippie 

ghetto in Florida. felt that the hippie outfit of second-hand thrift store clothes did 

-- 
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not become a unifonn of eccentricity until the late 1 9 6 0 s . ~  This pend aiincideci 

with the rnainstrearning of the counterculture, and represented the efforts of 

disenfranchisad youth attempting to demonstrate their aflegiance tu the new 

rebellion by buying the look of dissent. A similar moment happened in punk 

during 1977, the Summer of Hate, as the Sex Pistols made waves across the 

Atlantic and the extreme tattoos and hair styles of British punks threatened to 

become the look of American punk. Questions of style. however, maskeû a 

deeper problem for the wuntercuîture. Sinœ the only definition of punk that is 

widely accepted is that punk equals individuality, this individuality became hard to 

square with the need of many punks to feel part of a community and a group as 

represented outwardly by a homogenous appearance (uniforni). The problem 

became how to reconcile a uniforni style with the need for individual 

expression. *'O 

The need for a punk 'imagen or 'uniform" was debated in the lette= 

printed in the pages of Flipside. Many writen, such as SMK. felt that wearing 

punk dothes or haïrstyles portrayed in the media as 'punk*. like the mohawk or 

studded colfar, was detrimental to the c~unterculture.~~' These punks felt that 

acting or dressing in an expected manner was contrary to the idea of punk as 

individual expression and spontaneous. However, those in smaller towns 

generally felt the need to endorse a punk uniform so as to give punk a visible 

1 70. 
ap William L. Partridge, The Hippie Ghetfo: The Natuml History of a Subarlture (New York: Hoff 
Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1973). 
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image that other people in their town couM identii. Trish P.. from Long Beach, 

explained: 

One point about punk is to rebel against this so called society. to 
rebel you cant be a puss and look like this society wants you too 
[sic] look. You have to look how you feel or how in the hell would 
any dumbshit off the street know your opinions about the system . . 
. Yeah, punks ara anti-fashion, we have Our own way of dressing. If 
you dress like everyone else then you shouldn't be considered a 
helping part of the s~ene.~" 

Like music. clothing became the way one pledged altegiance to the 

counterculture, and it played an important syrnbolic role. According to David 

McBride the hippie look was meant to startle, to strike an awareness of other 

po~s ib i l l ies .~ Furtherrnore, Miller noted that the unkempt second-hand look of 

the 1960s was meant to refiect the hippie belief that aintemporary society was 

.dirty".= In his study of Briüsh punk fashion. Dick Hebdige made similar 

statements, saying that the punk look was designed to raise an awareness of the 

artificiaiity of a11 looks, bringing one back to idea that 'normal" and 'civility" 

are social In rejecting middleclass values, punks rejeded 

middleclass appearanœs and chose clothing that wouM highlight their rejection. 

Thus, Richard Hall wore ripped 

dothes, while safety pins and 

dress shirts, punk fans wrote stogans on their 

dog collars became jewelry. Once al1 of this 

PZ Trish P., letter, Flipbide, No. 41 v n t e r  1 984). no page (FS5NYSL). 
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threatened to becorne acceptable 'trend y" middle-class fash ion accessories, 

punks wore garbage bags? 

It is important to rernernber, though, that in 1969 a UCLA psychiatrie team 

estimated that only 5,000 of 55,000 hippies were 'full-timen hippies, meaning that 

they had given themselves over to the counterculture lifestyle." While Partridge 

did not reveal what the survey considered a 'full hippie" it does suggest that not 

al1 'hippies' participated in the counterculture to the same extent. The 50.000 

part-time hippies were those who were sympathetic to the cause, wanted to 

belong, but for whatever reason could not, and so bought the symbols of 

belonging much as one buys sportswear to dernonstrate allegiance to one's 

fawurite team. Also, Partridge noted that one did not immediately- becorne a 

hippie, but rather there was a period of transition. where worlds ~verlapped.~~' 

This, too, happened in punk, where 60 percent were only concerned with the 

music, and accusations of k i n g  a weekend punk. or a tourist, became the 

ultirnate i n s ~ l t . ~ ~  It is possible therefwe to suggest that cornmodifieci versions of 

the counterculture were relied upon by initiates who had yet fully to cross the 

threshold. There existed then. a spectrurn of counterwltural identity , that ranged 

from consuming particular cwnterculture commodities, such as clothes or music, 

to identifying with its politics, to finally adopting the lifestyle and consciousness of 

the counterculture. 

25s Hebdige, Subcuiture, 95. 
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In his study of fanzines, Duncornbe approached this dilemrna by offering 

the example of Roy SanFilippo, who started off Iistening to the Clash and was 

inspired by their song 'Bored by the USA' to leam more about Amencan history 

through reading Howard's Zinn's People's History of the United stateszM 

SanFilippo soon joined Amnesty International, then CISPES, the El Salvadoran 

solidarity group. Duncombe argued that this is the stepping stone theory of 

devianœ at work, where one product, event, etc. leads further down the path to 

devianœ. Of course, this happens in al1 things, and punk held no monopoly on 

the process. It was part of the SDS theory of public confrontation ta radicalize 

viewers at home. It was the heart and sou1 of Abbie Hohann's notion that 

yippies are hippies who have been clubbed by a wp. Punk rock, particularly 

shock groups like the Sex Pistols and the Dead Kennedys, was like the revealing 

of a great big lie, shouting that the world was not alright, and that there were 

problems to be addressed. Amed with this vague confirmation that the problem 

was not with them, but with society, punks went out to investigate what was 

wrong with their world and ended up rediscovering the critique of Arnefica offered 

in the 1960s.~" 

The counterculture could not replicate itself in the ways that other cultures 

cm, or rather, the punk countercutture is too young to determine whether this is 

true. The children conceived during the Summer of Love, even in the most 

favourable circurnstances, would have only been old enough to started listening 

to punk in 1982. The offspring of members of the punk countercutture would only 

Durcombe. Notes From Underground, 180-1 82. 
Ibid., 1 80-1 . 



have started partidpating meaningfully, or noticeably, in the last few years. 

Rather than reproducing itsetf biologically. then, the punk counterculture won 

new converts through the use of personal catharsis and cultural artifacts. The 

ahistorical nature of commodities under capitalism, an economy of the ' n W  

where old products are repackaged and reissued, and this has allowed many of 

the products of countercultures to retain much of their chann and accessibility. 

The mvels of the mats are still in print, a smail industry has developed around 

Woodstock and the mystique of the 1960s, while even the most consewative 

rock record shops stock the albums of bigger punk bands like the Ramones and 

the Clash. Guy Debord mused that under capitalism, the nature, or purpose, of a 

particular cornmodity is irrelevant.*'* Whether a commodity encouraged further 

participation in capitalism, or advocated its overthrow. did not matter so h g  as it 

was something that could be bought and sold. The marketplace treats albums by 

the Dead Kennedys and Michael Jackson the same. For individwls, however, 

these items could be a defining moment of personal reaiization, drawing them 

into deeper contact with the counterculture. 

No War, No KKK, No Fascist USA: The Politics of Hardcore punk2& 

Since Flipside was a fanzine dedicated to punk music, it should be no 

surprise that after agoniring over the perennial question of 'What was punk?", 

24.2 percent of al1 letters were actualiy about music, bands, record labels, or the 

2U Guy Debard. S&fy of the Spectack, tans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (New York: Zone 
Books, 1994), 23. 



magazine itseif. Howwer 20.5 percent were also predominantly political, talking 

about topics as diverse as racism, ferninism, hornosexuality, animal rights, and 

peace (see Table 1). Of al1 298 letters published from January 1983 to January 

1986, 43.6 percent mentioned politics at some point. The majonty of these letters 

were also very specific in their discussions of politics. focusing on single issues, 

allowing the letters section of Flipside to cover a wide range political spectrum, 

that ranged from left of center liberal to radical (see Table 6). During the 1984 

election the Libertanan Party was mentioned in two letters, only to be rebuked by 

three others specifically anti-Libertanans and four more in favour of anarchism. 

Six letten were also explicitly anti-Ronald Reagan. and another four anti- 

~iberal. '~ In general however, the letter pages were more about raising 

awareness than they were about campaigning; hence. the appearanœ of letters 

discussing animal rights (4.8 percent), the threat of fasusm in the United States 

(3.2 percent). one letter on the military regirne of Brazil, and another on the 

actions of the Parents Music Resource Center, as well as on the perils of the 

amis race (6.4 percent). 

However, punks were also not afraid to take issue with problems they 

perceived in their own wmrnunity, and thus several letters discussed dealing 

with abusive parents (3.2 percent), local manifestations of racism (4.8 percent), 

and two letters enwuraged punks to adopt vegetarianism. White fernale punks 

were no more likely to single out any specific issue than male punks. by 1985 

sexisrn within punk was an issue. Sexism was mentioned in 10.6 pereent of al1 

- 
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letters published between 2984-1986. Sexism was tackled by both female and 

male punks. In part the increase of sexisrn had to do with the aggressiveness of 

hardcore punk and its dominanœ within the counterculture. While hardcore was 

one of the three biggest identities chosen by punks for themselves, no fernale 

punk described herser as hardcore. The implications of this be addressed in 

Chapter Four- 

Most punks, however, seerned content to listen to the music they deemed 

punk. For these punks (48.4 percent) the counterculture was about individualisrn 

and non-cdnformity. As revealed in the Flipside Reader Surveys of 1983-1985, 

the favourite bands wera 7 Seconds, Minor Threat, Dead Kennedys, Husker Du 

and Suicidal  ende en ci es.^^^ Minor Threat and 7 Seconds were East Coast 

straightsdge bands. while the Dead Kennedys and Suicidal Tendencies were 

hardcore bands from the West Coast Since fanzines operated as networks for 

publicity. the majority of readers who wrote in to talk about bands used the 

opportunity to infom others about their own bands. However, among those who 

talked about other bands, the most frequently rnentioned by far was Black Flag, 

followed by other Californian hardcore bands: Social Distortion, Suicidal 

Tendencies, and KÏllroy. Table 10 not only shows the populanty of particular 

bands, but also demonstrates the shift in band names that occurred with 

hardcore punk. Hardcore bands tended to choose names that had political 

overtones. such as Black Flag, Dead Kennedys, or Millions of Dead Cops. 

It cannot be wid though, whether by anti-Liberal these punks meant anti-Dernoastic Party. 
For more see Table 6. 
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The popularity of these bands demonstrates the position of dominanœ 

hardcore enjoyed within punk by 1985. Even bands that did not consider 

themselves 'hardwre" were labeled hardcore. Despite paving the way for the 

poppier, more accessible and listener-frïendly, post-hardcore genre of 

powerpunk, Husker Du, to their surprise, were labeled a hardcore band by 

Californian Hardcore punk had increased the tempo of the music 

while stripping 1 of pop hooks and chord progressions, making it easier for more 

and more young people without musical training to get involveci in punk. As 

hardmre bands proliferated, older punk musicians, either from boredom, or to 

distinguish thernselves from newer bands, looked for a different sound. In the 

latter half of the 1980s. powerpunk emerged, keeping the same dnving ka t ,  but 

reintroducing pop elements Iike harmonies and guitar solos. 

Art to Choke Hearts: The Role of Ait in ~anzines~' 

One of the things that both Theodore Roszak and Charles Reich identified 

as a trait of the counterculture was the dedine of rationalism. Writing was viewed 

as a tool of rationalism and objectivity, so punk magazines and artists sought 

other avenues of expression more in tune with expressing a personalized 

subjective outlook. Toward this end. art, particularly psychedelic art, began to 

take pride of place as a rnethod of communication. Punk was created with the 

images of the underground newspapers of the 7960s. Mad Magazine, and the 

246 Jim Barber, 'Sornething to Du", Ridng the Blinds, No. 4 (Febniary, 1984). (FSS-NYSL). 
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cartoons of Robert Crumb in mind. As John Holmstrom. the artistic editor of Punk 

Magazine explained: 

The hand lettering [of Punk] was done in order to Save on 
typesetting costs. but it alsa gave the magazine the look of a cornic 
book. That was important because we wanted to appeal to the kids 
who were familiar with ~rnics, but also to shake up their 
sensibilities - to get thern to look at seemingly mundane things in a 
new ~ight. '~ 

Artwork and comic strips, then, were a major component of many fanzines. A lot 

of the non-comic artwork was a transgressive, degenerate mixture of science 

fiction and horror. Throughout the early 1980s. as hardcore punk flirted with 

skinhead bnitality, the image of the punk-as-g hou1 proliferated. Punk comic 

strips. or comix as they became known (the 'x" an attempt to disassociate 

thernselves ftom the more childish comics), were les occasions for humour, 

than for pointing out hymsy. 

While the majonty of artwork and mmic strips were undoubtably local or 

amateur, since works by particular artists often appeared only once. there was 

one comic strip that nevertheles managed to be syndicated throughout the 

major fanzines. 'Babaon Dooley: Rock Critic". Not only was Baboon Dooley a 

staple in the pages of Flipside and Jet Lag, but smaller-run fanzines also printed 

episodes, though whether they sirnply clipped the comic from the larger 'zines. is 

unknown. 
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Baboon Dooley. was drawn by John Crawford, in a thin hesitant style of 

drawing that esdiewed confident cfisp lines. known as the socalled "ratty linen, 

and was popular among early punk illustraton such as Matt Groening of 

Simpsons fame.249 The 'ratty line" style evolved out of the work of 1 960s artists 

like Robert Crumb, who contributed drawings to Punk magazine, and who said of 

John Crawford, 'You are an astute clever fellow tuned into our time most 

keen~y . "~~  Robert Crumb was later associated with the creator of Hate, Peter 

Bagge, who took over Crumb's Weird Magazine in 1984.25' In the eariy 1990s. 

Bagge's Hate would become the unofficial comic book of the Seattle gmnge 

music explosion? 

To a certain extent, the character of Babaon Dooley was a cynical 

depiction of the counterculture. Dooley was at once hero and villain, expressing 

disgust with authonty figures such as school principals and business leaders, 

while at the same time holding conternpt for members of the counterculture. For 

example, in an early Dooley strip, a young punk girl, Cleo van der Crahpp, is 

threatened with expulsion for dressing like a punk. En mute to the principal's 

onice, she encounten Dooley who wams her 'You must confom and unless you 

do so your life will be spent as a useless leech on society. It's the way of the 

- .  - -  - 
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world and you can't do anything about it.n253 In his role of rock critic, Dooley 

altemated between hope for a better Mure and despair, encouraging punks not 

to conforni but agonizing that they al1 expressed their nonanfomity in the same 

way.= lsolated Crawford strips can be found in Church of the Latter Day Punk 

as early as 1982, and appeared regularly in Flipside in 1986. Of the thirty-seven 

fanzines in the Factsheet Five Archive covering 1980-1985, eleven camed the 

work of John Crawford. Of the major 'zines, only MaximumRock'n'Roll did not 

carry it. 

Invisible Republic: Fanzines as Cornmunity 

If the larger famines like Flipsde helpeû to estaMish a national punk 

comrnunity, smaller fanzines cemented their local mrnmunities. San Diego's 

Daily Impulse, for example, was lem a music magazine than it was a comrnunity 

news~etter.~~ In faa. Daily impulse was more of a magazine for a comrnunity of 

punks than it was a magazine about punk. Published in the mid-1980s. it 

featured coverage of local events, local restaurant reviews, ads for local shops, 

and carried phone numbers and meetings dates of cornrnunity organizations. 

Daiiy Impulse was an ideological magazine and ran a series of artides of 

anarchism, spotlighting the writings of Mikhail Bakunin and Emma Goldman, as 

well as editorials on Leninism. The magazine championed atheisrn in its 

" J. Crawford, 'Babwn Dooley: Rock Critic". Church of the Latter Day Punk, No. 2 (1 982). (FS5- 
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extended series 'There is No God." Daily Impulse dedicated itself to direct action 

and featured stones on the civil rights movements of the 1960s. In 1988, Ït even 

included an article on resisting the (nonexistent) drafL2= It also offered a three- 

part series entitled 'Living With Family" in which it attempted to offer advice and 

coping strategies to its younger reader~.*'~ 

Punk entered the 1980s with a deliberate sense of nihilism. that 

everything. starting with pop culture and ending with politics. must be overtumed. 

By the mid-1980s, it had traced its refutation of mass entertainment to corporate 

complicity in the amis race, and to the political system that supported it. The 

emergenœ of community newsletters like Dai& Impulse demonstrated that punk 

was transforming itself from a musical subculture to a full-fledged counterculture, 

by aligning itseif with other dissident groups like Greenpeace, with which it 

shared a fund-raising event? At Ieast 59 percent of Flipside readers in 1985 

expressed a sense of politics different from that of hardcore punk, which rejected 

both middle-cbss life and capitalism. Those who endorsed hardcore politics, 

however, were among the influential rninority. Punk, as a countercultore, 

enwuraged the audience to participate, to becorne actors. The more involved 

individuals became, the more likely they were to share the anti-corporate 

ideology that rejeded careerisrn, capitalism. militarisrn, and nationalism. Bands 

that were either hardcore or straight-edge often saw punk as part of a larger 

255 Daily impulse, San Diego Anarchist Colledive, Vol. 1 No. 1, San Diego (April May 1984), 
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challenge to mainstream and created institutions like co-op record labels 

to support their efforts. The editots of fanzines, such as Fkpside, 

MaximumRocknRol~ and Daily Impulse, tended to share the same beliefs. 

By 1986, hardcore punk as a musical genre had pretty much nin its 

course. On the one sida it was being absorbed by heavy metal, and on the other; 

it was evolving more elaborate musicai structures that had once been its 

antithesis. By 1986 a new musical genre had emerged. powerpunk. a poppier, 

more radio-friendly version of punk. Milo, lead singer of the powerpunk band The 

Descendents. like many other powerpunkers, had gone through the ranks of 

hardcore punk bands, and attempted to retain its outlook: 

I think of hardcore in different tens. Hardcore rneans to me, very, 
very, energ y-directed and very go-for-the-gusto type thing. WeJre 
very hardcore the way we tour. We're a hardcore touring band. 
Regardless of what hardcore means to some skinhead dude and 
mohawk dude. Hardcore rneans to me just gritting our teeth and 
taking it by the fucking b a ~ l s . ~ ~ ~  

On the West Coast, hardcore punk became politicized through its 

enaounten with police and its questioning of corporate media. East Coast 

straight-edge punks amved at the same conclusions through their antidnig 

stance. As punks on both coasts of the United States investigated their beliefs. 

they began a process of further radicalkation. Said lan MacKeye of Minor Threat: 

Steve Pick, 'New New Wave a Post-Hardfore Pop Musicn Jet Lag No. 64, St. Louis (April 
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I realized that the only reasbn I rejeded the vegitarian [sic] thing 
was out of mnvenienœ. Because everywhere you go they serve 
meat. Because everybody else was eating it I stayed with the 
Crass people when I was in England and other people and I just 
said what the fuck am I doing. It is just so simple. It was the same 
thing as alcohol I realized, and it's such a logical step for straight 
edge - it's such a logical step for my thing . . . . I took my own sh l  
from myself and I stopped. I knew 1 was x, wrong but I listened ta 
people's liffle petty excuses and I believed them out of 
~onvenience.~ 

Later in the same interview, MacKeye describecl his beliefs on punk as deeper 

than just music: 'This is our Iives, this isn't just like something we're doing as a 

hobby - this has been 6 years of my life and everyday 1 put everything I've got 

into it. I am what I am. The punk thing fiom moming to night, the band, the label, 

this is my ~ i f e . " ~  

The political baggage accurnulated through hardcore and straight-edge 

had turned punk from a musical genre to a way of life. Guy Piccichioto of the 

Rites of Spring echoed MacKeye's sentiments, saying it was: 

. . . not time to fuck around anymore. We've aime to realize that 
this is mal, and Ï t  matters. This is what makes it difterent from any 
other form of music - or any movernent that has come before. 
We've had the 60s and the 70s and the dnig thing and everything 
else and its been done. And this separates us from everything 
that's gone before - total utter cornmitment and belief . . . . People 
rsad differently to it too. They are pulling out too and it cornes to 
shows where the feelings between the two, audience and band are 
total communication and emotion . . - . Ifs fnistrating times for 
people in general, and it's a constant friction between what you see 
and M a t  you want to achieve and the things that you know are 
right. That nib is what creates the pain and emotion and then 
theres the hope that maybe you can ovenome it. Make it happen. 

" Al , 'Diochorb FlipsideI No. 47 (Fail 1985). (FS5-NYSL). 
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It's the same politically and personally - to me it's al1 one issue 
because the same problems keep coming up over and over again - 
lack of comrnitment. lad< of caring . . . . I mean political, personal, 
to me the problems always corne up in the same form and ta attack 
them it takes time, and it takes energy and it takes caren  

Not everyone involved in the punk scene shared the sentiments of 

PicCichiot0 and MacKeye. As the 1980s progressed. certain artists edged ever 

doser to mainstrearn acceptance, just as there were particular magazines that 

slowiy restricted their coverage of the counterculture untif it represented the 

underground solely in ternis of music. Likewise, punk continued to attract 

suburban youths for whom it was an experiment in rebellion, but after 1985, this 

element was increasingly drawn toward the punwmetal hybrid which was quickly 

becoming it's own independent creature, as exemplified by the Tulsa-based 'zine 

Silent ~crearn? These punidmetal bands, like Slayer and Metallica, tended to 

keep the aggressive themes and music, but dropped the political awareness. 

However, for the 'hardcoren that remained. punk was no longer simply a rejection 

of commercial music. The intense debates over the nature of the punk identity in 

the pages of fanzines such as Flipside, had allowed punk to develop a worid view 

that extrapolateci political conclusions from personal aesthetic choiœs. After 

successfully defending itself against corporate encroachment that had threatened 

to swallow it whole, and suMving police and political oppression that radicalized 

many of its mernbers. punk's renewed confidence in itseIf was refiected in the 

fact that the new punk music of the late 1980s no longer felt the need to be as 

Guy PiCQchioto interviewed by Al. 'Rites of Spring, FI'-. No. 47 (Fall1985). (FSSNYSL). 



confrontational or shocking. Its position and its politics were undefstood among 

the comrnunty that listened ta it. 

zs Silent m m  made no distinction behveen punk bands like Black Flag and heavy metal 
bands like lron Maiden and Slayer. Siknt Scream, 1, Tulsa, OK (1985), (FSS-NYSL). 



Chapter Four 

I Was A Hippie: Punk and an Evolving Counterculture 

In their 1979 song 'Wasted". Black Flag gave West Coast punks a 

genealogy of rebellion singing: '1 was a hippie1 I was a bumoutl I was a dropoutl I 

was out of my headl I was a surfer/ I had a skateboard I was so heavy man I 

lived on the ~ t r a n d " . ~  The eariy manifestations of punk had deliberately refused 

to be connected to the counterculture of the 1960s. but punks on the West Coast 

of the United States seemed more inclined to identify with it by the mid-1980s. 

After hardcore punk. the punk cwnterculture saw itself not as a punk 

counterculture, but as the counterculture of the United States with mots in the 

previous countercultures of the Beas and the hippies. 

According to Theodore Roszak and Charles Reich, M i n g  at the dose of 

the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  the key themes of the counterculture centered amund a desire to 

explore individual identity. and rejected al1 forms of social bondage that 

prevented this, such as oppressive corporate workplaces, obligatory military 

service. racist and sexual stereotypes, as well as la- and social noms 

goveming pnvate behaviour. Hardcore punk fanzines of the early 1980s found 

punks wnœmed with the same issues.n0 What had started as a celebration of 

Bladc Flag, Wastedm, The Fint Fow Yesrs, SST, 1982. 
See Chapter Three. 



experimentation and a rejection of contemporary popular witure, had corne full 

circie ten years later ta encarnpass the political beliefs of an earlier era. 

The wunterculture started in the yean following the Second Wodd War as 

Arnerican çaciety attempted to put the hardships of the Depression and the war 

behind them. Throughout the late 1940s and early 1950s. the Beat Generation 

writers such as Jack Kerouac. Allen Ginsberg, and William S. Bumughs pushed 

at the boundaries of accepted public behaviour. Theirs was a personal rebellion 

that simmered until it found a larger audience in the 1 960s. Concurrentl y, the civil 

rights movement was active questioning racism in the United States. These two 

movements would becorne the M n  driving forces behind what became known in 

the 1960s as the 'counterculture." Many dissenting groups latched ont0 either the 

political or wltural critiques that the 1950s offered, and brought these tensions to 

national attention. The unification of these two strands occurred briefly during 

1968-1972, as the politics of various New Left gmups and the counterculture 

converged? A sirnilar reunification of the cultural underground and the political 

kf€ would occur with hardcore punk. 

The Influence of Punk 

Punk was many things to many people, most of which were contradictory. 

Fundamentally. L was an expression of individuality in the face of confomity. 

Punk was a paradox. In one sense it represented the end of the 1960s 

2 6 ~  TimoVly Miller, The Hippies and A m m n  Values (Knoxville: University of Tennessee, 1991 ). 
15. 



countemlture. In another. it nounshed the rebirth of the ideals mat the hippies 

and civil rights activists both held dear. There were, in effect. two punk moments: 

the first reached its highwater mark in 1977. and for al1 intents and purposes 

ceased k i n g  a drïving force by 1980; the second reached its apex in 1984, and 

by 1986 had created an integrated counterculture. During the 1970s. punk was 

wild and expenmental, involving an older m w d  of twentynothings and 

thirtysomethings. These individuak were drawn to urban neighbourhoods by the 

media's promise of a bohemian Summer of Love in 1967. It was in places Iike 

New York's East Village that they felt they wuld 5nd a caring community to 

nurture their creativity. 

As many of these individuals formed and reformed bands that created a 

new type of musical aesthetic. they inspired a younger generation of youth to 

foHow in their steps. Often barely into their teens, these were the punks who had 

missed out on the 1960s wmpletely, and who were to rediscwer its legacy in the 

earty 1980s. Punk therefore involved two diffetent dernographics. one 

representing the tailend of the idealistic 1960s, and aie other the beginnings of 

Generation X? 

Weaned on the apocalyptic images and fascist nightmare of British punk 

under Margaret Thatcher. US. punk soon found its own bogeyman in the image 

of Ronald Reagan. As the prospect of nuclear war and a retum of the draft 

threatened. hardcore and straightedge punks adopted the anti-war arguments of 

an Bear in rnind that the Generation X d 1990s advertising is not the same goneration as 
depided in Douglas Coupland's Generation X. Coupiand's novel desaibed a generation that 
came of age in the 1980s, whereas marketing strategies involving Generation X took aim at the 



their countercultural predecessors, the hippies. Furthemore, as these punks 

recognized the complicity of big business in the war effort, they strengthened 

their anticorporate, and anti-capitalist, stance. Punk had always had an ams- 

length relationship with capitalism, first through its uneasy dealings with the 

major recarding companies, who were often seen as intruding and corrupting the 

artistic process in favour of rnaking particular bands marketable. By 1982. with 

the emergence of New Wave music on commercial FM. this relationship tumed 

wmpletely sour as many punks saw New Wave as a watered-dom mainstream 

version of punk, a 'cash cow" for corporations. While many punk bands were 

foming their own labels as a means to get started, more chose these Redging 

independents for moral reasons as the links between arms manufadurers and 

cornpanies such as Decca and EMI became apparent.268 

Just as the 1960s were a cathartic experience for many who became 

hippies. punk had a profound influence on some, though not al!, who passed 

through its cultural milieu. Associated as 1 was with adolescence, it is not 

inconceivable that many youths experienced punk as a temporary expriment in 

self-identity, flirüng with the politics and music as a means of rebellion against 

parents and a form .of self-expression. However. for a significant number of 

individuals, punk was an important cnicible that helped to forge a permanent 

outlook and frarne of reference. 

The so-called 'alternative culturew of the 1990s that saw a revitalization of 

the rock music industry, a revival of the environmental movement, the Battle of 

youth of the 1990s. Douglas Coupland, Generatiion X: Taies for an Accekmted Culture (New 
York: St Martin's Press, 1993). 



Seattle in 1999, and the nurnerous protests against the W. were al1 

continuous with the various oppositional politics that had started in the 1960s and 

resurfaced with hardcore punk. This post-hardcore culture merged the openness 

and experimentalism of early punk with the ideological cornmitment of hardcore. 

Less doctrinaire, it welcomed cross-cultural interactions with various non- 

govemrnental organitations and community groups, making punk bands like 

Fugazi and punk singers like Jello Biafra, a staple at many anti-Gulf War, anti- 

racism, and anti-WTO demonstrations? 

There are several ways to trace the importance of hardcore punk on the 

successive development of the countercutture. The first is to work back from the 

current cultural products to see who is still adive and in what capacity. Many of 

the major independent record companies such as Dischord, SST, Alternative 

Tentades, and Epitaph, were started by eariy hardcore bands.270 Fanzines allow 

us to tra& the development of parücular individuals, Flipside and 

MaximumRockJn'Roll were awash with stories involving fan MacKeye and Guy 

Piccichioto. as they wound thek ways through a succession of minor bands 

befare fonning Fugazi, pemaps one the most influential bands of the 1990s. 

Fanzines not only document the history of punk bands, but also chart the 

changing values and ideas within the counterculture. Fanzines were the area 

wherein non-musicians contributeci and "ordinary" punks defined their world. 

Fanzines often marked the first ad of creativity or sharing for rnany. like Mark 

asa Craig OsHara, Thc Phüoiophy of Punk (Edinburgh: AK Press, 1995). 133. 
'00 Fugazias performance at a Washington D.C. anti-ûuif War demcnotration is captured on Jetn 
Cohen's Fugazi documentary Insbument, WGrav i ty  Hill, 1999. Jello Biafra perfomied with the 
No-WO Combo as recorded rive on The New FeudaIism, Alternative Tentades, 2000. 



Eitzel, another prolific 1990s altema-pop star who started corresponding with 

fanzines in 1985, long M o r e  he started recording m~sic.~" In general. a more 

indepth study of fanzine letters promises to reveal a much fuller picture of punk 

attitudes and beliefs. 

Hardcore punk did not œase to exist as a genre in 1986. Instead, it was 

rnerely supplanted as the driving force within the counterailture by the poppier. 

more radio-friendly powerpunk. Hardcore conünued to develop throughout the 

1980s and into the 1990s. although in the more lirnited role and not the feading 

one it had enjoyed previausly. Further exploration of hardcore punk as a distinct 

subculture within the counterculture has potential to be treated as a study of 

liminality. During 1 980-1 985, when hardcore first emerged and then declined, 

many of those who started as hardcore punks in 1980 as teenagers, found 

themselves embracing powerpunk by their earty twenties. Their eôrly twenties 

also found key individuals, like lan MacKeye of Minor Threat and Bill Stevenson 

of Black Flag, abandoning the black and white world view of hardcare. Since 

hardcore was, and continues to be, the entry point into the cbunterculture for 

many young people, hardcore punk operated as a liminal stage. The constant 

decisions that hardcore punks made between what was punk and what was not, 

helped to define the boundaries of what were acceptable and desirable 

behaviours and thoughts. During this period, wherein initiates developed a new 

counterwltural identity, the extremism of hardcore represented the complete 

Minor Threat started Dischord; Black Flag fomPd SST; Bad Religion. Epitaph; and Dead 
Kennedys, Alternative Tentades. 



rejedion of mainstrearn culture. This same extremism, however, prevented 

hardcore punk frm working within a larger context with other non-punk 

dissenting groups, the same groups with which non-hardcwe punks would ally 

themselves in the late 1980s. 

A Riot of One's Own: Punk and Feminism 

Much has been written on punk's supposed stance toward sex and 

sexism. Gone were the wonders of free love. Johnny Rotten of the Sex Pistols 

called it Wteen seconds of squelching noise". The Denver fanzine Arche-type 

Mora/ws advocated 'asexuality," or c e l i b a ~ y . ~ ~  In part, this could be due to the 

libido inhibiting effects of drugs like speed and heroin, though Legs McNeil 

certainly chranicies enough bedroorn antics in Please Ki// Me to dispel these 

Furthemore, while it was rarely rnentioned. the seeming taboo placed 

on casual sex by straightedge punks could also represent a growing awareness 

of the dangers of sexually transmitted diseases like AIDS. However, for the most 

part, unlike contemporary 1970s rack acts like KISS, early punk consciously 

rejected the 'rock equals sex" equation. Women. particulariy in the initial 1975- 

1979 peflod, were cleatly visible fronting bands within the punk -ne. Some of 

"' uAltema-pop" was a terni used to describe art* like Eitzel who's music did not appear overUy 
politicai but nevertheless identifieci themselves with the counterculture. Mark Eitzel, Letter to the 
Editor, O#ènse, Columbia Ohio, (Odober 23, 1 983), (FSS-NYSL). 
* For Johnny Rotten quote see Simon Frith and Angela McRobbie, 'Rock and Sexuality", 
Simon Frith and Andrew Goodwin (eds.), On Record: Rock, Fbp, 8 the Wi-Men Word (London: 
Routfedge, l99O). 374. 'Asexuality: So M a t  the Fucù?" Arche-Type Moraiity, Denver, CO (no 
date), (FS5-NYSL). 



the major punk performers were women, like Exene Cervenka of X, Lydia Lunch 

of Teenage Jesus and the Jerks, or Debbie Hany of Blondie. as well as atl- 

woman groups like The Slits. The Runaways, and the Go-Gos. The freedom of 

expression and experimentalisrn of this new era encouraged women to explore 

new roles and identities without apologies. However. as with many other things, 

the emergenœ of hardcore punk changed the position of women in punk. 

It was not that hardcore in its early stages was consciously sexist, nor that 

wornen disappeared altogether. Many wornen involved in punk prior to 1980 

remained in the scene. Hudley, co-founder of Hipside, entered the punk scene at 

this point and remained well into the 1990s. Furtherrnore, asexual advocates, Iike 

straight-edge punk, in their rejection of casual sex, helped combat the image of 

woman-as-sex-objed, that the so-called 'codc rad<" bands like KISS, Thin Lizzy. 

and the Rolling Stones had made dominant in mainstream rock. That women 

entered the counterculture in fewer numbers reflects the fact that hardcore punk 

increasingly appealed l e u  and less to women, and they made up fewer of the 

new converts to punk. The problem was that the issues raised by hardcore punk 

bands were framed from a male perspective. Female fans identified with ideas 

like animal rights, nuclear disannament, and police brutality, but as hardcore 

became increasingly aggressive and masculine circa 1983-85. the music 

appealed to women less and les. As the visibility of women deaeased and 

hardcore became seen as a realm for 'testosterone-filled angst-ridden boys from 

the suburbs,' referenœs to women as objeds retumed and fumer alienated 

Julie Burchill and Tony Parsons. The Boy Looked At Johnny (London: Pluto Press. 1978). 
Legs McNeil and Gillian McCain, Please Ki'll Me: The Uncensomd Oral Histoty of Punk (New 



fernale punks.274 While some of these songs may have been ironic. such as the 

Descendents' 'Sour Grapes". with its portrayal of a mainstream boy trying to hit 

on a new wave girl saying 'All I want is her cheny", bands like the Descendents 

afso reintroduced heartfeit love songs, like "Wendyn. whîch only reinforcd the 

idea that women existed only as sexual ~reatures.~'~ 

By 1985, letters to the editon of Fîipside began to question the limited mle 

for women in hardcore punk. As Camille Caprioglio wrote to Flipside: 

I am so goddamed [sic] tired of being stereotyped. Many male 
punks are hypocrites of the worst kind. They hate to be stereotyped 
and discriminateci against. Yet they tum around and stereotype and 
discriminate against femab punks! They think of us as either 
sleazy, diseased, fat, ugly, or dumb, or al1 of the above. I am very 
much into punk. and to a point, I dress the part, but I am not fat. not 
extremely ugly, and NOT dumb. (1 have a 3.6 grade point 
average) 

Belaw Camille's tetter ran this one: 

I'm wrïting about the girl (Julie) with Social Distortion - what 
happened to her? She used to be Dereks [sic] girMiend. I go to a lot 
of their gigs and don't see her, she made them look a lot better than 
they do now. She added dass tothe [sic] punk rock scene. . . pnnt 
this letter so maybe she'll go to gigs. We need a punk sex bomb 
like her. Derek you dumb shit. It's your ~ o s s . * ~  

York: Gmve Press, 1996). 
274 Brcndan Mullen. 'Nightmare in Punk Aller, in Don Snowden (ed), Make the Music go Bang! 
The Eady LA.  Scene (New York: St. Martin's GMn, 1997), 82. 

These attitudes are patticularly notiœabk on the Descendents' !ive album Liveage, SST. 
1988, wtiich contains both 'Sour Grapes" and "Wendy". 
zx Camille Caprioglio. Ietter, Flipsüe No. 41 (January 1 984), no page. (FSS-NYSL). 

Afan of the blonde bomb shell, letter, ibid. 



Women like Camille and Julie, however, remained a distinct minority until 

the eady 1990s'when the all-woman band Bikini Ki11 helped to launch the Riot 

Grrl movernent within punk. Riot Grri marked an aggressive and confrontational 

evolution in feminism. dominated by women under the age of twenty. Riot Grrl 

concerts were often exclusively organized and attended by young women. Bands 

like Bikini Kill reflected on the idea that punk music was supposed to reflect daily 

Iives, and pointed out that the music of all-male gmups Iike the Descendents 

barely involved women's issues at all. The significance of Riot Grrl as an aspect 

of the feminist movement is only now beginning to be evaluated and its mots in 

hardmre punk have yet to be fully explored. However the development of Riot 

Gnl parallels the emergenœ of the Women's Movement within the New Left and 

the counterculture of the 1960s. 

Similarly, hardcore punks' anti-racist stance encouraged many young men 

of minority backgrounds to participate in punk. The Hispanic band from East L.A., 

Los Lobos. frequently played on the same bills as punk groups. Mile the Afn'can 

Amencan band Bad Brains was one of the first D.C. hardcore bands. Punk's 

identity as a voice of protest not only provided a spaœ for these perfomers. but 

also allowed thern to address racial issues in their music. As with Riot Grrl, 

hardwre punk provided a springboard for adolescents to becorne involved in 

larger political movements for racial equality. 



Rise Above: Punk Post-tiardcore 

Antonio Gramsci warned potential radicals of the danger of the passive 

revolution. of k ing  invited to the arenas of debate where others would control 

the frame and focus of that de bate. efkctively rendering revolutionary energ ies 

useless, trapped within the rules and structures of the very system it set out to 

overthrow. However, a thriving counterculture could make use of capitalism's 

very ambivalence to the nature of its products. allowing the counterculture to 

send its own comrnodities to market as emissaries frorn a foreign land. The 

media reports on slam-dancing invited many suburban teens to punk rock shows 

in California during the early 1980s, but once there. it was police oppression that 

caused some of them to adopt punk's more overtly political idedogy. **' In the 

1990s, many punk bands were aware of the possibility of using mainstream 

exposure to heighten awareness of other aspects of the counterculture. such as 

Nirvana wearing Bad Brains t-shirts in their video for 'Lithium", or the Sonic 

Youth homage to eady punk bands in their video for 'Teenage ~io t . "~"  Likewise, 

many punks in fanzines interviews also namedropped eariier artists or 

a ~ t h o r s * ~  

- - 

Peter Belsito, and Bob Davis. Hadaire Catibmiiar A History of Punk and New Wave (San 
Francisco: The Last Gasp of San Francisco, 1983), 97. 
ar Nirvana. 'Li!hiumw. Geffen Records. 1993. Sonic Youth. 'Teenage Riot", Geffen Records. 
1988. 
zs One example of this is Suburbsn Reiapse's printirtg of oM Cramps interview in Midi the 
Cramps talk about lggy Pop, 'Cramps' 77: Rock 'na Roll Mongoloids on the Loose", Suburban 
Relapse, No.13, July 1985. Or of the Bangles perfonning under the mmiker of Carfie Nation m m  
Russ Meyer's film Beyond the Valley of the Dolls. 



Antonio Gramsci felt that personal change occurred through catharsis, or 

sudden personal realization. The trends in the counterculture towards 

existentialism. absurdism. consciousness mising, etc.. were ail geared towards 

ueating a cathartic experience. By 1985, the more radio-frïendly, and more 

accomrnodating punk countercukure was using its increased access to media to 

raise awareness of itseff, and present itself as part of a larger tradition. This 

historical consciousness, according to Gramsci, was important: 

[S]tnidure œases to be an externat force which crushes man, 
assimilates hirn to himseif and makes hirn passive; and is 
transformecl into a means of freedom, an instrument to mate a 
new ethical-pditical fom, and into a source of new init iat~ve.~~ 

Charles Reich, in descxibing the impact of a total conversion to his 

Consciousness III (the consciousness of the counterculture), fdt that the 

revolution would 'originate with the individual and with culture, and it will change 

the political structure onfy as its final act. n287 Punk as a culture, allowed 

individuals to reueate themselves and follow their own dreams. as Legs McNeil 

said: 

. . . it was about advocating kids to not wait to be told what to do, 
but make life up for themselves, it was about trying to get people to 
use their imaginations again, 1 was about not being perfect, it was 
about saying it was okay to be amateurish and funny. that mal 
creativity came out of making a mess. it was about worùing with 

-- -- - - -- 

a Nurberto Bobbio. 'Gramsci and the Conception of Civil SoQetf, in Chantai Mouffe 
ed.)Gramsci and Marxist Theory (London: Routledge 8 Kegan Paul, 1979). 34. ' Chades A. Reich, , GteefMg ofAme&a (New Yotk- Random House.  t970). 4. 



what you got in front of you and tuming everything embarrassing, 
awful, and stupid in your Iife to your advantage? 

By attempting to position itself historically, punk was demonstrating to 

newcomers that new punks were not the only ones to yeam for a different way of 

Iife that rejected the boredom and monotony of rniddle-class life. Debord wrote 

that: 

Consciousness of desire and the desire for consciousness together 
and indissoluably constitute that project which in its negative f o n  
has as its goal the abolition of classes and the direct possession by 
the &ers of every aspect of their advity. The opposite of this 
project is the society of the spectacle, where the commodity 
contemplates itself in a world of its own making.28s 

Middleclass Iife was predicated on the sacrifice of dreams to economic reality 

and the finding of fuifdlment through the consumption of commodities. Punk told 

youth that not only was it okay to have desires. but more importantly, it was 

important to act on these desires rather than give them up in the punuit of a 'mal 

jobw. Malcolm McLaren said that the whole point of the Sex Pistols was to 

'create a situation where kids would be less interested in buying records than in 

speaking for thern~etves.'~~~ 

In order for a hegemonic system to becorne dominant 1 must change 

values and life-styles. changing the content of common sense. The 

McNeil, -se Ki11 Me, 334. 
Debord, Sociefy of the Spectacle, 34. 

ai Greil Marais, Li- TB: A A t  HisZory of the Twntieth Century (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1 989), 437. 



counterculture as Ï t  developed from the 1960s through to the eatiy 1980s 

developed a network of culture (comix, fanzines. music. movies, and novels) that 

nomalized its own values within the counterc~lture.~~ The punk countercutture 

rnay not have been overtly mncemed with overthrowing the political institutions 

of as the counterculture had been in the 1960s, but rather bcused on 

creating an alternative society that one day might be able to rival and challenge 

the dominant culture on its own ternis. As Charîes Reich wrote: 'The revolution 

must be cultural. For culture controls the econornic and political machine. Not 

vice versa. n292 

Punk rock was not an isolated cultural outburst that came out of nowhere 

in 1976. lnstead Ï t  was the result of the evolution within the counterculture of the 

1960s in response to changes in Amencan society throughout the IWOs. While it 

is incorrect to state that punks and hippies were the same. sinœ the two groups 

were separated by a vast gulf of aesthetic differenœs, they nevertheless shared 

a common ideological basis, and punk owed a huge. and relatively 

unacknowledged debt to its cwnterailtural predecessors. By 1985 punk had 

succeeded in uniting both the political and cultural protests of the 1960s, in a 

culture that saw both struggles as originating at a common source: the capitalist 

orientation of American daily lm. In the late 1980s, the independent record 

labels. the expanding radio network of college and community stations, a national 

nehivork of fanzine distribution, as well as the creation of in fma l  punk districts in 

many major urban entres, located amund clubs, cafes, shops, and media 

291 Carl Boggs, The T m  RevolufPons: Antonio Gramsâ and the Dilemmas of Western Manil'sm 
(8oston: South End Press, 1 S84), 161. 



outlets, ail contributeci .to the invisible republic that the counterculture longed to 

mate. 

Z9Z Reich. The Gmning of Amerka, 3û6. 
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Appendix A 
Letters to Flipsde and MaximumRodrnRoll 

Table 1 : Themes 
Theme 1 Fiequency / Percent 
Band 1 45 ] 15- 1 

, Dmgs 2 1 0.7 
, Identity 
Label 

Religion 
Scene 
School 

1 Total I 244 1 100.0 ] 

45 j 15- 1 
2 1 0-7 

-- - - - -- 

13 1 4.4 1 
64 1 21.4 1 
4 / A.3 1 

Table 2: Sex 

1 Missuring Letters 54 1 1 
Source: Flipsr'de, Nos. 41 -8, Los Angeles (January 1984 - January 1986); AAaximumRocknRolf, 

Violence 8 2.7 ' 
m m  10 3.3 
Total 1 298 100.0 , 
Source: Ftipside, Nos. 41 -8, Los Angeles (January 1984 - January t 986); MaximumRocknRoll, 
No. 41, Berkeley (1984). 

Sex I Flequency 
Fernale 1 47 

No. 41 , Berkeley (1 984). 

Magazine 
Military 

Percent 1 
19.3 

zm This section indudes appeals for peqmls, infamaüon on missing individuals, and replies to 
revious letters. ' Mihile only one letter deait soieIy with the pdice. they offen aop up as elernents within the 
litics or violence section. ' This section involves items rnentioned oniy once. such as gangs, movies, ordering 

information, and work. 

25 1 8-4 
6 / 2.0 

Male 197 1 80.7 

1 Parents 5 / 1.7 
persona 1288 1 5 ( 1-7 



Table 3: Location of Letter Writers 
Location 
Arkansas 

. Arizona l !  0.5 
California 1 90 ! 45.6 

, Colorado 1 4 1 1.9 
Connecticut i 4 1 1.9 

No. 41, Berkeley (1 984). 

Frequency I Percent 

D.C. 
/ Florida 

- 
1 - I 

. . I I  0.5 , 

1 Texas I 6 
Virginia 1 3 

5 1 2.5 

3.0 1 
1.5 / 

2 
Geomia ! 1 

1 .O 
O. 5 

i 2 :  i .O Vermont 
Washington 4 1 1.9 , 

W~smnsin 1 1 / 0.5 1 

. Hawaii I 1 ! 0.5 , 
Idaho 

t 

1 13 1 6.3 1 
1 Illinois ! 4 1 1.9 j 
Indiana 1 

J 1 i 0.5 i ' Kentucky i i 2 1 1.0 1 
, Louisiana ! 21 1.0 ' 
Maine 1 8 i 3.9 1 

3.9 
0.5 
O. 5 
O. 5 
2.5 1 

100.0 

Canada 1 9 
, Finland 1 

Source: FIipsr'de, Nos. 41 -8, Los Angeles (January 1984 - January 1986); MaxirnumRcxknRdl, 

Ireland 
Poland 

' 
Maryland I 2 
Michigan 1 1 

9 
1 

1 .O 
0.5 

1 Minnesota 
1 Montana 
North Carolina 
New Hampshire 

United Kingdom 5 

4 !  1 -9 ,  
1 l 1.0 

Total ? 197 
1 Missing Letters 101 

3 
2 

1.5 
1 .O 
1.9 1 
1.5 i 
2.5 
1.9 
0.5 / 
1.9 r 

New Jersey ! 4 
Nevada l 

i 3 
New Yorù I 5 
Ohio 4 

. Oregon i 1 
Pennsvlvania 4 .i 



Table 4: ide- 
ldentity 1 Fmquency i Percent i 

Anarchist l 11 1 7.6 1 
1 Anti-Christian 1 2 1 1.4 1 
1 Anti-Ha rdcoreIStraig h tedge 

Peaœ Punk - 1 2 1 1.4' 
Positive Punk I 1 1  0.7 

11 0.7 : 

Metal 1 1 0.7 1 

8s These are lists of the attitudes or identities explicitly used by the writers of each letter, not 
inferred or deduced. 

Metal. as in Heavy Metal. 
as New Wave was the commercial fom of punk whid, quiddy became more electronically 
oriented by the mid-1980s. " C h r i t i i  punks, believe it 
so These wwe attitudes locally rooteâ. 

As in Ipunk is a no-nonsense response to bullshit' 
3m Believing tha punk was about having a positive attitude in one's self. 
XD Progmetal *es its name from progressive rock, a form of art rad<. and is kind of like really 
slow, heavy rnetal with jazz concepts. Black Flag circa 1986 is a good example. 

People who simply said '1 am punk." 
05 This GOUM have been a kgitimate expression, or irony meant to scare away Christian punks. 

Thrash was really fest hardcorie punk, d irent  somehow from speed metal. 

; Anti-Metal I 

~o-nonsense~' 1 1 ,  0.7 1 
Non-Hardcore 1 ! O. 7 
Non-Skin head 

1 

I 2 1 1.4 ! 

o. 7 
1 1  

0.7 1 
0.7 , 

2.1 
2.1 . 
0.7 

100.0 - 

- 

Source: FliNde, Nos. 41 -8, Los Angeles (January 1984 - January lm); MaximumRocknRoll, 
No. 41, Berkeley (1984). 

Rocker 
satan-wors hi pperod 
Skinhead 

, Anti-New wavem 1 
I I I  0.7 

Anti-Skin Head I 6 ( 4.2 . 
christianZOB 3 1 2.1 . 
Country & Western Music 1 

I i 0.7 - 
Hardcore I 

I 22 15.3 ] 
Individual i 21 / 14.7 

1 
1 
3 

Libertarian 1 2 
/ Localm I 2 '  

1.4 
1.4 , 

, Straight-edge I 3 
~ h r a s p  
Total 

, Missing Lettenr 

1 
1- 
154 



karchisd 1 2 1 1.4 1 2 / 1.4 1 7 1 4.9 
Anti- I 0 1 0 1 O I 0 1 2 !  0.7 

Table 5: Identity by Sex 
1 ldentity 

Christian 

Unknuwn Unknown ( Femak / Female 

1 i ! 1 l 
1 

Hardcore 1 l 
Anti-Hippie 

i 
o 1  O i O 0 1 / 0.7 

I 

Total 1 28 1 19.4 ( 25 1 17.4 1 92 1 63.2 

Male 1 Male 
, Percent f Percent 

Anti- 1 1 ( 0.7 ( 0 1 O 1 0 i 

Music 1 1 

i Percent 

Anti-Metal 

I 
i 

f 
! 

O O / O 

Missing 1 153 1 

Anti-New 
I 

O 11 0.7 

Hardcore 3 2.1 i O 1 0 1 19 f 13.2 

Source: Ftipside, NOS. 41 -8, Los Angeles (January 1984 - January 1-1; MaximumRocknRolI, 
No- 41, Berkeley (1 984). 

1 

O 1 O i 
! 

1 

1 

0.7 1 
Wave 

i 

1 0 
1 

Individual 
1 

4 

Anti-S kin 

Li bertarian 
8.3 
1.4 O 

2.8 1 5 / 3.5 ! 12 

1 

0.7 Local 

i 

O j 2 O 

Head i 
O 

Metal 

O 

I 
3.5 

I 

O i 

1 1  0.7 
1 1  0.7 1 O 

O O 

Christian 1 O 1 O 1 : 0.7 1 2 / 1.4 

1 

C & W  ! 0 1 O 

1 / 0.7 
t 

/ 0.7 

O 
NO- 
nonsense 
Non- 
Hardcore 

0 i 0 l 1 l O. 7 

O / O 

Non- 
Skinhead 
Peaœ Punk 
Positive 
Punk 
Prog-Metal 
Psychedelic 
Punk" 

O 

O 

O 

O 
O 

O O 

O l O 1 O 

Rocker 1 1 1 0.7 

O. 

O O O 

O 

0 
1 

O 

1.4 

1.4 
O 

O 1  

0 i 2 '  

3 
O 

25 

O 

0.7 
1.4 

0.7 

0.7 
O ,  O 

2.1 
O 

17.4 

0 1 0 1 0 

Satan 1 

O O 

0.7 ' O 

Worshipper 
Skinhead 

O [  0 1  O 

1 

O 
9.0 11 i 7.6 

O 
Straight- 
Edge 
Thrash 

13 

1 
1 

O 
2 

1 

2 ( 1.4 
7 )  0.7 O 

O 

O 

0 O 1 O 



Table 6: Political Issues 
i ?diticai issues / Frequency j Percent i 

! 

1 ~ g e " '  1 2 
Anarchism I 4 
Animal Rights 6 

1.6 
3.2 1 
4.8 1 

, Anti-Corporate 3 j 2.4 
Anti-Fascist 1 4 :  3.2 

- Anti-Govemment 1 

I 2 1 1.6 ! 
, Anti-Liberal 

I 

I 4 1 0.8 
Anti-Libertarian 

1 

1 3 / 2.4 
Anti-Militarism I 7 1 5.6 
A ~ ~ ~ - R A R ~ ~  i 1 I O. 8 

1 Anti-Reagan ! 6 / 4.8 1 
Brazilm 1 1 0.8 1 

[ 'C hangeu-" 1 \ 0.8 1 ' Corporate ~wareness"' ' 1 I 0.8 
~ e f e n s e ~ ' ~  

, Feminism 
Gangs 
Homosexuality 

1 ! 0.8 
9 1 7.2 
1 1 0.8 
2 i -6 

14.0 
1.6 
2.4 

'~eftist'" 
I 

I 17 
Li bertarian 2 

Pacifisrn 
pamnts3l4 
peace3' ' 
 enl lagon^' 

Nationalism 
11 0.8 
4 1 3.2 

3 ,  

6 
1 

PMRC 
1 

1 11  O. 8 

4.8 
0.8 

9.0 
0.8 , 

Police 
Pomograp hy 

11 
1 

Racism 
Racist 
Reactionary 

" These letters specifically idenofed children under 18 as having 'no rights". ' AnüRock Against Raasm, only because it acaised the Yippies of using the rnoney to try and 
îe#lize marijuana. 

Informative letter on Brazil's political regime. 
''O Vague letter on the need for 'change". "' Letter highlighting the role of Corpotations in political-deàsion making processes, but did rot 
take sides. 

Not explicitly in favour of amis build-up but for domestic defense. 
"3 Letters that offer vague support fW more than one pditical issue, such as pro-animal fights, 
and anüniilitansrn, or anti-Reagan and anti-racist, without citing reasons, were termed 
'leftist". 
314 Parents were vieweâ as oppressive didators. 
ns Urged global peaœ, but did not fink to pacilism or antirnilitanm. "' Informative letter on the rola of the Pentagon. 

6 1 4.8 
1 
4 

O. 8 
3.2 



1 Miosing Letters 1 168 1 
Source: F l i p e ,  Nos. 41-8, Los Angeies (January 1984 - January 1986); MaximumRocknRdl, 

Percent 
4.0 
1.6 

Table 6: P o ü i l  Issues Continued 1 Frequency 

~egëtarianism 
Violence 
Votinq 

- 

No. 41, Berkeley (1 984). 

Religion 
Sexism 

2 7 1.6 
3 1 2.4 
11 0.8 

5 
2 

, Total 1 130 1 100.0 

No. 41, Berkeley (1984). 

Table 7: Activities Mentioned in Leers 
Activity Frequency 1 Percent 
Abusive Parents 1 5 / 3.6 
Dating 
Direct Action/Protestinci 
Dress/F ashion 
Drugs 
D.J.ing 
Fighting 
Fanzines 
Gangs 
Gigs 

1 / 0.7 
6 

10 
6 
t 

12 
3 
2 

62 
Ordering Goods 1 8 

4.3 
7.2 
4.3 
O. 7 
8.6 
2-1 
1.4 

44.2 
5.7 

Partying 
, Penpals 
Reading 

3 
4 
2 

2.1 
2.8 , 

1.4 - 
0.7 
0.7 

Rock Against Racism 
- School 

1 
1 

S kateboardi ng 
Taping 
TV 
Unity 
Voting 
Weightlifting 
Total 
Missing Letters 
Source: F lips&, Nos. 41 -8, Los Angeles (January 1 984 - January 1986); MaximumRocknRdl, 

8 ,  5.7 
1 
1 
1 

0.7 
0.7 
0.7 

11  0.7 
1 

140 
0.7 1 

100.0 
158 1 I I 



Table 8: Themes by Sex 
[ Theme / Unknawn 1 Unknawn 1 Female 1 Female 1 Male 1 Male 

Percent 
' 
Percent Percent 

Band 5 1-7 3 1.0 37 7 2.4 
Dmps O O 0 1 O ! 2 1 0.7 
ldentity 9 3.0 11 1 3.7 i 25 8.4 

- Label O O 0 ( O / 2 0.7 
Magazine 1 7 ,  2.4 1 2 1 0.7 1 16 5.4 
Military 1 1 0.3 1 1  0.3 ! 4 1 -4 

[ Parents 1 O 1 O 2 1 0.7 f 3 1 1 .O 

Religion [ 3 .  1 .O 4 j 1.4 1 6 1 2.0 
Sœne 1 13 4.3 4 1 1-41 471 15.8 

1 Violence i 1 i O- 1 11 0.3 1 6 I 2.0 
! M e r  1 5 1 1.7 1 1 ! 0.3 1 3 1 1 .O 

54 1 18.1 1 47 15.8' 197 1 66.1 
Total 1 298 [ 1 1 
Source: Flipside, Nos. 41 -8, Los Angeles (January 1984 - January 1986); MaximumRocknRoll, 
No. 41, Berkeiey (1984). 



Table 9: Political Issues Mentioned by Sex 
Political Issue Unknarm / Unknam 1 Femak i Female / Male 1 Male 

1 percent i I percent / I Percen 
l 

[ Feminism 1 4 1 2.8 1 3 1 2.1 1 2 1 1 -4 

I I 

1 Corporate i 0.7 O 1- O 

I t 

, Awareness 
Defense 

1 Readionary ! 0 1 0 1 2 / 1.4 1 2 1 1 -4 

O 1 0 1 0 1 O 1 t O. 7 

[ Religion 1 9 1 0.7 1 2 1 1.4 1 2 1 1.4 i 

Age ! 2 ,  1.4 j O 1 0 1 0 i O 

, Gangs I O 
, Homosexuality 1 

i Sexism 1 O 1 O 1 2 1 1.4 1 O i 0 / 

Anarchisrn 0 1 O 
, Animal Rights 1 3 1 2.1 

' Leftist" 

O 1 0 i O / t !  0.7 
0.7 ! 0 1 0 / 1 f 0.7 

I 

1 1  0.7 1 3 1 2. 1 
1 1 0.7 1 2 / ? -4 

1 \ Libertarian 
0.7 1 5 3.5 / 11 1 7.7 

Anti-Corparate 

- - - 

Vegetarianism 
Violence 

11 0.7 1 O 

O O O ,  

O 1 O 
0.7 1 O 

O 
1 

Voting 

O 1 2 / 1.4 
An ti-Fascist 1 1 i 0.7 1 1 ,  0.7 / 2 

1 
O 

Nationalism 1 
i O 0.7 , 2 

2 1 1.4 
2 1 1.4 

1 -4 

O 1 -4 
2 

0 O 1 1 / 0.7 

Pacifisrn I O 

1.4 

O 1 O 

j Anti-Govemment 0 1 O 
1 Anti-Liberal 11 0.7 

O O ( O 
1 Parents 1 1 

76 Total 

O !  O i 2 

1 

20.8 58.8 1 27 

1 -4 

Anti-Libertarian 
Anti-Militarism 

0.7 f O i O 
0.7 

1 Missing 

O / 0 1 3 / 2.1 

Peaœ 1 1 
Pentagon 1 O 
PMRC ! O 

1 police 1 3 
- Pomography O ~ 

Racisrn 1 1 

Source: FIipside, Nos. 41 4, Los Angeles (January 1984 - January 1986); MaximumRocknRoil, 
No. 41, Berkeley (1 984). 

27 
168 

3 [ 2.1 1 O !  O 
1 / 0.7 1 3 ! 2.1 

3 

20.8 

0 1 O 
3 1 2.1 

Anti-RAR I 0 / O !  0 ! O / 11 0.7 

2- 1 
0.7 1 0 

O !  1 
O i O 

Anti-Reagan t 
O 1 O !  2 

' 0 1 5 1 3.5 
0.7 1 O / O 
0 / 1 1 0-7 

1.4 1 4 !  2.8 

2.1 
O 

0.7 

, Brazil 1 O i O 0 .  O j 1 ! 0.7 

1 
O 

1 'Chanaeu 1 01 O I O 1 O 1 1 I 0.7 

0.7 f 7 / 4.9 
O 

O , O 
1 
5 

0.7 
3.5 



1 Autistics 1 1 ! 016 1 

Table IO: Ban* ~entionedSn 
Band ! Frequency 1 Percent 1 Accused 

1 

7 1 0.6 
Amebi 1 2 1 1.2 
American Dream 1 1  0.6 , 
Angry Sarnoans 

1 Anti-Scmnti Faction 
l !  0.6 
1 1 0.6 

' B-52'~ I 1 i 0.61 
Bad Yodelers I 1 j 0.6 ! 
Basic Math 

- Bbck Flag 
Butt Acne 

0.6 1 
0.6 
1-2 , 
0.6 1 

. Dischord I 1 

[ DYS 1 2 ' 1.2 

'" A lot Of these bands are mentioned only onœ which speaks to two things: fim there were a 
tremendous number of punk bands, many tirnes more than we have records of, and second, that 
even though we can speak of ttiere king a "national* punk scene at #is time, the prirnary focus 
for individuals rernained local. 

3 
8 

Dickies 

Exploited 3 
F-Tmp 1 1 
Faction 2 

- Fear 
Free the Five 

, Frogmen 
G.G. Allin 

1.9 
5.0 

Christian h a t h  k 1 i 0.6 1 
1 

, Christ on Parade I 1 ! 0.6 1 
Circfe Jerks I 4 / 2.5 1 
Circie One I 4 : 0.6 1 

1 

1.9 
0.6 
1.2 

06j 

2 1 1.2, 

0.6 
1.2 
1.2 
0.6 
3.1 
0.6 

Comipted Quaker Boys 1 1 
Crass I 

I 2 

Dogay Style 
i 

1 
1 

, Danzig 
Dead Hippie 

. Dead Kennedys 

Dream Syndicate 

0.6 . 
0.6 , 

2 
1 
5 
1 

ûesœndents ~ 

Desert Folks 
Detonators 
Devo 
Dezerten 

2 
1 

1 ,  0.6 

1 [ 0.6 1 
1 [ 0.6 
11 0.6 
11 0.6 1 
1 1  0.6 1 



Table 10: Band Names continued 1 F requency 1 Percent 
GBH 

I 

! 3 1 1-9 
Hawaii's Hardcore f 1 !  0.6 1 

- 

Heart Attack 1 1  0.6 1 - - . . 

Hesse 0.6 
Holy Dolls 11 0.6 
lconoclast 1 0.6 
Insolents 1 ,  0.6 
Jerry's Kids 3 .  1.9 , 
Killroy 51 3.1 1 
K ~ ~ Z Z Y S  1 i 0.6 
Lads 1 1 0.6 1 
Limited Potential t 1 0.6 
Mad Parade t 

1 2 1 1.2 

1 No Mercv 1 1 1 0.6 i 

1 Meat Puppets 1 1 1 0.6 
1 Meatmen 11 0.6 

- -  - - -  

Peace Corps 1 1 0-6 
Public Image Limited 

f Membrane a 11 0.6 

I I  0.6 

1.2 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 

MIA 
Mike Muir 
Misfits 
Mystic 

Poop 1 11 0.6 1 

1 2 
1 
1 
1 

Naked Raygun 
Necros 
New York DoHs 

1 Nowhere League 

* 

Psychic TV 
Ramones 
Raw Power 
R.E.M- 
Rizby 
Rotten Wgins 
Saccharine 
Sado Nation 

2 1 1.2 
1 / 0.6 
11 0.6 
11 0.6 

. No Bullshl 1 11 0.6 
No ldentitv 1 

I 11 0.6 

I! 0.6 
1 j 0.6 
11  0.6 

7 Seconds 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 1 0.6 ! 

0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 ' Seizure 1 

Sewage 1 0.6 1 
Sex Pistols 2 1.2 



- 
No. 41. Be&eley (1 984). 

, Table IO: Band Names Continued 1 Frequency Percent 
Shades of Grey 1 1 0.6 ! 

- Shattered Faith 1 11 0.6 
Skrewdriver I 1 1 0.6, 
SNFU I 11  0.6 
Soda t Distortion 1 6 1 3.8 
Soda t Slugs 1 1 I 0.6 / 
The Sound of Laughter 
Stalag 13 
Suicidal Tendencies 

1 Terminal Choiœ 
U ndercover 

4 1 2.5 1 
2 / 1.2 
7 1 0.6 
11 0.6 
11 0.6 

Unifom Choie i 11  0.6 
United Effort 1 1  0.6 
Upstart 1 1 0-6 
Vandals 1 5 ,  3.1 

0.6 
0.6 
0.6 

. . 0.6 , 

, W M o s  1 
X 
Youth BtMade 
Zeitgeist 

1 
1 
1 

Zombies 1 '  0.6 
Total 1 161 100.0 
Source: Fiiilpside, Nos. 41 -8, Los Anseles (January 1 984 - January 1986); MaximumRocknRolI, 




